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our land love it as weve loved it Care
for it as weve cared for it Hold in your
mind the memory of the land as it is when you
take it And with all your strength with all

your might and with all your heart preserve
it for your children and love it as God loves us
all One thing we know--our God Is the same
This earth is precious to Him Even the white

man cannot be exempt from the common destiny

Chumash Indian chief to

President Theodore Roosevelt
ca 1908
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SUMMARY

The General Management Plan for Channel Islands National Park

provides management guidance for the preservation of the natural

and cultural resources and for acceptable levels of visitor use
interpretation and general development Volumes and II of this

plan address three of the five islands in the park The other two
islands placed under NPS authority on March 1980 when the

monument was superseded by the expanded national park will be

addressed in supplement to the plan that will be prepared within

the next three years

The plan for management of Anacapa Santa Barbara and San

Miguel islands is based upon an extensive resource inventory and

program that calls for the preservation and restoration of natural

ecosystems reduction or elimination of exotic species protection of

rare threatened or endangered species and preservation of

archeological and historical features

Capacity levels have been established for each island Visitor use

is generally restricted to the existing trail system or on occasion
to designated areas when accompanied by park ranger permit
is required to visit San Miguel and visitors will be under the

supervision of park personnel Portions of some islands are closed

to visits other areas may be closed seasonally to protect senstive

species and/or to allow for vegetation recovery

Except for the mainland headquarters development will be minimal

and generally will consist of renovation or replacement of existing
facilities as they become obsolete The use of alternative energy
sources is emphasized Two existing developments the campground
on Anacapa Island and the picnic area/toilet facility at Frenchys
Cover will be removed

Emphasis is placed on personal services by island staff and other

trained personnel to provide interpretation for the visitors

Increased staff/visitor contact in park waters is also emphasized
Publications rather than wayside exhibits will supplement the

personal services

The heavy emphasis on personnel allows the intrusion of man-made

facilities to be reduced to the minimum necessary to provide for

personnel maintenance and visitor information to ensure that the

islands remain in primitive condition Extensive resourceS

monitoring programs are proposed and training of employees to

recognize potential threats to the resources is emphasized so that

potential adverse effects can be prevented or minimized
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INTRODUCTION

general management plan is public statement of National Park
Service NPS intentions It establishes long-range strategies for

resource management visitor use and development of an integrated

park system and creates framework for future programs
facilities and management actions This Channel Islands

management plan cannot solve all park problems but it can give
direction to their resolution It is not static--aspects may change
in response to information gained through research or in response
to emerging needs or problems

This General Management Plan consisting of volume Visitor

Use/Interpretation/General Development and volume II

Natural/Cultural Resource Management is intended to guide

management for the next ten years Both parkwide actions and
actions specific to Anacapa Santa Barbara and San Miguel islands

are proposed the three islands cannot be neglected as we
concentrate on gaining knowledge of Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz
islands Most of the actions are described in volume II and the

rest are discussed here in the Visitor Use and General

Development sections Proposals are modest in scope and are

planned for phased implementation since NPS funding limitations

preclude crash program

An additional document the Resource Management Program
supplements this plan Revised annually it presents the five-year

management program



Extensive work will be required before the added islands can be

opened to further public use Land acquisition that is sensitive to

the rights of the present owners may require considerable time
terrestrial and marine resources inventory and mapping are needed
to provide the necessary knowledge for visitor use planning and
an amended draft general management plan with resource

management visitor use interpretation and general development
components for the additional islands will require at least three

years for preparation As in all NPS planning efforts the

interests of the general public will be expressed through public
involvement program

The plan presented in this document recognizes that changes
particularly in visitor use patterns may occur because of the park
expansion however it is based on sound resource management
principles that will change only if new knowledge is gained through
research projects Major consideration has been given to compliance
with legislation executive orders and NPS policies designed to

ensure preservation of the natural and cultural resources
consideration has also been given to the desires of the general

public However where conflicts exist between resource

preservation and public use public desires are generally held to be

subservient

PURPOSE

Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands were set apart as Channel
Islands National Monument on April 26 1938 by President

Franklin Roosevelt to reserve in the public interest these islands

containing fossils of Pleistocene elephants and ancient trees and

furnishing noteworthy examples of ancient volcanism deposition
and active sea erosion and have situated thereon various other

objects of geological and scientific interest On February 1949
President Harry Truman extended the boundaries to include the

area within nautical mile of these two islands to provide for the

proper care management and protection of the objects of geological

and scientific interest located on lands within the said monument

Oddly neither the elephant nor tree fossils mentioned in the

proclamation were located on the two monument islands It was not

until agreement was reached with the Department of the Navy for

cooperative management of San Miguel and Prince islands that these

noted resources came under NPS jurisdiction

Today the Channel Islands are recognized as areas of exceptional
scientific value with irreplaceable cultural resources notable



geological features rare fauna and plant communities that have
evolved in unique manner because of their isolation from the

mainland The National Park Service recognizes its responsibility to

perpetuate and restore these ecosystems and to provide for visitor

use at levels compatible with resource preservation

On March 1980 President James Carter signed legislation

authorizing Channel Islands National Park--a dream of nature

lovers scientists conservationists and the National Park Service

since establishment of the national monument Various bills to

institute national park status were introduced in Congress between
1965 and 1979 The cooperative attitude of the landowners and the

heightened awareness of the public to sensitive resources on and
around these islands combined to ensure passage by the 96th

Congress

In addition to including the islands of Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa
the legislation established San Miguel Island and associated Prince

Island as an official part of the National Park System It

authorized transfer of U.S Navy and Coast Guard property within

the park boundary and with concurrence of the head of the agency
having custody to the administrative jurisdiction of the secretary
of the interior Until these land transfers take place the Park
Service will continue cooperative management policies that will

ensure preservation of these unique resources for future

generations The U.S Navy and Coast Guard will have the right
to continue their essential missions under amended or new
cooperative agreements

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

Management objectives list of conditions desired for the former

Channel Islands National Monument were prepared as part of the

Statement for Management for Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands

and as separate statement for San Miguel and Prince islands

These documents outline the broad framework for directing

operations and communicating park objectives to the public
Statements for management are reviewed annually by the

superintendent and regional director and are revised when

necessary With the change in status of San Miguel Island and the

addition of Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands single statement

for management should be prepared for the park with immediate

emphasis on management objectives for Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz

islands



COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Channel Islands National Monument was somewhat unique in that

much of the area managed by the National Park Service was owned
or under the jurisdiction of other agencies All of East Anacapa
portions of Middle and West Anacapa and portions of Santa Barbara
Island are owned by the U.S Coast Guard San Miguel and Prince

islands are owned by the U.S Navy all submerged lands are

owned by the state of California Other agencies while not owners
of land have been designated lead agencies in certain resource

areas Although federal landownership may change as result of

the park expansion act cooperation with these agencies will remain

an essential element of management

The relationship between the agencies and the National Park Service

has by and large been good However the potential exists for

conflicts--particularly when the preservation policies of the National

ParIs Service are at odds with more exploitive policies These
agencies reviewed the various drafts leading to this plan and their

comments were carefully considered however consensus is not

implied by publication of this plan

Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands are under private ownership
The eastern portion of Santa Cruz and all of Santa Rosa are to be

acquired by the National Park Service The Nature Conservancy
will continue to own the major portion of Santa Cruz and the

National Park Service is authorized to cooperate with the

conservancy in its management

The primary management agencies and their current roles with

respect to park resources are described below

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

The U.S Coast Guard owns several portions of and/or retains

rights on all of the islands within the park for emplacement of aids

to navigation The National Park Service manages these lands for

resource preservation and visitor use It also uses and maintains

the structures on East Anacapa which formerly were part of the

U.S Coast Guard station Both agencies provide emergency
services to boaters with the U.S Coast Guard having primary
responsibility When priorities allow the U.S Coast Guard
provides support services for the Park Service that significantly

contribute to efficient park management Although landownership
may change the right to emplace future navigational aids will be

ensured under cooperative agreements



UNITED STATES NAVY

The U.S Navy currently owns San Miguel and associated Prince

Island but through 1916 amendment of 1963 memorandum of

agreement the National Park Service jointly manages the island

Although day to day management and protection of the islands rests

with the park staff military activities continue to take precedence
over other uses The park expansion legislation recognizes the

continuing requirement for essential military missions and these

uses will not be nullified with transfer of the land to the National

Park Service The two agencies cooperate in research activities of

mutual interest and the logistics support provided at various times

by Navy personnel is significant contribution to efficient

management of the islands Close cooperation between these two

agencies will continue

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

NOAA is charged with establishment of national marine sanctuaries

within United States waters proposed marine sanctuary
encompasses the water area for miles around all of the northern

Channel Islands and around Santa Barbara Island The park has

recognized the need for more regional approach to protection of

the entire Channel Islands area and has indicated its support of the

concept of marine sanctuary If such sanctuary develops
Channel Islands National Park with 1-nautical mile jurisdictional

boundary will be included within it calling for increased

coordination between the National Park Service California

Department of Fish and Game and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

branch of NOAA this agency is charged with enforcement of

such pertinent laws as the Fur Seal Treaty Act of 1911 and the

Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 both of which give it lead

agency status for management of all seals sea lions sea otters
dolphins porpoises and whales On the park islands therefore
these animals are mutually managed by the National Marine Fisheries

Service and the National Park Service Under memorandum of

agreement between the two services currently in draft form
management by the National Marine Fisheries Service must comply
with park regulations e.g potential practices on the park islands

such as capture of pinnipeds for commercial use is prohibited In

addition the National Park Service and National Marine Fisheries

Service may at some future date cooperate in research on marine

mammals in the park third agency the California Department of

Fish and Game is also involved in management of marine mammals



close cooperation between the three agencies is essential to

management of these species

CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION

Specific to this plan the California State Lands Commission has the

statutory responsibility to administer and manage the use of the

states tidelands and submerged lands around Santa Barbara San

Miguel and Anacapa islands that is lands between the mean high
tide line and seaward miles Such lands within nautical mile of

the islands have been leased to the Department of Fish and Game
for ecological reserves However the lands commission has

retained authority over these areas for oil gas geothermal and
other mineral exploration and development under certain conditions

as explained under Oil and Gas Sanctuary in volume II

The lands commission also has permit authority over dredging
disposal of dredging spoils mining and salvage operations on this

land Coordination between the commission and the National Park
Service will occur primarily through contacts with other federal and
state agencies

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

On May 15 1978 the United States Supreme Court held that the

state of California--not the federal government--holds dominion over
the submerged lands and waters within mile of Santa Barbara and

Anacapa islands NPS regulations concerning sport and commercial

fishing and other uses within these waters and submerged lands

were voided by this decision Regulation and enforcement are now
the responsibility of the state of California

Coordination with this department follows several directions Since

1978 monument law enforcement rangers have been deputized as

state game wardens for the purpose of enforcing game regulations
within the ecological reserves surrounding each island This

department is also consulted with respect to its jurisdiction of the

resources surrounding the islands In addition it may assume

management responsibility for marine mammals from the National

Marine Fisheries Service and concurrent management of the

pinnipeds on the islands may take place with the state The
legislation establishing Channel Islands National Park stipulates that

the National Park Service undertake an inventory of the marine

resource and offer advice to the California Department of Fish and
Game concerning management of this resource The same legislation

extends the parks administrative boundary out nautical mile

around each of the park islands which will facilitate cooperation

not only in law enforcement but also in research Finally
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consultation takes place between the park staff and the department
regarding wildlife management and in particular the states

endangered species program several island species of animals and
plants are currently either protected under the states endangered
species act or are being considered for protection

The following agencies are not directly engaged in management of

the park resources but are consulted to ensure compliance with

legislation executive orders and other mandates pertaining to the

preservation of natural and cultural resources

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

This private organization will retain ownership of approximately 90

percent of Santa Cruz Island Under the provisions of P.L
96-199 the National Park Service is authorized to expend funds for

the management of natural and cultural resources and the provision
of visitor services in cooperation with the Nature Conservancy
While visitor use policies and resource management actions will

remain the primary responsibility of the Nature Conservancy close

cooperation between this organization and the Park Service is in the

best public interest

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

This agenqy is responsible for management of those resources of the

territorial waters of the United States that are not managed by the

various states the Bureau of Land Management is lead agency in

development of potential natural gas and petroleum lease sales As

part of lease sale 48 which encompasses the Channel Islands

region BLM compiled baseline biological and cultural information for

the entire Southern California Bight In this effort the National

Park Service often cooperated with various BLM contract

researchers in obtaining information from the park islands In

addition the Park Service was of direct help in gathering and

assessing archeological information The park staff has reviewed

the various public documents relative to lease sales 35 and 48 and
will continue consultation in the future in an attempt to ensure

protection of park resources subsequent to present and future lease

sales

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

This fedqral agency will be involved in consultations with the

National Park Service concerning the Endangered Species Act of

1973 as amended According to this law all federal agencies

must ensure that their actions do not jeopardize certain species of

11



plants or animals that have been recognized as endangered or

threatened If there is the chance that federal action may affect

one of these species consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service

must occur NPS guidelines indicate that if species is candidate

for inclusion under this act informal consultation will take place
Since several species have been considered proposed or already

included under the Endangered Species Act particularly on Santa

Barbara Island both the resource management proposals and the

broader General Management Plan were prepared in consultation with

Fish and Wildlife In addition the Fish and Wildlife Service

conducts research especially that related to endangered species
The National Park Service also enforces the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act of 1918 which provides not only for protection of birds

normally thought of as migratory e.g waterfowl but also most

species of songbirds For this reason most research including

banding having to do with birds within the park must also be

covered by federal permits from the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service

CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

This office reviews all plans and proposals for development that

might affect cultural resources Additionally liaison for the

California Native American Heritage Commission is part of the office

staff and reviews the plan for consultation and coordination with

concerned Native Americans The state historic preservation officer

comments on plans as part of required compliance with the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 An integral part of this review

process includes consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation

_______________________CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION

This state agency was established by the California Coastal Act of

1976 to promulgate and ensure compliance with regulations designed
to protect the California Pacific coastal strip from detrimental or

unrestricted development Early consultation with the California

Coastal Commission led to determination that the islands were not

within the coastal management zone under their jurisdiction and that

formal federal consistency determination would not be required

However park headquarters in Ventura Harbor is under their

jurisdiction and that proposed development was determined to be

consistent with the approved California Coastal Zone Management
Plan This General Management Plan has been prepared with full

knowledge of local coastal zone management policies and is

considered consistent in all aspects

The California Coastal Commission along with the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration investigates establishment of marine

12



sanctuaries within state waters current proposal of marine

sanctuary encompassing waters for miles around the northern

Channel Islands and Santa Barbara Island ensures continued

consultation with the coastal commission

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

In addition to formal working relationships with the preceding

agencies the National Park Service works closely with local

governmental agencies educational institutions and community
organizations to ensure that programs and proposals for the park
are complementary to community needs Both the Ventura Port

District and the Ventura Architectural Review Board were consulted

extensively during design of the headquarters facility Numerous
educational institutions conduct field trips to the islands and the

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History has initiated with NPS
cooperation series of trips to San Miguel Island Native

Americans are being consulted in regards to their concerns for the

archeological sites on the islands

13





LOCATION

The eight Channel Islands found off the coast of southern California
between Point Conception and the Mexican border are ridges on the
continental shelf The northern islands--Anacapa Santa Cruz
Santa Rosa and San Miguel--roughly parallel the coast of Santa

Barbara and Ventura counties The southern islands--Santa

Barbara San Nicolas Santa Catalina and San Clemente--are
scattered between Los Angeles and San Diego Distance from the

coast varies from Anacapa 11 miles to San Nicolas 60 miles

Channel Islands National Park includes Anacapa Santa Barbara
and San Miguel islands under federal ownership mainland

operations base in Ventura and Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz
islands under private ownership at this time

memorandum of agreement between the Department of the Navy
and the Department of the Interior dated May 1963 provided for

study of the biological and cultural resources and for joint

responsibility for preservation protection and management of San

Miguel and Prince islands resources An amendment to the

agreement on October 20 1976 gave the National Park Service

authority to allow visitors and to manage the resources enforcing

applicable laws and regulations in accordance with NPS mandates
Minor changes in the use and management of San Miguel Island

indicated in this plan have been developed in consultation with the

Department of the Navy

17



ACCESS/USE

Visitors can reach any of the park islands by charter boat from

Ventura but service can be costly because of the distance

involved In summer regularly scheduled tours to Anacapa Island

are offered by Island Packers Company The tour boats to NPS
managed islands operate under permits issued by the park
superintendent Santa Cruz Island can be visited with permission
of the Nature Conservancy and/or the other owners and Santa Rosa

with permission of its owners

Access is divided fairly equally among sailing vessels powerboats
and tour boats with Anacapa visitors mostly arriving by tour boat

and Santa Barbara and San Miguel visitors by private boat

Park staff are generally transported to Anacapa and Santa Barbara
by NPS boat but helicopter is sometimes used for large loads
Fixed wing aircraft landing on two primitive grass airstrips

transport personnel and heavy loads to San Miguel although an
NPS boat is used when feasible Access by air is not available to

the general public

It Is estimated that over 100000 people visit the three Islands

annually but accurate counts are difficult to obtain because the

majority are in private boats It is reasonable to assume that

significant increase in the number of visitors would result if

transportation services were increased and docking facilities

improved Most recorded visitation is to Anacapa and Santa

Barbara San Miguel has been open to visitors only since summer
1978 and visits are limited by its distance from the mainland
unpredictable weather and restrictions set by the U.S Navy and
the National Park Service Prior to 1978 visitation to San Miguel
was limited by U.S Navy permit system used primarily for

purposes of research Visitors who may not remain on land

overnight must obtain an NPS permit and be accompanied by
ranger Landing is permitted only at Cuyler Harbor

Approximately 75 percent of all island visitors are adults 20

percent young adults and percent children Ninety percent of

all visitors are residents of southern California As might be

expected marina-of-origin statistics are heavily weighted toward
marinas in the Channel Islands area with one-third from Oxnard
one-third from Ventura one-eight from Los Angeles one-eighth
from Santa Barbara and the remainder from other west coast areas
Visits are predominantly for recreation

study of visitors to the mainland headquarters indicates that

approximately 70 percent are adults Seventy percent are also

residents of southern California Ninety-five percent of the visits

18
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are for recreation in the Ventura area including brief visit to

park headquarters Many visitors expected to see national

monument and were surprised by the small headquarters facility
The new national park headquarters will include theater and
exhibits and will make possible an improved visitor experience It

is anticipated that the percentage of young adults and children

visiting the new headquarters will increase as the

programs--particularly for school groups--are improved However
it is estimated that less than 20 percent of those visiting

headquarters will actually get to the islands

The majority of visitors to the islands stay less than 12 hours
although many pleasure boaters anchor overnight in coves and
harbors around the islands and some of these boaters also come
ashore Camping Is permitted on Anacapa and Santa Barbara and

campers tend to remain two to three days Activities engaged in

by island visitors cover the spectrum of possible options available

mostly involving sightseeing photography sailing/cruising
fishing and hiking

REGIONAL CONTEXT

_______________SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Traditionally the three islands have been most heavily used and
influenced by residents of the southern California coastal strip
For this reason the socioeconomic region of concern has been limited

to metropolitan districts as defined by the Bureau of the Census
from Point Conception south to the Mexico border This section

contains direct and Indirect interpretations drawn from the 1975

trend analysis of 1970 census data

The population of the region was determined to be 10988693 in

1975 with more than half of that number residing in the Los

Angeles/Long Beach area in recent history this has been one of

the fastest growing areas of the nation However the rate of

population growth slowed dramaticaiiy from 1970 to 1975 indeed
the Los Angeles/Long Beach area experienced net population loss

over that same time period Nevertheless population density

figures indicate that the region is very heavily populated with

Orange County registering the highest figure--over 2000 people

per square mile As expected the percentage of the population
classified as urban is also extremely high Education age and
income statistics demonstrate that the regional population is slightly

more educated slightly younger and generally more affluent than

comparabie national standards

20



ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

The southern California economy is generally well developed and

highly structured and includes sectors representing energy
tourism agriculture military services and manufacturing
Economic activities of immediate concern to the Santa Barbara
Channel and therefore to the National Park Service are

recreation oil and gas exploration and development and fisheries

The Southern California Bight has had long history as an

important region for commercial and sport fisheries activities and
for recreational resources Although oil and gas production began
as early as 1896 in the channel it was relatively recently that the

region attracted significant interest with the BLM program of

leasing outer continental shelf tracts for exploration and

development

Recreational resources are extensive in the region and are

significant basis of economic activity The coastal environment is

national attraction with opportunities for water-related recreation

particularly well supplied In that respect recreational uses of

southern California generate millions of dollars of revenue

The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service formerly Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation estimates that 21.5 million recreationists visit

the coastal resources of the counties annually including 13 million

regional residents South of Point Conception accessible mainland

beaches in public ownership amount to approximately 150 miles of

shoreline Major uses are camping fishing swimming and

surfing In addition to the mainland coastal environment the

Channel Islands attract recreational use The most heavily

developed and used of the islands is Santa Catalina on peak
holiday periods Avalon and Isthmus Cove harbors have
accommodated over 2.500 boats

Fisheries activities include commercial operations sportfishing from

private and party boats and skin and scuba diving Information

indicates that waters surrounding the islands are major harvesting
areas for both commercial and sport fishermen Additionally the

relatively undisturbed underwater environment is significant

attraction for an increasing number of skin and scuba divers who
come to see rather than fish the underwater resources

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES

While southern California offshore areas are richly endowed with

unique and irreplaceable natural and cultural resources the areas

also attract activities that could ultimately threaten those resources
The fisheries kelp and petroleum industries depend upon offshore

resources These industries as well as military use ranching
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recreational use energy production shipping and boat terminal

facilities and even the space program could ultimately threaten

island resources Potential effects of these activities are discussed

in the following sections Actions to mitigate the potential effect of

these threats are discussed in volume II of this plan

Recreational Use

As more people learn about the islands and numbers of the

boating public increase the threat to island resources from

recreational use could increase However growing fuel costs and
shortages plus minimal increases in mainland berthing spaces may
limit these increases The recreational potential of the California

mainland coastline has obviously been realized but not without

wholesale disturbance of natural values in large areas Tapping the

recreational potential of the islands without jeopardizing their values

is the most difficult management problem facing the National Park
Service and other concerned agencies

Harvest of Marine Resources

The offshore islands are heavily fished by sport fishermen in

commercial party boats sport divers in search of the highly prized

spiny lobster rock scallop and abalone and by commercial

lobster sea urchin and abalone fishermen Demand for high yield

fishing areas as are found off the islands is great While

regulated fishing activity on sustained yield basis may be

compatible with preservation objectives in some areas it appears
that the resources of other areas are being severely depleted
Chain effects can also result so that more than just the fished

species is threatened For example the endangered California

brown pelican dependent on anchovies and mackerel may be

threatened by reduction in the anchovy populition Currently

many of the marine resources of the area may not be sufficiently

monitored to ensure adequate reserves marine resources study
to be completed by October 1982 will address these issues

Commercial harvest of kelp and other marine vegetation is

thriving industry in southern California The effects of long-term

harvest are disputed but at least over the short term the kelp
forest--vital as nursery grounds and habitat for many marine

species--is diminished by harvest

At present resources of the tidelands and submerged lands out to

nautical mile around Anacapa Santa Barbara and San Miguel

islands are under state administration and management and are

designated ecological reserves While regulations restrict sport

and commercial taking of marine species in certain limited areas
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much commercial activity continues The California fish and game
code should be consulted for current information and restrictions

that apply in closure zones in the ecological reserves since the

regulations vary considerably from area to area

Offshore Oil and Gas Development

Federal and state lessees are actively pursuing exploration and

development off the southern California coast for oil and gas
production Federal leasing of offshore lands was initiated in 1963
following ten years of state leasing of offshore areas As result

of lease sales in 1966 and 1968 72 leases were sold in the Santa

Barbara Channel In 1975 the Department of the Interior held

southern California outer continental shelf OCS lease sale 35
which resulted in the leasing of 56 tracts Another lease sale 48
was held for the southern California border land and Santa Barbara
Channel in June 1979 At present 13 oil platforms and an
increasing number of exploratory platforms are located within the

Santa Barbara Channel between Ventura and Gaviota

It is expected that OCS oil and gas leasing activity will increase

Although leases are not being offered within miles of the islands
conflict with the environmental protection of the Channel Islands
will result both on land and offshore Several leases abut the

3-mile buffer zone and increase the almost inevitable possibility for

disturbance to island resources Potential impacts include

disturbance of archeological resources and terrestrial biota if any of

the islands were to be used as onshore staging areas damage to

pinniped and seabird rookeries rocky intertidal areas kelp beds
and offshore reefs if an oil spill occurs and disturbance and
depletion of marine mammals and seabirds caused by drilling

operations and offshore noise and activity

Oil-Tanker Routes

Considerable concern is evident throughout southern California over
the possibility of major oil spills in the Santa Barbara Channel and
in areas adjacent to the Channel Islands Tanker traffic within the

channel is expected to increase as result of the portage of oil

from Alaska Alternate routes for supertankers well-defined sea

lanes radar monitoring and an emergency operations plan are

measures being considered to reduce impacts of increased tanker

movements The National Park Service is concerned about tanker
routes that would use San Miguel Island as turning point and
would pass close to Santa Barbara Island These islands represent
two highly significant breeding areas for pinnipeds and seabirds
shipwreck or oil spill around either would be particularly
disastrous While impacts to these two islands are of particular
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concern all park islands are sanctuaries for marine and bird life

and deserve the same degree of protection

Liquid Natural Gas

Controversy over the importation of liquid natural gas LNG to the

United States centers around possible terminal locations and

shipping routes that could affect the Channel Islands Sites on the

islands along Santa Barbara Channel and the nearby mainland have
been considered for LNG terminal locations Use of the islands is

precluded by establishment of Channel lslands National Park
However tankers moving to and from mainland terminal sites add to

traffic in the already heavily used Santa Barbara Channel
increasing the possibility of collision and subsequent damage from

spills

Military Uses

Past military uses have both protected and threatened the islands

Military ownership has enhanced protection by limiting development
closing the islands to public uses that could have been destructive
and maintaining them under single owner On the other hand
some military uses have been destructive to resources for

example various types of ordnances have fallen on San Miguel
where archeological sites are concentrated fires resulting from

military operations have altered vegetation and destroyed historic

structures undetonated ordnances are found occasionally

presenting .a hazard to visitors researchers and NPS personnel
and introduced exotic species have greatly changed the native

species composition It is probable that many archeological sites

were damaged or destroyed when roads and other facilities were

developed The memorandum of agreement between the National

Park Service and the U.S Navy has led to close cooperation on

management of San Miguel and Prince islands While essential

national security missions are still permissible tighter control

should minimize the threat to the islands resources

Space Shuttle Program

The launch and reentry of rockets as part of the space shuttle

program are potential threat to the resources of the islands The

proposed launching path over San Miguel Island could subject its

resources to overpressures with force of up to 30 pounds per

square foot This may be disastrous to pinniped populations on

Point Bennett particularly when many young are present Sonic

booms created by both launch and reentry could startle pinnipeds

and seabirds and cause stampeding of beached animals and
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trampling of pups Strong overpressures during launching could

also have number of other effects on island resources at present
not fully understood that could include nest abandonment by
seabirds collapse of burrows and nests physical and physiological

damage to wildlife and collapse of geological features such as

caliche

The U.S Air Force is currently funding additional studies to

determine impacts of sonic booms and is considering suggestions to

modify the trajectory route or to schedule takeoffs during periods
when few species of seabirds and pinnipeds are present

EXISTING CONDITIONS

HEADQUARTERS

Park headquarters is currently housed in small office

building/visitor center and adjacent office trailer Storage and
warehouse facilities are minimal garage and sheds near

headquarters with additional facilities at Port Hueneme The
headquarters building and docking space for NPS boats are leased
from the Ventura Port District dock space is shared with the

Island Packers Company the only provider of scheduled public
transportation to the islands

Working conditions are poor and space is inadequate for visitor

orientation and information although some office space has been
vacated to provide small auditorium where visitors may enjoy
slide program These problems will be resolved with construction

of the new headquarters/visitor center facility on land donated by
the Ventura Port District Construction of this new facility is

scheduled for fall 1980

ANACAPA ISLAND

Anacapa consists of three small islets connected by narrow reefs

Totaling about 700 acres the islets are generally less than s-mile
wide and are collectively about miles long Perpendicular cliffs

rise to 250 feet above the sea Recreational uses predominate on

East Anacapa and at Frenchys Cove while West Anacapa is set

aside as research natural area for California brown pelicans
Middle Anacapa has been available for visitor exploration but there

are no formal trails or other facilities Of the islands that comprise
the park only Anacapa is easily accessible to the public by
regularly scheduled commercial boat service East Anacapa is most
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developed and receives the majority of visitor use because of its

proximity to the mainland and relatively flat surface Docking
boat requires considerable dexterity in the surges and tides in the

landing cove Most visitors are brought to the dock in skiffs and

leap to the ladder attached to the dock although at times it is

possible to bring boat alongside the dock crane is available to

lift heavy supplies to the top of the island Personal items are

passed to the dock and carried up the stairs by visitors While

there is inherent danger in this docking procedure neither the

tour boat operator nor the NPS boat crew attempt to land when
conditions are exceptionally rough The dock also contains lines

for supplying water and fuel to the island

The most prominent structures on the island are the lighthouse and

adjacent foghorn owned and maintained by the U.S Coast Guard
Their other structures are now used and maintained by the Park
Service 3-bedroom ranger residence generator building with

quarters for maintenance personnel fuel storage building and
combination maintenance/storage building with portion converted

to small exhibit space Farther up the hillside are churchlike

structure containing two large water storage tanks and large
water catchment basin that serves as helipad Utility systems
include new 1980 evaporation/transpiration system for waste

disposal an electrical distribution system from the generator

building fuel lines from dock to storage tanks and distribution

lines to structures and fire hydrants Water shipped to the island

and pumped to the storage tanks has not been available for public
use The facilities generally are in good condition and are being
restored to their original appearance

Visitor facilities are minimal trail system leads visitors to

various parts of East Island in places approaching the edge of the

cliffs for views into coves and marine mammal haulout areas
Visitors are warned of the dangers of cliff edges--the steep drop
and the possibility of sloughing Cliffs are closed to visitors in the

most hazardous areas Numbered posts mark self-guiding trail
and benches are provided at some of the more popular overlooks

Picnic tables are available adjacent to the exhibit room but no fires

are permitted small campground area in the middle of the island

has tables fire grates and two pit toilets the only public toilets

nearby The campground is located adjacent to sensitive plant

community that is subject to occasional impact from camping
activities

The only other facilities are located at Frenchys Cove on West

Anacapa Island where short trail leads to tide pool areas on the

south side of the island Picnic tables located here were removed

because the refuse associated with their use appeared to support an

increasing black rat population Pit toilets enclosed by
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driftwood screen are difficult to maintain because they cannot be

periodically relocated due to the confining terrain

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND

The smallest island of the group Santa Barbara is roughly
triangular 11 miles long and maximum of mile wide Santa

Barbara and associated islets total about 650 acres and are edged
by vertical cliffs. The island is barren of trees or large shrubs

except in the few canyons Docking facilities are more primitve
than on Anacapa Island but surge is generally not as severe The
dock contains boathouse into which the NPS patrol boat can be

lifted Most visitors come ashore by skiff and either jump onto the

rocks or the dock ladder Skiffs are then hauled ashore This

activity has substantial localized impact on intertidal marine

resources in the immediate area but this is the only place on the

island suitable for landing

At one time there was small incline railway from the dock to the

top of the cliffs All that now remains is water line to the

storage tank The small developed area is concentrated at the top
of the trail from the landing cove deteriorating Quonset hut

provides quarters for the island ranger and small office/exhibit

area Additional personnel who remain on the island are housed in

tents Rustic enclosures screen vault toilets for staff and visitor

use water and fuel tanks and tent for the relief ranger

Water for staff use is hauled from the mainland by the U.S Navy
and pumped from the dock to 7000-gallon storage tank
chlorination system was installed early in 1980 problem yet to

be resolved is disposal of shower and sink graywater Electricity

is supplied by solar collector/storage battery system and is

usually sufficient to meet minimal needs Propane is used for

cooking and refrigeration

Adjacent to the Quonset hut is small campground defined by
railroad ties that enclose level pads There are picnic tables at

each of the pads The developed area is severely eroded because
of loss of vegetation from concentrated use mud is major problem
during the rainy season helicopter landing site has been

designated near the campground blowing dust and vegetation can

be problem during dry seasons

Other than U.S Coast Guard navigational aid on the north end of

the island and remnants of roads and missile tracking facilities

Santa Barbara is virtually undeveloped trail system partially

utilizing former roads takes visitors to most of the points of

interest although some trails through critical habitats have been
closed or relocated As on Anacapa cliffs are hazardous and
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visitors are warned of the danger Trail erosion has been

problem particularly on the main trail an old road Corrective

measures have been taken to minimize erosion and effects are being
monitored

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND

The westernmost of the northern islands San Miguel is about

miles long and miles wide Along with Prince Island it covers

slightly less than 10000 acres The island is generally plateau

rising 400 to 500 feet above sea level it has two prominent rounded

peaks and is dissected by deeply eroded ravines Wind-driven
sand covers large portions of the island which is recovering from

previous overgrazing by sheep The 24-mile shoreline consists of

sandy beaches rocky bluffs and few sheltered coves and pocket
beaches Fog and strong winds are common San Miguel has been

used for ranching missile tracking and as background for

bombing practice The most intensive use occurred during World

War II when it was manned as an observation post The island is

generally closed to visitors when military exercises are scheduled in

the immediate area

Most of the facilities on San Miguel are owned by the National
Marine Fisheries Service in support of their research programs at

Point Bennett These include small residence/research station

and outhouse on the bluff overlooking Point Bennett various

storage buildings an outhouse and blinds on the point and
small A-frame for launching and hauling out the research boat At
times tents have been set up to house research personnel in the

Point Bennett dunes or up on the bluff near the research station

helicopter landing area has been designated in barren area near
the research station

Two existing airstrips are used for administrative purposes to

transport personnel including researchers and supplies to the

islands The grass strip in the dry lake area is the better of the

two and can be used by most STOL-type aircraft The grass strip

in the Lester Ranch area is shorter because of erosion and is

limited to use by specialized aircraft such as Norman-Britain

Islander

tent ranger station and composting toilet in Canada do Mar

Nidever Canyon is the only NPS development on the island An
outhouse located near the platform tent structure needs to be

relocated because it contaminates the stream Additional tents may
be used to house volunteers who provide visitor guide services
An NPS boat is beached at Cuyler Harbor but there are no storage
facilities
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small automatic weather station on San Miguel Hill is the only
other significant development except for ruins associated with past
uses of the island The cross-island trail former road from

Cuyler Harbor to Point Bennett is the only visitor use

development Numerous informal trails exist in the Point Bennett
and Nidever Canyon areas and old road scars are in evidence on

many parts of the island

Potable water is hauled to the island but springs are occasionally
used to supplement this supply small solar panel/storage

battery unit supplies minimal power at the tent ranger station

Propane is used for cooking and refrigeration

________________NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands were one of more than 25 areas
within the United States designated biosphere reserve and
remain an integral part of the United Nations Man and the

Biosphere Program This program was established to promote
intergovernmental cooperation in research and resource management
projects throughout the world and to allow the greater possiblity
that information be shared irrespective of political boundaries
Biosphere reserves were identified as examples of various ecotypes
around the world in which the primary objectives are conservation

of genetic diversity preservation of an area in which to carry on

baseline environmental research and monitoring and provsion of

education and interpretation NPS responsibilities for fulfilling the

purposes of the program are not clearly defined information gained

through research and monitoring proposed in this plan will have
international applicability as part of this biosphere program

The Channel Islands contain number of nationally significant
natural features that are in some cases the only such features in

the world The stands of giant coreopsis marine mammal

populations and numerous seabirds have received much attention
but the islands are biological laboratory and many of the most
significant features are unknown to the general public Baseline

data were collected during the preparation of this management plan
and these reports should be referred to by those who wish more
detailed descriptions of the resources Of particular interest is the

Natural Resources Study Channel Island National Monument
prepared by the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History with

additional information provided by NPS staff scientists The

following descriptions highlight significant natural features of the

park islands
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AIR RESOURCES

Weather

Classified as semiarid the climate of the Channel Islands is similar

to that of the southern California coast with the islands having
more fog and overcast weather and somewhat more moderate

year-round temperatures Foggiest months are generally late May
through mid-August and more than half of June and July are foggy
to some degree Relative humidity is high averaging from 60 to 70

percent for nearshore islands to 70 to 85 percent for offshore

islands Rainfall is usually slight to 14 inches/year and is

progressively lower for islands of the southern group and higher
for western islands of the northern chain Precipitation occurs

principally between November and March and is heaviest in January
and February virtually no rain falls from May to October Even

temperature is the rule with the average difference between day
and night consistent 100 Average mean temperature is about

60

Wind speed and direction varies for each island season and time

of day Winds at cool damp San Miguel generally average
consistent northwest 20 knots throughout the year Nearshore
islands generally have winds of less intensity with daily cycle of

increasing afternoon winds and nighttime calming

Periodic west/northwest winds blow throughout the Santa Barbara
Channel resulting in condition known as Channel Chop
However seasonal offshore warm dry winds known as Santa Anas
blow from the east when high pressure systems are present over

interior mainland areas These conditions may develop rapidly and
occur more frequently in September/October and sometimes

April/early May These sometimes strong gusty winds 20 to 40

knots contribute to the unpredictable and frequently hazardous
conditions that characterize the climate of the islands and the Santa

Barbara Channel region

The seasonality and character of the climate influence safety and
visitor use patterns on the Channel Islands While monthly mean
wind speed statistics appear to show no seasonal differences this is

not the actual case Generally very windy storm periods alternate

with days of relative calm and summer conditions show periodic

daily fluctuation The strong wet winter storms may preclude

daily fluctuation The warmer calm mornings of summer encourage
visitation which perhaps ends with moderately rough passage
home in the afternoon Most coves and harbors protected from the

prevailing northwest winds offer relatively safe anchorage from all

but the strongest storms throughout the year However anchoring

in these coves can prove disastrous in the event of Santa Ana

condition only very few coves mostly around Santa Cruz Island
offer protection then
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The combination of these unpredictable potentially hazardous
conditions and the absence of any truly safe harbors/anchorages
precludes leaving vessel unwatched for more than short period
of time This is especially true for the more oceanic islands such

as San Miguel or for overnight periods at any island Tour boats
which can be attended at all times and are designed for heavy seas
offer relatively safe transportation Safety for private boaters

depends upon the design of the boat and knowledge and skill of the

operator Generally if boating party wishes to spend several

hours or stay overnight on one of the islands skilled operator
should remain with the boat

Weather not only affects visitor use but plays major role in

evolution of plant and animal communities The constant winds on

San Miguel are major factor in continued erosion seasonal

variations in rainfall also contribute to erosion and have resulted in

different plant communities on the cooler moister north slopes than

on the hotter drier south slopes These variations in plant
communities bear direct relationship to animal habitat Wave
action particularly during storms continues the undercutting of

cliff faces and development of sea caves Weather is significant
natural feature of the Channel Islands

Air Quality

The air quality of the islands is excellent except under Santa Ana
east wind conditions While little monitoring information is

available to substantiate this statement remoteness from pollution

sources and the prevailing onshore winds for most of the year keep
man-caused air pollutants low However visibility and clarity are

often naturally reduced by fog and haze and are severely restricted

under Santa Ana conditions There are few emissions sources on or

near the islands with the exception of passing tankers and
recreational and commercial boats Offshore oil and gas
development anticipated for the future will ultimately contribute to

air pollution but is currently at low level with exploratory

activity from few platforms Occasional Santa Ana offshore winds
probably have the greatest influence on air quality These winds
can temporarily degrade the air quality of the park in October and
November as they bring pollutants from the urbanized Los Angeles
basin and coastal California to the islands

Air quality related values are very important attributes of the

park When fog lifts to allow views the scenic resources and
vistas of rock coastlines other islands and mainland are

outstanding--especially from East Anacapa which affords

spectacular views of Middle Anacapa West Anacapa and Santa Cruz

islands as well as of the mainland Although large numbers of

rare threatened endangered and endemic species and abundant
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cultural resources are found on the islands little or nothing is

known of their susceptibility to air pollutants

Under the Clean Air Act as amended in 1977 the entire country
was classified based upon the amount of allowable air quality
deterioration that can take place in each area Under this

classification Channel Islands National Monument was originally

designated as Class II but it has recently been recommended for

upgrading to Class status The proposed upgrading has not yet
been acted upon by Congress or the state of California Under
Class status no deterioration of air quality is allowable because air

quality related values are deemed important to the area Air

quality monitoring equipment has recently been installed on East

Anacapa Island by Ventura County but additional stations should

be installed on all of the park islands in the future

WATER RESOURCES

Fresh surface water is not available on either Anacapa or Santa

Barbara islands except for few small seeps Because the surfaces

of these two islands are small and relatively impermeable no

aquifers exist water runs off into the ocean during and immediately
after storms

Unlike Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands San Miguel is covered

by porous sand blanket and has relatively large recharge area
therefore groundwater aquifer is present Many small seeps as

well as springs are present on the island Flow rates and water

quality of the springs have been measured during single season

and are recorded in the natural resources study

The best fresh water best tasting and chemically purest known on

San Miguel Island is at Bath Beach followed by three springs in

the Cuyler Harbor area Although springwater quality data are

limited at present water from only one sampling period has been

analyzed preliminary testing indicates that the water quality of

the above springs appears safe when compared with the federal

maximum contaminant levels for noncommunity water systems The
water quality of springs on San Miguel Island does fall short

however of EPA and California suggested standards for secondary
maximum contaminant levels Salts and total suspended solids are

high in these island waters These sources would probably not be

acceptable as public water supply even if adequate treatment

could be provided

Potential exists for the development of wells as water source on

San Miguel but there is also high potential for poor tasting
although technically safe water
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As part of ongoing studies the park will prepare water

resources management plan to ensure compliance with federal and
state laws on water quality and separate report on compliance
with executive orders related to floodplains wetlands and Tsunami
hazards These reports will be prepared for the expanded park
The actions proposed in this plan for the three islands have been
determined to be consistent with the above laws and executive

orders

GEOLOGIC RESOURCES

The continental shelf of southern California consists of series of

low depressions and basins separated by high ridges some of which

protrude above sea level to form the Channel Islands Processes

that formed the islands and gave them their physical characteristics

provide many features of geologic interest among them marine

terraces at many levels that have developed along the shorelines in

response to varying sea levels and intermittent uplift of the

islands Another significant and attractive geologic feature is sea

caves important scenic and biological resources as are the rocky
shores with steep cliffs and rugged terrain broken by small sandy
beaches These geologic features provide habitat for seabirds
offering protection from terrestrial predators

Eolian landforms both active and inactive sand dunes are well

represented on San Miguel Associated with these dunes are

calcified root castings known as caliche Three major fossil caliche

forests are found on San Miguel These fossils are the

caliche-encrusted casts of vegetation buried by sand dunes more
than 14000 years ago Later the wind moved the sand and left

forests of sand molds standing above the surface These unusual

deposits are among the most interesting and fragile easily collected

or broken of the geologic features of San Miguels landscape

Recently the prominent sand spit at Cardwell Point has

disappeared This is probably evidence that vegetation recovery on

the island has reduced the supply of blowing sand However the

cause has not been studied and may be due to other natural

occurrences

One of the most interesting geologic questions that has been

subject of research is the relationship of the geologic history of the

islands to their biological past The northern Channel Islands are

geologically similar to and may represent seaward extension of the

mainland Santa Monica Mountains Whether the islands were ever

connected to the mainland is still under study but most recent

evidence indicates that there was no land connection Theories of

species dispersal from the mainland to the island especially

dispersal of large mammals such as the pygmy mammoth are
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complicated by lack of evidence of land bridge but make
interrelated biological and geological research on the islands even
more challenging and help explain the lack of other common
mainland species

The primary paleontological resources on the Channel Islands are

plant and animal remains--some of which are associated with

archeological sites--and caliche fossil forests or rhizoconcretions

The remains of plants and animals associated with archeological sites

offer insights into human use and adaptation to the environment of

the Channel Islands They also offer the opportunity to study
animal speciation and evolution and development of plant and animal

communities and their adaptations to varying climatic conditions

The most notable animal remains are those of the pygmy mammoth
dwarf form of the mainland mammoth found in the largest
concentration on San Miguel Island Pygmy mammoth remains as

well as those of Monterey pine cypress and currant are

preserved in island deposits Archeological material has also been
found at and near these deposits but no definite correlation

between early man and mammoth has been established

BIOLOGIC RESOURCES

As previously stated the National Park Service no longer exercises

management jurisdiction over waters within the boundary but is

deputized to enforce state regulations within the ecological reserves

surrounding Anacapa Santa Barbara and San Miguel islands

Similar authority will ultimately be sought for waters around Santa

Rosa and Santa Cruz islands These marine resources remain

vital concern particularly since they are so closely interrelated

with the terrestrial resources Survival of land based species such
as seabirds is dependent upon healthy marine ecosystem Sound

management policies for all of these resources are essential park
legislation calls for studies leading to management recommendations
for the marine resources around all islands within the park

The tidal and offshore areas of the Channel Islands contain most of

the remaining relatively pristine marine assemblages in the southern

California region The coastline of the islands is composed mainly
of rocky shorelines with precipitous headlands that define isolated

stretches of broad beaches In comparison to the mainland coast
largely disturbed by mans influence and intensive development
island coastal communities are virtually untouched Rich

undisturbed tide pools abound around the island their species

diversity and abundance unparalleled on the eastern Pacific coast
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Because the islands lie in an area of transition between southern

and northern marine floras and faunas their marine biota is

especially rich in species Point Conception 23 miles north of San

Miguel is considered to be dividing line between northern and
southern marine assemblages San Miguel and San Nicholas islands

are influenced by the cold water of the California current which

supports more northern species while San Clemente Santa

Catalina and Santa Barbara have predominantly southern species
influenced by the warm water of the California countercurrent
Anacapa Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands have mixtures of both

northern and southern forms Therefore most of the marine

communities found along the entire California coast have relatively

close relationship with the islands

The offshore islands are surrounded by kelp beds of varying size

and extent Kelp and marine algae provide subtidal habitat for fish

and invertebrates that feed reproduce and hide from predators in

the canopy These plants and animals form the basis of complex
ecosystem that eventually supports more visible life forms such as

seabirds seals sea lions and formerly sea otters Santa
Barbara Island is surrounded by especially dense and extensive

kelp beds

Marine Mammals

The islands and their offshore waters are haven for many species
of marine mammals Waters surrounding the Channel Islands and
Santa Barbara Channel are used by as many as 20 species of

cetaceans whales and porpoises Recent observations off southern
Santa Rosa and San Miguel islands suggest that these waters are
either newly utilized or are previously unknown migration pathway
for several large species of whales including humpback blue
finback and sei number of these whale species are on the

federal list of threatened and endangered species as designated by
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service

While pinnipeds seals and sea lions historically bred in great
numbers along the southern California mainland coast today they
breed and pup almost exclusively on the Channel Islands The
California sea lion has established breeding colonies on most of the

islands The northern elephant seal once almost extinct is now
found on San Miguel San Nicolas Santa Barbara and San Clemente

islands South of Point Conception Steller sea lions are found only
on San Miguel while harbor seals are found in low numbers on all

of the islands The only breeding colony of northern fur seals in

the eastern Pacific south of the Alaska Pribilof Islands was
discovered on San Miguel Island little over decade ago Since

then the population has become firmly established The Guadalupe
fur seal on the state of California list and proposed for the federal
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list of rare and endangered species visits San Miguel and San
Nicholas At present the population is nonbreeding however
numerous remains in prehistoric Chumash kitchen middens suggest
former use of the island as breeding site These two islands are
the only areas outside Mexican waters where this seal is currently
known to haul out

San Miguel is the only island where six pinniped species are found

together--more species than are found in any other single location

in the world The islands isolation climate low sandy beaches
and proximity to deep feeding grounds on the edge of the

continental shelf make it an ideal environment for pinnipeds
encouraging both northern and southern species The Point

Bennett area in particular has very large population and is one of

the worlds most outstanding wildlife displays San Nicolas has the

second largest hauling grounds for pinnipeds and hosts five

species and Santa Barbara Island is the third most important area

Until their local extermination by commercial hunting in the early
1800s sea otters inhabited kelp beds surrounding the Channel
Islands Since their rediscovery off central California in 1938 the

population has been increasing and their range expanding Should
their range continue to expand natural repopulation of the kelp
beds off the islands is distinct possibility

Seabi rds

The Channel Islands are important breeding and resting areas for

variety of seabirds including western gull double-crested
Brandts and pelagic cormorant black oystercatcher snowy
plover pigeon guillemot ashy black and Leachs storm petrel
Cassins auklet Xantus murrelet and California brown pelican
While the mainland provides roosting areas seabirds are dependent
upon the islands for breeding and nesting success The nesting
birds now found on the islands are remnants of much larger

populations Each of the eight Channel Islands contains major
seabird rookeries with various species utilizing different islands

Especially important are rookeries located on Santa Barbara Island

and Prince Island just off San Miguel Collectively these islands

constitute major seabird breeding ground of the eastern Pacific

south of Alaska Protection of Channel Islands breeding areas and
the surrounding waters that provide for foraging is essential to the

survival of those species

In early 1980 colony of California brown pelicans designated by
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service as an endangered species was
observed nesting on Santa Barbara Island Prior to that West

Anacapa Island was its only currently used nesting area in the

western United States The National Park Service stringently
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protects this bird from disturbance during nesting Other islands

such as Scorpion Rock on Santa Cruz were used sporadically as

nesting areas in the past but have not been used successfully since

1973

The osprey bald eagle and peregrine falcon the two latter on the

federal endangered species list nested on the islands until few

years ago Individuals are still occasionally seen there With

adequate protection these species could make comeback on the

islands

Terrestrial Fauna

The number of native animal species present on the islands is lower

than the number found on the mainland However many of the

island species are special because they do not occur outside the

Channel Islands many are distinct as result of evolution in

isolation from both mainland and other island populations high

proportion of species found on the islands have special status as

rare threatened or endangered because they are unique and their

numbers are low

Terrestrial invertebrates on the islands include mainland forms
however many exhibit differences from species on the mainland
Several- groups are represented by species endemic to the islands
but at this time complete invertebrate faunal lists have not been

compiled An ongoing study of the invertebrates on Anacapa
Santa Barbara and San Miguel is uncovering information on several

species of land snails that may clarify their present status At
least five species of land snails on Santa Barbara Island and one on

West Anacapa Island appear to warrant special designation as
threatened or endangered One species that occurs on East and
Middle Anacapa islands is considered rare on these two islands but
is common on West Anacapa and San Miguel Snail habitat is highly
sensitive to disturbance special consideration must be given if

these species are to be preserved

The number of species of reptiles and amphibians found on the

three islands is low but at least one endemic species is present
The endemic island night lizard found on Santa Barbara San

Nicolas and San Clemente has recently been listed as threatened on
the federal list of threatened and endangered species

The species composition of birds on the island changes as new
mainland species invade habitats change competitive or predator

species arrive or become extinct or areas are disturbed by man
As many as 18 endemic subspecies and species have been recorded

on the Channel Islands Man has been directly responsible for the

disappearance of at least two raptors--the bald eagle and peregrine
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falcon--that once nested on the Channel Islands Human
harassment shooting egg collecting nest destruction removal of

young from nests trapping and poisoning and the effects of DDT
contributed to their disappearance few individuals are seen

around the islands almost every year If in fact DDT was

ultimately responsible for elimination of these species from the

islands reduction of residue levels that has occurred since 1972

may permit reestablishment

Land birds nesting on the islands have been affected by the

historic alteration of habitat The majority of the bird species have

probably experienced loss of preferred food and shelter from the

restriction of the scrub habitats in fact one endemic subspecies
the Santa Barbara Island song sparrow is extinct as the result of

drastic reduction of the brushy habitat on that island In

general the most sensitive habitat for land birds can be said to be

the areas on the islands where brush or trees are found primarily
in canyons An endemic subspecies of the song sparrow is found
in the canyons of San Miguel Island the population appears
healthy Another song sparrow subspecies formerly found on

Anacapa Island appears to have been replaced by the

Rufus-crowned sparrow recent arrival and its status is

questionable

Few species use the nonnative grasslands to any appreciable extent

Major exceptions are the horned lark and western meadowlark
grassland species that have no doubt profited from the vegetational

changes Also hawks and owls hunt the grasslands for insects

and rodents

Because the three islands are small and in some cases provide only
limited habitat some of the larger birds particularly hawks and

owls are subject to intermittent periods of disappearance from
particular island In many cases this is natural process

The only exotic resident bird on the islands is the starling

Starnus vulgaris The effect of its competition for habitat is

unknown on native birds

The islands particularly Santa Barbara are well known for their

land bird migrations and several organized birding groups visit the

islands during spring and fall Since most of the migrating birds

stay within giant coreopsis stands and brushy canyons birders

want access to these areas

Several endemic mammal species also inhabit the islands The island

fox small form of gray fox found on the six largest islands has

evolved into different subspecies on each island It is listed by
the California Department of Fish and Game as rare Of the three

islands managed by the National Park Service only San Miguel has
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fox population and this is considered in good health Estimates

of the 1978 population based on observation and trapline results

range from 151 to 498

subspecies of deermouse is found on each of the three islands
the introduced black rat seems to have had severe impact on their

populations on East Anacapa Island

variety of feral and exotic mammals have been introduced to the

islands some as stowaways and some by intent as part of

ranching operation These species have caused alteration of native

plant and animal communities and the disappearance of several

species The black rat on Anacapa and feral rabbits on Santa

Barbara present the greatest threats Control of introduced

animals is management problem on all of the islands

Terrestrial Vegetation

Vegetation on the islands consists primarily of coastal sage scrub

and grassland communities mixed with oak woodlands on the larger
islands and pine stands on Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands

Spring wildflower displays are spectacular While the island

communities have been altered by intensive grazing farming
introduction of exotic species and even bombing which has started

fires the sea bluffs and interior cliffs have acted as refuges for

native species large number of species and subspecies have
evolved as result of isolation until they are distinct from species
on the mainland and sometimes distinct from species on the other

islands

Island plants include 85 species listed on the California Native Plant

Society rare and endangered plant list and large number of

candidates for the federal threatened and endangered plant list At

present only five island species have been formally designated by
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service as endangered--the
9ive-forevers on Santa Barbara Island and four species found on

San Clemente Island Outstanding vegetation features include large

stands of sunflower giant coreopis on many of the Channel
Islands

Numerous plants are rare on the park islands but have wider

distribution elsewhere These add to the biological diversity of the

islands and the genetic diversity of the species Little is known

about the interrelationship between these plants their environment
and other organisms in the vicinity Preservation of entire

ecosystems appears essential to ensure survival of the individual

species that contribute to that system
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The introduction of exotic species that have been able to compete
with native species has altered the appearance and species

composition of the islands perhaps irreversibly Exotic species
have become firmly established and are major management problem
on all of the islands

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

The islands give evidence of having been one of the most heavily
utilized areas in aboriginal North America All of the Channel
Islands are rich in archeological values Midden and village sites of

the seafaring Chumash people are abundant on all of the islands
San Miguel and Santa Rosa are especially significant archeologically
not only because of the number of sites that have been found but
also because of their antiquity Charred pygmy mammoth bones
have been found associated with sites tentatively dated at up to

40000 years before present possibly indicating one of the earliest

known evidences of man in North America However no definite

correlation has been established

While some sites are threatened by indiscriminate collecting and by
both natural and man induced erosion the islands individually and

collectively provide an excellent opportunity for archeological
research because of their finite territory concentration of

resources and relatively intact sites As of September 12 1979
the three NPS-managed islands are listed on the National Register
of Historic Places as archeological districts

Historical signs related to exploration by the Spanish seal otter
and sea lion hunting settlement ranching navigational protection
and military operations can be found on the islands

In 1542 the famous explorer Juan Rodriquez Cabrillo almost certainly
took refuge in Cuyler Harbor on San Miguel Cabrillo thus became
the first European to visit the Channel Islands and the first to visit

what is now the state of California He is thought to be buried on

the island although no physical evidence has been found
Subsequent voyagers in the 16th century doubtlessly passed by and

perhaps took refuge in the island harbors but scant record is left

of the sightings However records do indicate the islands were
heavily populated and used by the Channel Islands Indians later

known as the Chumash The Chumash evolved way of life

utilizing the ready abundance of marine resources Perhaps the

crowning achievement of their culture was the plank canoe Early

explorers were much taken with this craft Sebastian Vizcaino said

the canoe was so well constructed and built that since Noahs Ark
finer and lighter vessel with timbers better made has not been

seen Finely made shell ornaments attest to the quality of their

decorative work
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Spanish colonization along the mainland gradually increased during
the next two centuries charting the way for the seal and sea otter

hunters of the late 18th and early 19th centuries For variety of

reasons boiled down to aggression by European fur traders and an

inability to accommodate to European diseases and habits the

Indians on the islands were entirely gone by the mid-1830s.

Descendants of the Chumash Indians are concerned that significant

artifacts burials and other evidences of their past are being lost

to natural processes and human disturbance While they encourage
scientific investigations the Chumash are particularly concerned
that burials and related artifacts remain intact There is

disagreement however when burial sites are threatened by natural

processes with some preferring reburial and others that the

natural processes be allowed to take their course Descendants of

the Chumash Indians have been and will continue to be consulted on
proposed actions to preserve prehistoric sites

Russian and American traders brought Alaskan natives to hunt off

the island shores combination that contributed to the near

extinction of the otter and seal populations With the marine
mammals all but gone commercial activity on the islands shifted to

the raising of sheep and just prior to 1850 cattle grazing was
introduced An unusually severe drought in 1863-1864 temporarily
set the budding industry back moreover this drought probably
marked the beginning of the decline of the vegetative cover

Portions of several of the early ranch structures on San Miguel
Island remain as significant links with the past Of particular
interest are the ruins of the Nidever Adobe on San Miguel which is

being evaluated for nomination to the National Register of Historic

Places Connected with these structures is colorful history of

short- and long-term residents Each island bears in some form
the imprint of these individuals

More recent use of the islands is best indicated by the U.S Coast

Guard development on East Anacapa Island Two properties

possessing architectural as well as historical integrity are located in

this complex The East Anacapa lighthouse has been determined

eligible for inclusion on the National Register and the complex of

residence and maintenance buildings now used by the National Park
Service is in the process of nomination as historic district

Descriptive material regarding historical and archeological resources

can be found in several studies prepared as background material

for this plan These include the Historic Resources Study
Weinmen 1978 the Archeological Survey and Investigation

Greenwood 1978 and brief ethnohistorical overview of the

Chumash Van Horn 1979 among the many documents and papers
on the Channel Islands See Bibliography volume II
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MANAGEMENT ZONING

Much as cities and counties zone their land to provide an orderly

plan for development the National Park Service has developed

system of classifying land to provide basic framework for future

use and management While there is some flexibility in classifying

lands the zoning classifications are based on NPS policies and

guidelines to ensure that the lands are managed for their best use
The zoning prescribes uses that may occur on given area of land
subzoning further refines these uses and may be more restrictive

This is in contrast to the Statement for Management land

classification system which describes existing uses Uses that are

not prescribed generally are not permissible However no zoning

system can anticipate all future needs and management must

carefully determine whether proposed use is harmonious with the

intent of the zoning

Classifying particular piece of land in specific zone does not

relieve management of the mandatory requirement to protect the

natural and cultural resources Any action that could affect these

resources will require site-specific studies and clearance prior to

implementation All resources are given the same level of protection

regardless of the zone in which they are located Management
zoning of the three islands currently managed as Channel Islands

National Park is complicated by overlapping jurisdictions and

ownership political boundaries have been ignored but the

requirements and overriding uses of each agency have been
considered The plan has been prepared in consultation with the

other agencies and represents general agreement for future

management of the islands and surrounding waters
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Management zoning is described in more detail in the Planning
Process Guideline--NPS the following zones and subzones were
derived from that document

DEVELOPMENT ZONE 4.49 acres

Structures and facilities considered essential for management needs
and visitor use are placed in development zone Minor

development may occur in other zones but major facilities must be

located in this zone

The mainland headquarters site Ventura 2.74 acres see the

Park/Region map the ranger station/campground area on Santa

Barbara Island 0.75 acre and the two development sites in the

area of Cuyler Harbor and Point Bennett on San Miguel Island 0.5
acre each are classified under this heading The developed area

on Anacapa is placed in the preservation/adaptive use subzone
While the developed areas on Santa Barbara and San Miguel islands

are of small scale and would normally be permissible under the

natural zone classification they are placed under the development
zone to define specific limits of areas that will be developed At
this conceptua plan stage the exact acreage needed for

development has not been determined but would not exceed the

above figures Further comprehensive design will refine the size

and location of proposed development

SPECIAL USE ZONE acre

Facilities not owned by the National Park Service but operated
under permit or through prior rights are located in special use

zone Sites utilized by the U.S Coast Guard for navigational aids

are placed in this zone Additional navigational aids may be

required in the future and would be permissible in any of the

management zones Sites for future navigational aids will be

determined cooperatively by the National Park Service and the U.S
Coast Guard to ensure minimal impact on natural and cultural

resources Normally the National Marine Fisheries Service facilities

on San Miguel would be placed in this zone however cooperative

use of these facilities is proposed and they have been placed in

the development zone

NATURAL ZONE 45374.25 acres

Virtually all of the land and water areas 99.95 percent are

classified in the natural zone For this plan the natural zone is

divided into three subzones natural environment protected

natural area and ecological reserve
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Natural Environment Subzone 7060.04 acres

The lands within this subzone will be managed primarily for the

preservation of natural resources and processes Critical habitat

will be given the highest level of protection Uses that do not

adversely affect these resources and processes will be allowed
minor and unobtrusive facilities such as trails wayside exhibits
informational signs and weather stations will be permitted The
two administrative airstrips on San Miguel and helicopter landing
areas on the other Islands are also in this classification

Temporary camping by staff and research personnel will be

permitted when essential to accomplishment of their work
manipulation of vegetation and animal habitat for purposes of

research and/or restoration of ecological communities is allowed

Protected Natural Area Subzone 3606.21 acres

The perpetuation of geological and ecological values as complete
entities or ecosystems is of primary consideration for areas placed
in this classifcation Only minimal human intrusion will be

permitted and research generally will be limited to that required to

manage rare threatened or endangered species When necessary
restoration of ecological communities may be allowed While the

protected natural area subzone does contain major areas of critical

habitat it is not intended that this zoning be interpreted as

containing the only areas of sensitivity

Existing facilities within this subzone such as the ranger
station/camp area and trail from Cuyler Harbor and the research

facilities at Point Bennett on San Miguel and the boat dock and
trail on Santa Barbara will be permitted to remain as long as they
serve useful function Except for these existing uses visitor

use within this subzone will be discouraged but in some areas
small groups under ranger supervision may be allowed Further

development is prohibited

This subzone contains one area that is further classified as

research natural area Special regulations that severely restrict all

types of use apply and only nonmanipulative research is permitted
Other areas within this subzone will be considered for this

designation as the need for manipulative research diminishes

Similarly land in the natural environment subzone will be

considered for protected natural area designation as research needs

are realized This is particularly true of San Miguel Island where

the need for additional knowledge precludes protected natural area

designation for large areas at this time
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Ecological Reserve Subzone 34708 acres

The waters and submerged lands within nautical mile of the three

islands have been designated by the state of California as ecological

reserves Owned by California but lying within the park
boundary the submerged lands are under the jurisdiction of the

California Department of Fish and Game

HISTORIC ZONE 10676 acres

All the island lands contain extensive evidence of prehistoric and
historic occupancy are listed on the National Register of Historic

Places as archeological districts and are classified in the historic

zone Thus all of the island lands are subject to dual

zoning--lands within the natural zone and all lands zoned for

development and special use are also within the historic zone
Preservation protection and interpretation of cultural resources

and their settings carry equal weight with management
responsibilities under natural zoning and preclude development
where adverse impacts to cultural resources would occur Two
subzones have been established under the historic

zone--preservation subzone and preservation/adaptive use

Preservation Subzone 10669 acres

Within this subzone the preservation and interpretation of

prehistoric and historic sites structures and objects that are

important because of their association with personages events or

periods of human history and that merit full communication of these

values to park visitors is of equal value with the conservation of

natural resources and processes

Preservation/Adaptive Use Subzone acres

The U.S Coast Guard complex on East Anacapa Island has been

placed in this subzone to recognize and allow continued use of the

structures for visitor services and administrative needs This

classification will ensure that the architectural features will be

preserved and restored while allowing the structures to serve

useful purposes

The management zones and other elements of this plan were
determined with the understanding that the monument could be

expanded to national park with the addition of Santa Rosa and
Santa Cruz islands There will probably be gradual shifts in

visitor use patterns as the additions are opened to further public
use However the zoning and use proposals in this plan are based
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on sound management policies rather than pressures to meet

increasing visitor demands and will remain valid for the three

islands Pressures for additional development and use tend to come
from within the Park Service structure or other facility is

visible measure of accomplishment for some managers Personnel

changes may lead to improved facilities tent may be fine for

one ranger but another may have family and want better

quarters This plan can only provide guidelines--management at

both park and regional office levels must ensure that additional

development does not creep in over the years

Because of continuing research and management that may require
modification of the landscape and the use of monitoring stations and
mechanical equipment proposals for wilderness designation were
considered Inappropriate at this time but they will be reconsidered

during planning for the expanded park Similarly as research and

manipulative management needs diminish the protected natural area

subzones particularly on San Miguel Island will be considered for

expansion Refinements to the management zoning may be included

in action plans For instance the proposed development site near

the Lester Ranch on San Miguel may prove undesirable for reasons
now unknown slight shift in the location would be refinement

Major revisions to the management zoning can be made only through
revision of this General Management Plan NPS--2

The following table summarizes management zoning for the three

islands The Management Zoning/General Development maps for

each island illustrate specific zones and proposed facilities for

management and visitor use Acreages in this table are

approximate since accurate surveys have not been conducted and
shorelines are subject to change through natural processes Total

acreages indicated are from NPS master deed lists and calculations

from the latest USGS maps
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Management Zoning Summary

Ventura
Santa head

Anacapa Barbara San Miguel quarters Total

699.00 652.00 9325.00 1.833 10677.833
9203.00 8482.00 17023.00 0.907 34708.907
9902.00 9134.00 26348.00 2.74 45386.74

-0- 0.75 1.00

0.50 0.50 -0-

Fastlands

Submerged Lands
Total

Zones/Subzones

Development Zone

Special Use Zone

Natural Zone
Natural

Environment
Protected

Natural Area

Ecological

Reserve
Total

Historic Zone
Preservation

Preservation
Adaptive Use
Total

80.50

611.00

9203.00
9894.50

692.00

7.00

699.00

2.74

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

455.75

195.00

8482.00
9132.75

652.00

-0-

652.00

4.49

1.00

7060.04

3606.21

34708.00
45374.25

10669.00

7.00

10676.00

6523.79

2800.21

17023.00
26347.00

9325.00

-0-

9325.00
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Specific resource management proposals are described in detail in

volume II of this plan This more general discussion serves to

interrelate the resource aspects with overall park management

The complex natural and cultural resources of the park require

great sensitivity for proper management Park personnel will be

trained to recognize rare plants and animals archeological sites
and other cultural resources It has been recommended that

managers manual be prepared for each island This manual would

provide sensitivity mapping guidelines for monitoring visitor use

and resource impacts plant and animal identification data and

photos and history and other information essential to the personnel
stationed on the island It would be supplemented by informal

training at local institutions such as the Santa Barbara Museum of

Natural History and the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden

Many of the resource management proposals call for monitoring
which can be accomplished by adequately trained island personnel
Sensitivity to changes in the resource can alert management to

potential problems and generate remedial action While the entire

park staff needs to be sensitive to the resources the island

personnel under the guidance of the resource management specialist

are the key to implementation of the resource management plan

As recommended in the draft plan research coordinator position

has been established at the park in addition to the resource

management specialist and other proposed staff positions These

positions will be in separate division that reports directly to the

superintendent The primary function of this division will be

evaluation of research proposals logistics support for research

personnel and assistance to the resource management specialist in

carrying out monitoring research and direct management
programs Review of research proposals will be conducted at four

levels the park staff Western Region Office Cooperative Park
Studies Unit University of California Davis and through an

informal association of professionals in the various fields All

proposals will not necessarily be reviewed at all levels but

emphasis will be made on seeking research that will directly benefit

the resource management program and on reducing overlapping
redundant research

Continuing consultation with the scientific community is encouraged
under P.L 96-199 establishing the park and by NPS policies The

complex ecology of the island resources demands that range of

expertise and viewpoints be sought beyond the park staff before

management recommendations are developed Care must be taken to

avoid single source opinions and an interdisciplinary approach
should be used whenever feasible
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Concern has been expressed that research activities have impacted

resources as much as or more than visitor use activities The
natural and cultural resource management portion of this plan
defines criteria for research which should minimize future impacts

NATURAL RESOURCES

The majority of the acreage on the three islands will be managed in

accordance with applicable laws and NPS policy to ensure as nearly
as possible the achievement of dynamic natural conditions that would
have existed in the absence of European mans influence on

ecosystems and processes Exceptions may be made as necessary to

provide for the management facilities and visitor services called for

in this plan and to protect cultural resources that occur in natural

environment areas

On the basis of research and experimentation direct management
measures will be taken to reduce as much as feasible the impact of

black rats feral rabbits and exotic plant species

The majority of natural resources management actions described in

the resource management plan are in the nature of further research

and monitoring of impacts Erosion abatement measures will be

implemented primarily along trails and the results will be

monitored Other direct actions may evolve from the research and

monitoring programs and the likely effects of these actions will be

assessed for environmental impacts prior to their implementation

Special protection will be given to the caliche forests endangered
and threatened species and species or systems unique to the

islands--particularly where activities may threaten these features
As an example the Signal Peak Trail on Santa Barbara Island will

be closed or temporarily rerouted to avoid disturbance of the newly
established California brown pelican nesting sites The possibility

of reintroduction of bird species formerly occurring on the islands

will be further examined In all instances where manipulation of

the environment is required special care will be taken to avoid

further contamination of the unique gene pools that exist on each

island Seed necessary for revegetation will be obtained only from
sources on the island where the work is being done wildlife will

not be relocated from one island to another or obtained from

mainland sources--with the possible exception of the bald eagle and

peregrine falcon since these species no longer exist on any of the

islands

These constraints will lessen mans historic impact and will minimize

introduction of new elements into the unique biological community
but will allow through natural processes continuation of

evolutionary changes as in prehistoric times
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resources will be managed in accordance with procedures
established by the National Park Service for treatment of

archeological historic and other cultural properties in conformity

with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 Executive Order

11593 guidelines of the Advisory Council on Historic PreservatiOn
American Indian Religious Freedom Act and other applicable laws

and guidelines

The islands are listed on the National Register of Historic Places as

archeological districts All actions will require clearance from the

NPS Western Archeological Center prior to any ground-disturbing
activity or natural resource management action that could affect

cultural resources

Special consideration will be given to archeological sites that contain

human remains Appropriate preservation techniques will be

determined in consultation with Native Americans and NPS western

Region professional staff Final actions will be determined on

case by case basis under procedures agreed to with the state

historic preservation officer and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation

The three islands contain numerous archeological sites and San

Miguel has been only partially surveyed The survey will be

completed and priorities set for preservation work Where feasible

trails and other facilities that infringe on archeological sites will be

relocated However no relocation will be undertaken that will

disturb other cultural sites or critical plant or animal habitat

The addition of Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands to the park will

significantly expand the archeological resources under NPS
management While some work has been accomplished on these two
islands much remains to be done The establishment of park
archeologist position has been recommended

Existing historic structures such as the U.S Coast Guard complex
on East Anacapa Island will be rehabilitated preserved adaptively
used for management and visitor needs and interpreted to the

public Reconstruction or replication of historic structures will not

be attempted as this contravenes NPS policy

The Lester Ranch complex and the Nidever Adobe have experienced
substantial deterioration and are considered ruins They will be

treated as historical archeological sites and after evaluation to

determine the extent and kinds of material present will be either

salvaged or stabilized or left alone for future study
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Other historic sites exist on the islands mostly in the form of

ruins These will be further evaluated against National Register
criteria and nominated if qualified

An interdisciplinary approach to research and management actions is

essential because of the abundance of sensitive resources Exotic

plant reduction could severely impact cultural sites archeological

investigations could disturb critical habitat trail relocation could

do more harm than good Adequate training of the park staff will

minimize the potential for adverse effects multidisciplinary
approach will ensure that sensitive areas are not overlooked
tighter controls on research activities will minimize inadvertent

resource damage

VISITOR USE/INTERPRETATION

Existing programs for visitor use of the park will continue with

relatively little change in kinds of services facilities and

operational practices The primary changes from present conditions

will be slight reduction in facilities on Anacapa Island and an

improvement in the quality of visitor services on all of the islands

The major change will occur with completion of the Ventura
headquarters/visitor orientation facility Changes on the islands

will be gradual and will consist primarily of rehabilitation and/or
replacement of existing facilities

The majority of visits to the park are expected to occur at the

mainland headquarters It has been estimated that less than 20

percent of those who visit headquarters will eventually visit one of

the islands However this could change if the larger islands of

Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa become available for limited public use
The second major category of visitors is those who visit the islands

by private boat Many of these visitors are content to cruise the

waters around the islands fish dive and observe the wildlife

some visit small beaches or come ashore at established landings
Since it is inadvisable to leave boat unattended these visits to

the island are generally of short duration The third category of

visitors are those who arrive by commercial boat either the

regularly scheduled boats to Anacapa Island or charter boats to any
of the islands For those who wish to camp on Anacapa or Santa

Barbara camping is prohibited on San Miguel these commercial

services are fairly expensive and inclement weather can preclude

pickup on the scheduled day All supplies must be carried ashore

including food fuel and water although limited water will be made

available for campers on Anacapa Island
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Visitation by charter boat is expected to increase particularly to

San Miguel where no camping is allowed and visitors must be off the

island by nightfall The National Park Service will encourage
educational institutions and other organizations to sponsor trips to

San Miguel on adequately equipped boats that can withstand the

often heavy seas and can provide sleeping space for passengers
permit to land on San Miguel must be obtained from park
headquarters the number of visitors will be limited by the

capability of the Park Service to provide guides since visitors must
be accompanied by ranger or approved guide

Regularly scheduled boat service to Santa Barbara Island will

probably never become reality Santa Catalina Island is more
accessible and has far larger capacity than Santa Barbara
allowing regularly scheduled service at reasonable cost The
distance from the mainland and the low carrying capacity of Santa

Barbara Island precludes low-cost transportation system
Visitation by charter boat is not expected to significantly increase

Commercial boat service to Anacapa Island will continue to allow

visitors to experience the island on days outing Two types of

service will be provided the less expensive shuttle service to the

island that allows about four hours on East Anacapa and the island

excursion that tours around the island allowing shorter visit to

East Anacapa or during low tides to Frenchys Cove Picnic tables

have been removed and toilet facilities will soon be removed from

Frenchys Cove the area may be closed to landing at certain times

to reduce the impact on marine resources fragile native plant

communities and archeological resources Picnicking will be

discouraged at the cove since it is presumed to contribute to the

vigor of the black rat population

The major problem facing tour boat operators and visitors is the

difficulty in transferring people between boat and landing dock on

East Anacapa While this is an exciting part of the visitor

experience it is time consuming up to two hours to unload one

group and can be hazardous No easy solution to this problem has

surfaced The Park Service will continue to cooperate with private
boat operators to improve these services

Access to the islands will be limited for special populations because
of the difficult landings and the rugged terrain The mainland

headquarters will be fully accessible and the park staff will work
with individuals and groups to maximize their experiences Boat

tours can be made accessible although landing may not be possible

for some individuals The use of helicopters for special populations

would be permitted with advance arrangement Although the

islands cannot be made accessible to all it is recognized that

individual capabilities vary The park staff will make every
possible effort to provide reasonable access and interpretive

experiences
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___________________INFORMATION/INTERPRETATION

___________________
The mainland headquarters will serve as the primary point for

visitor information and orientation This multipurpose facility will

emphasize orientation rather than interpretation for those persons
planning visit to one or more of the islands General information

including activities and services available on Santa Catalina and

through the Nature Conservancy on Santa Cruz will also be

available Information tour boat schedules rules and permit

procedures appropriate clothing will be available through personal
services and brochures Exhibits will emphasize the experience
available on each of the islands and films and slide programs will

be shown in the multipurpose auditorium Interpretive programs
will primarily occur on the islands Additional programs will be

available for school and other groups both at headquarters and by
park personnel who will bring the islands to the community

Informational brochures will also be distributed to various marinas
chambers of commerce and other points of visitor origin with

emphasis on informing the boating public of special regulations that

apply to the islands and surrounding waters

interpretation forms the common link between visitors and the park
resource Interpretive programs contribute directly to the

enrichment of the visitor experience by providing understanding
and insight into the natural and cultural processes of the nation

Interpretation will emphasize onsite personal services supplemented
by informative publications previously approved Interim

Interpretive Plan for Channel Islands National Monument called for

number of wayside exhibits and small visitor centers on each of the

islands primarily as means of providing interpretation with

minimal staff Public response to the alternatives for the general

management plan favored minimal development and emphasis on
personal services Therefore only two small wayside exhibits are

proposed one at Frenchys Cove to serve as an introduction to the

fragility of the tide pools and to relate the colorful history of
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Frenchy Le Dreau and another above Point Bennett at the

overlook This latter will aid in the identification of pinnipeds and

emphasize why the rookery must not be disturbed Implementation
of the General Management Plan will require additional personnel to

provide interpretive services both on land and on water since an

objective of the interpretive program will be personal contact with

all visitors including those who do not come ashore separate
division under chief of interpretation and visitor services will be

established with the advent of the new visitor center and expanded
park However all personnel who have contact with visitors should

continue to be trained in interpretation

Several approaches to providing these needed visitor services

without large increase in permanent staff include interpreters

seasonal and/or volunteers accompanying tour and charter boats

to the islands tour and charter personnel being trained to serve as

interpreters and charter sponsoring organizations furnishing
trained personnel on each of their trips Each of these methods
would free island rangers for boat patrol to meet visitors and
enforce regulations Full-time boat patrols around Anacapa and
Santa Barbara islands during peak visitor seasons are management
goal Since funding limitations are expected to continue to limit the

park staff management will have to be innovative if the goal is to

be achieved

Interpretation on the islands will be keyed to visitors interests If

group visiting San Miguel is particularly interested in the history
of island ranching that will be the theme But within that theme
the impacts of ranching on the sensitive ecosystems will be

addressed erosion the intrusion of introduced plant species the

impact of man on fragile resource will thread through all

interpretive efforts While visitors may come to the island with

interests limited to wildflowers birds or pinnipeds they should

not leave without some awareness of the fragile interrelationship of

all the resources

Each island will have small exhibit space the visitor center on

East Anacapa will remain and the ranger stations on Santa Barbara
and San Miguel will each have small areas to display maps
photographs and other items of general interest Since visitors

may not always be there at the right season to see coreopsis in

bloom or particular species of pinniped these informal exhibits

will help familiarize them with the seasonal variations Self-guiding

trails with numbered posts and illustrated brochures will be

available on Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands to supplement the

personal services The trail exists on Anacapa but an improved
brochure is needed On Santa Barbara Island the trail will follow

an existing but relatively unused route south of the campground
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An underwater guide to the Cathedral Cove area of Anacapa will

offer an additional experience for divers waterproof brochure
will illustrate the marine life to be seen in the area Hand held

glass-bottom viewing boxes will be made available for visitors who
do not dive but want to view the underwater beauty without leaving
their boat The present tour operator provides this service but
the island ranger should also have the boxes available for loan to

private boaters and may on occasion lead groups to areas of

particular interest

For those who wish to know more about the park series of

publications will be prepared Of first importance is preparation of

comprehensive guide for the park similar to The Story Behind
the Scenery series prepared for several parks This guide

attractively illustrated would provide an overview of the resources
their interrelationships and the rationale for preservation The
islands added to the park would be covered in this guide as would

more general description of the other Channel Islands

bibliography would lead the reader to more detailed publications on

particular subjects The list of possible publications on individual

resources is almost endless Some such as the history of European
man on the islands should be commissioned by the National Park
Service others can be obtained through private and institutional

sources

Informal campfire programs when desired by campers will be iven
on both Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands Audiovisual capabilty
will be provided but most programs will be less formal and directed

toward the interests of overnight visitors When research

personnel are present on the island they will be encouraged to

participate in these evening programs and to discuss research

projects with day visitors particularly when the work is highly
visible and is being carried out in an area that is closed to

visitors

Interpretive programs are deliberately low key and unobtrusive
reflecting desires expressed by the public at meetings and by letter

or response to the general management plan alternatives Although
nearly everyone agreed that an informed visitor will be more likely

to support the preservation mission of the National Park Service
they also stated that the visitor should sense an island on its own
terms without the clutter of wayside exhibits and other evidence of

mans intrusion

THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE

In attempting to balance resource preservation with visitor use
there will always be some trade-offs All use will have impacts
even use restricted to resource management without public access
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For example some uses create reversible impacts--trailside wear on

vegetation others create irreversible impacts--removal of artifacts

and destruction of caliche Thus in planning for visitor use we
must determine the degree of risk for irreversible damage to

resources and the levels of reversible impacts that would be

acceptable Obviously the island experience is subjective and will

vary widely between persons even on the same trip If visitor

expects one type of experience and receives another he may be

disappointed or conversely he may have an unexpectedly
rewarding visit If the character of the experience to be expected
on each island can be communicated in advance visitors can select

an appropriate destination The way the majority of visitors view

the type of experience each island has to offer will ultimately be

reflected in the programs and services offered

Each of the three islands has unique features and resources that

set it apart from the other islands Each differs in ease of access
and types of services that will be provided

Anacapa Island

Anacapa Island is nearest the mainland and is the only park island

with regularly scheduled boat service It is spectacular with

rugged cliffs sea caves wildflowers birds pinnipeds the

lighthouse and the ever-present foghorn Anacapa is really three

small islets separated from one another by short stretch very
shallow water but steep cliffs make it impossible to get from one to

another Most visitors land on East Anacapa lighthouse several

U.S Coast Guard buildings museum the ranger station

campground and 2-mile long nature trail are among the present
facilities The east end of East Anacapa has been off limits to

visitors but tours to the lighthouse area will be offered in the

future when interest is expressed and personnel are available The
interior of the lighthouse will not be opened to the public because
of safety hazards related to the mechanical equipment Since there

is potential for hearing damage as one approaches the fog signal
the National Park Service will assume responsibility for providing

protective devices for visitors and personnel Because of the

generally large number of visitors various structures and

proximity to the mainland it is often difficult to achieve feeling

of isolation and solitude on East Anacapa

West Anacapa except for primitive day-use area at Frenchys
Cove and limited shoreline use during certain times of the year is

closed to public visitation primarily to protect one of the last

California brown pelican nesting areas in the western United States

Boating activities close to shore will be prohibited under ecologial

reserve regulations in some areas during the critical nesting

season Middle Anacapa has no structured landing area no
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facilities and except for shoreline areas accessible to boaters will

be closed to general visitation primarily to preserve the rare plant

communities Ranger-guided walks by reservation will offer the

opportunity for certain amount of exploration along carefully
selected routes and sense of solitude not usually available on East

Anacapa Island Emphasis on these walks will be the contrast

between the developed east island and the seldom visited middle

island which is gradually returning to prehistoric conditions In

any case Anacapa does include the opportunity of relatively easy
visit to small scenic island miles out in the ocean Campers can

find sense of solitude after day visitors leave The opportunity
is also here to learn the human history or present natural history
of small rocky island At certain seasons of the year other

people will nearly always be around but even then the emphasis is

on rather passive activities In general Anacapa does not offer

wilderness experience

The experience on East Anacapa and to lesser extent on other

parts of Anacapa will be one of visitor activity rather than

isolation the island will be managed to provide for relatively high
levels of use compatible with resource preservation To maximize

resource preservation and enhance the quality of the visitor

experience some limitations have been established for Anacapa
Island visitors Tour boat operators will be limited to landing
maximum of 75 people at any one time on the east island and 30 at

any one time at Frenchys Cove More than one tour group day
will be allowed but the capacity will not be exceeded except at the

landing cove when one group may be arriving while another is

leaving There will be no limit on tours around the Island and at

the present time no restrictions on private boaters coming ashore

on East Anacapa although this may prove necessary in the future

For few more years camping will continue to be permitted on East

Anacapa Island Use will be limited to maximum of 30 people at

one time which will accommodate an average school group or five

separate smaller groups When camping facilities are developed on
Santa Cruz Island the Anacapa campground will be closed and
restored to natural conditions

full-time boat patrol crew would be based at Anacapa Island in

the summer to allow increased contact with visitors in private boats

and enforcement of regulations within the ecological reserve

Under the proposed plan Anacapa Island will remain readily
accessible to visitors in both private boats and tour boats At
times the island especially East Anacapa will be somewhat
crowded--there could be 150 people in the landing cove as one tour

group arrives and another departs However there will also be

times when the island is almost deserted and there are areas

where even on days of heavy visitation the visitor can enjoy the

natural beauties of the island in an atmosphere of solitude
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San Miguel Island

San Miguel Island differs significantly from Anacapa Far larger
isolated by distance and characterized by long periods of inclement

weather it is truly remote oceanic island With no scheduled

transportation to San Miguel most visitors arrive in their own
vessel This is not expected to change in the near future

sturdy vessel plus boating experience in rough waters are

prerequisites for visit here San Miguels size allows the

possibility of forgetting it is an island--in many areas one cannot

see the ocean other islands or the mainland The weather rough
seas lack of structures or facilities and presence of unusual

resources all combine to dictate primitive mind-expanding
experience on San Miguel Visitors are allowed on the island only
in the company of ranger or interpreter Visiting San Miguel will

always be an adventure since access will seldom be easy and the

weather seldom pleasant It will not however be true isolated

experience because of the restrictions that will always be imposed

Visits to the island are regulated through permit system and the

number of visitors allowed will depend on the capability of the

National Park Service to provide ranger or approved guide for

each group of seven to twelve persons Reservations obtained

through park headquarters will be essential Landing will be

permitted only at Cuyler Harbor

The limited research personnel permitted on the island may be

allowed to camp overnight This will generally occur in the area of

the tent ranger station in Nidever Canyon and the research station

above Point Bennett unless specific research activities require

camping on other individually approved parts of the island

Visitors to San Miguel will have variety of experiences available

depending on the time they can spend and on their stamina The

present cross-island trail an old road leads the visitor through
varied vegetation zones past the caliche forest and ends above
Point Bennett where an overlook with spotting scopes will be

provided Since it is approximately 14-mile round trip from

Cuyler Harbor to Point Bennett and all visitors will have to be back

to their boats by nightfall it is not expected that many visitors

will attempt the trip Also the prime period for visiting Point

Bennett when the greatest numbers of pinnipeds are present

coincides with the winter storm season trip to the caliche forest

involves approximately one-half the distance to Point Bennett thus
more visitors are expected to select this option Visitors will have

the option to make the return trip from Point Bennett along new
route starting near the airstrip and leading to Cuyler Harbor by

way of Simonton Cove This will not be formal developed trail

but the route will be marked to ensure that sensitive areas are

avoided and in some areas plank bridges will cross canyons to

minimize erosion of the unstable canyon walls
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In addition to the varied plant and animal life paleontological

archeological and geological features will be the interpretive theme
of the return hike While only relatively small Qumber of visitors

will be able to fully experience the island they will form the

nucleus of an informed public supporting preservation of these

outstanding resources

Shorter trips are available in the Cuyler Harbor area where visitors

may experience the ruins associated with ranching operations
observe the devastating effect of these activities and learn about

the unique plant and animal community associations The primary
experience would be an understanding of the ecological sensitivity
of remote island

Because so few will be able to visit the island San Miguel will

remain mystery to the general public Video tapes and/or films

will be prepared for use in the mainland visitor center and for loan

to schools and groups but these cannot duplicate the unique
smells sights and sounds of San Miguel Island They will help to

increase understanding of the island resources and in limited

way to bring the island to the public

Santa Barbara Island

In many respects the Santa Barbara Island experience occupies
central position between those of Anacapa and San Miguel
Although less developed than the former the island does have
small ranger station campground and few miles of developed
trail Santa Barbara is about the same size as the Anacapa islets

but because it is one island it provides greater opportunity for

exploring On busy weekends particularly holidays yachters sail

here to escape the crowds around Santa Catalina Island but much
of the year the experience of Santa Barbara Island can be one of

isolation and solitude Like San Miguel there is no regularly
scheduled transportation service but educational and special

interest groups do charter boats to the island every year Those
who travel in their own boats should realize that they are many
miles out in the ocean nevertheless conditions will seldom be as

rough as on San Miguel On smaller scale than San Miguel Santa

Barbara also offers the chance to learn about some spectacular

resources on an isolated Jsland and to see how an island copes with

past misuse

In an effort to keep no more than 100 visitors on the island at one

time tour and charter boats will not be issued landing permits on

days when visitation is expected to be heavy The number of

campers will be limited to several families or one larger group of up
to 30 people The number of family groups will be determined

when the campground is renovated but the total number of campers
wilt not exceed 30
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Visitors to Santa Barbara will have variety of experiences
available depending on the time of year since the resources are

subject to seasonal variations--the spring wildflower display can be

spectacular and bird-watching is particularly good in the spring
and fall But many of the unique resources are there all the time
little observed by the average visitor short self-guiding trail

will be developed near the campground trail guide will point out

features observable at numbered markers along the trail more
comprehensive island guide will be available for those who wish to

learn more about the island Ideally one interpreter will be on the

island whenever visitors are present and additional interpreters
would be available during peak visitation periods This will free

the island ranger to contact boaters and enforce regulations As at

Anacapa the offshore waters are within an ecological reserve and
are subject to restrictions under California fish and game
regulations Sport fishing diving and related activities as well

as commercial harvest of marine resources will continue to be

allowed although somewhat restricted Because the island has so

many sensitive resources perhaps more than any of the other

Channel Islands in relation to its size it may be necessary to close

some areas to visitors during critical seasons Conversely the

island ranger will have the latitude to guide groups along carefully
selected routes into normally closed areas during noncritical

seasons Advance planning by special interest groups is highly
recommended Visitors can receive an educational experience or

simply enjoy relative solitude on remote island--the choice will be

theirs

In summary although it can be said that Anacapa is developed and
sometimes crowded that Santa Barbara is highly sensitive and
isolated and that San Miguel is primitive raw and spectacular it

is also true that the experience on any of the islands can be

miserable on the wrong day for the uninformed and unprepared or

uplifting spiritual and educational on any special day With these

variables in mind knowledge Of the likelihood of experiences on

these islands should allow visitors to choose the one most suited to

them However one never really knows what to expect--the fog
comes in pod of whales passes by jet moves overhead--each
visit is new experience

CARRYING CAPACITY

Specific capacities for each island limiting the number of people

there at any one time were discussed in the preceding section

These capacities are based primarily on achieving relatively

uncrowded experience for the visitor but also consider the potential

for irreversible impacts on the resources Setting and enforcing

firm capacities would be virtually impossible since visitation by
private boaters is unpredictable and only commercial operators can
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be regulated The day use and overnight capacities established are

to be used as management guidelines rather than as absolute

maximums at present private boat wishing to land visitors on

East Anacapa would not be turned away just because there is full

tour load of visitors on the island However if several boats

arrive at one time the island ranger should request that they wait

until the tour group has departed Thus capacity will remain

somewhat flexible allowing management to adjust to seasonal

conditions and impacts upon resources as well as visitor demand

Visitor impact will be monitored and closure of areas or entire

islands will be the primary management tool for mitigation of impacts
on the fragile resources Closure can serve dual

purposes--vegetation can be given time to recover human induced
erosion can be controlled and habitats can be protected during
critical breeding/nesting/haul out seasons Since permits are

required for commercial boat operators to land passengers for

camping and for any visits to San Miguel Island management can

effectively regulate visitation

Capacity Summary

Day Use Camping

East Anacapa 75 people at one time by tour 30 maximum
Island boat plus individual boaters

Middle Anacapa Small groups by advance arrange- None
ment and accompanied by ranger

West Anacapa Frenchys Cove 30 people at one None

time remainder of island closed

San Miguel By permit and advance resevation None
Island only to 12 people per ranger/

guide

Santa Barbara 100 people at one time tour and 30 maximum
Island charter boats may be limited on

peak weekends

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT

Upon completion of the Ventura headquarters building major

development of the original monument facilities will be complete
Remaining development on the three islands falls into the category
of continuing maintenance replacement and rehabilitation of

existing facilities the one major exception being construction of
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permanent ranger station on San Miguel Island As technology

improves in the fields of energy conservation and wastewater
treatment projects that are not now anticipated may become feasible

in the future The National Park Service will as it has in the

past adapt or replace existing systems to meet the latest standards

and criteria As an example new wastewater treatment systems are

being installed on all the islands and solar-activated panels are

supplying part of the energy requirements on Santa Barbara and
San Miguel islands

The new 1980 park maintenance boat has been designed to provide

living quarters for the maintenance crew and will reduce the need
for personnel quarters on the islands The more complex
development on East Anacapa Island will continue to require
full-time maintenance person but there will be no permanent living

quarters for maintenance personnel on Santa Barbara or San Miguel
islands

Anacapa Island

The major facilities on East Anacapa Island are in historic

structures that are being adaptively used by the Park Service
Rehabilitation of the ranger residence to the original appearance
and continued improvements to the building interiors are the major
concerns Public toilets will be located in the same structure as
the visitor center to avoid intrusion of additional structures on the

historic setting They will be connected to the new sewage
treatment system Water will be made available to visitors in the

vicinity of the visitor center

When camping facilities are developed on Santa Cruz Island the

campground and toilets on East Anacapa will be removed and the

area restored with native vegetation As an interim measure the

campground will be reduced to the minimum area required for five

sites and maximum number of 30 people will be permitted at one
time Should future planning efforts determine that campground
is not suitable on Santa Cruz Island the Anacapa campground will

be either closed or relocated to less sensitive area

goal of energy independence primarily reduction or elimination of

fossil fuel use on all of the islands may be difficult to achieve with

present technology This is further complicated by the historic

character of the development on East Anacapa where solar

collectors wind generators or other devices may not be

compatible An energy survey/evaluation that considers the

historic elements will be conducted and if feasible alternative

energy sources will replace the generator now in use Solar

collectors and possibly wind power will be utilized on the other

islands
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Minor construction will be required for trail maintenance and erosion

control and some disturbance will occur during removal of the

facilities at Frenchys Cove

Santa Barbara Island

Upgrading and replacement of existing facilities erosion control

measures and emplacement of numbered posts for the self-guiding
trail are proposed improvements on this island

The existing Quonset hut ranger station is rapidly approaching the

end of its useful life and will be replaced with more harmonious
structure The new facility will be single-family residence with

small visitor contact office storage space and quarters for relief

ranger When other personnel need to remain on the island for

several days tents will be used in the campground reducing the

number of visitors permitted to camp at that time comprehensive
design will be prepared for the small developed area to determine

placement of the ranger station and for redevelopment of the

campground area Boardwalks or other surfacing will probably be

required to define walkways and use areas to minimize the problems
of mud erosion and vegetation destruction Redevelopment will be

confined to the presently disturbed area both graywater and

sewage disposal methods will be improved

Blowing dust and vegetation is seasonal problem at the helicopter

landing area If this use appears to be having significant

impact metal grating or other methods of soil stabilization will be

utilized in manner compatible with safety standards for helicopter

landing pads

Redevelopment of the ranger station/campground area will reduce
human impacts and improve the visual quality of the island Little

else will change and the average visitor will continue to have the

rare experience of being almost alone on small isolated oceanic

island

San Miguel Island

San Miguel was opened to visitor use in 1978 and temporary
facilities were erected to house the island ranger Existing roads

have been used for trails and only the National Marine Fisheries

Service structures on and above Point Bennett could be classified

as permanent The two visitor seasons were experimental and

pattern for management and visitor use evolved For resource

protection personnel will be stationed at Point Bennett and Cuyler
Harbor Lester Ranch area on year-round basis with additional

interpreters or guides on seasonal basis as warranted by
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visitation When research personnel are working at Point Bennett
it will not be necessary to have full-time ranger stationed there

However for reasons of personnel safety as well as resource

protection at least two people should be on the island at all times

Two permanent facilities will be developed on San Miguel Island

The existing research station on Point Bennett will when it has

outlived its useful life be replaced with more harmoniously

designed ranger/research station to accommodate three or four

researchers and the NPS ranger The facility will be operated

cooperatively by the various agencies utilizing it and must be

designed to accommodate variety of uses When the number of

personnel exceeds the building capacity tents will be permitted in

the immediate vicinity of the research station camping below the

bluff on Point Bennett will no longer be permitted

short distance from the ranger/research station an overlook will

be developed where up to 12 people can gather to view the

pinnipeds on Point Bennett The overlook will contain spotting

scopes and photo panels to aid in identification of the marine
mammals The overlook serves two functions it provides defined

space for visitor use and it provides mounting space for the

spotting scopes

The second facility will be developed in the Lester Ranch area near

Cuyler Harbor to provide permanent residence for the island

ranger This will be similar in size to the proposed ranger station

on Santa Barbara Island and will have visitor contact area and

storage space Additional personnel when needed on the island
will live in tents at the site of the present ranger station in

Nidever Canyon

The potential for innovative energy-saving design of the facilities

on San Miguel should be realized although the initial cost may be

higher than for prefabricated structure assembled on the island
The Lester Ranch site lends itself to dugout sod roof structure
which would be naturally insulated and would have reduced

exposure to the constant winds

Alternative energy sources will be used to provide necessary power
to both facilities toilet facilities will be self-contained Water will

continue to be hauled from the mainland but can be supplemented
by springwater for nonpotable uses Further consideration will be

given to the development of well and to graywater disposal

methods when the facilities are designed

Routine trail maintenance and trail erosion control measures will

continue Additional trails will not be constructed but routes for

ranger-guided walks will be identified and may require construction

of rustic bridges where deep washes canyons cannot be avoided
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and crossing will increase erosion problems The airstrips will be

maintained for administrative use Ii

OTHER INFLUENCES ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Programs that are in the formulative stage could affect development
on the park islands The Man and the Biosphere program and the

establishment of Channel Islands Marine Sanctuary could lead to

.cooperative research and monitoring programs requiring additional

facilities including personnel and laboratory quarters on the

islands Under this plan facilities other than monitoring stations

must be placed in the designated development zones Expansion of

the park may permit development of any necessary facilities or the

use of existing facilities on the larger islands rather than further

impacting the smaller islands

II

II

II
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APPENDIX

LEGISLATION

Legislation pertaining to Channel Islands National Monument was

superseded by Public Law 96-199

The earlier legislation and various agreements between agencies are

contained in the Statement For Management and are available at

the office of the superintendent
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Public Law 96199
96th Congress

An Act

Mar 1980 To establish the Channel Islands National Park and for other purposes

3757

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled

Act of 1978
amendment

Title applies to other areas of the National Park

System and has been omitted

TITLEII

Chanel Islands Sw 201 In order to protect the nationally significant natural
National Park scenic wildlife marine ecological archaeological cultural and sd
Establishment

entific values of the Channel Islands In the State of California

16 usc 4101L including but not limited to the followinç
the brown pelican nesting area
the undisturbed tide pools providing species diversity

unique to the eastern Pacific coast
the pinnpeds which breed and pup almost exclusively on

the Channel Islands including the only breeding colony for

northern fur seals south of Alaska
the Eolian landforms and caliche
the presumed burial place of Juan Rodriquez Cabrillo and
the archaeological evidence of substantial populations of

Native Americans
there Is hereby established the Channel Islands National Park the

boundaries of which shall include San Miguel and Prince Islands
Santa Rosa Santa Cruz Anacapa and Santa Barbara Islands includ

in the rocks islets submerged lands and waters within one nautical

mile of each island as depicted on the map entitled Proposed
Channel Islands National Park numbered 159-20008 and dated

April 1979 which shall be on file and available for public inspection

in the offices of the Superintendent of the park and the Director of
Channel Islands the National Park Service Department of the Interior The Channel
National Islands National Monument is hereby abolished as such and the

lands waters and interests therein withdrawn or reserved for the

monument are hereby incorporated within and made part of the

new Channel Islands National Park
16 usc 410ff-i Sw 202 Within the boundaries of the park as established in

section 201 the Secretary of the Interior hereinafter referred to as
the Secretary is authorized to acquire lands waters or interests

therein including but not limited to scenic easements by donation

purchase with donated or appropriated funds transfer from any
Federal agency exchange or otherwise Unless the property is

wholly or partially donated the Secretary shall pay to the owner the

fair market value of the property on the date of its acquisition less

the fair market value on that date of any right retained by the owner
California lands Any lands waters or interests therein owned by the State of
or interests California or any political subdivision thereof shall not be acquired
exemption Notwithstanding any other provision of law Federal property located

within the boundaries of the park shall with the concurrence of the

head of the agency having custody thereof be transferred to the

administrative junsdiction of the Secretary for the purposes of the

park Provided That the Secretary shall permit the use of federally

owned park lands and waters which have been transferred from

another Federal agency pursuant to this section or which ii were the

subject of lease or permit issued by Federal agency as of the date

of enactment of this title for essential national security missionsand
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for navigational aids subject to such terms and conditions as the

Secretary deems necessary to protect park resources

Notwithstanding the acquisition authority contained in subsec

tion 202a any lands waters or interests therein which are owned

wholly or in part by or which hereafter may be owned by or under

option to the National Park Foundation The Nature Conservancy Nature Con-

including any lands waters or interests therein which are de4-
nated as Nature Conservancy Lands on the map referred to in

acQw

section 201 of this title or any similarnational nonprofit conserva

tion organization or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof shall be

acquired only with the consent of the owner thereof Provided That
the Secretary may acquire such property in accordance with the

provisions oIthis Act if he determines that the property
is under

ing or is about to undergo change in use which is inconsistent with
the purposes of this title

With respect to the privately owned lands on Santa Rosa Island Rosa

the Secretary shall acquire such lands as expeditiously as possible
after the date of enactment of this title The acquisition of these lands acquihon
shall take priority over the acquisition of other privately owned lands

within the park
dXl The owner of any private property may on the date of its

acquisition and as condition of such acquisition retain for himself

right of use and occupancy of all or such portion of such property as
the owner may elect for definite term of not more than twenty-five

years or ending at the death of the owner or his spouse whichever is

later The owner shall elect the term to be reserved Any such right
retained pursuant to this subsection with respect to any property
shall be subject to termination by the Secretary upon his determina
tion that such property is being used for any purpose which is

incompatible with the administration of the park or with the preser
vation of the resources therein and it shall terminate by operation of

law upon notification by the Secretary to the holder of the right of

such determination and tendering to him the amount equal to the
fair market value of that portion which remains unexpired

In the case of any property acquired by the Secretary pursuant Right of use and
OCCU not

to this title with respect to which nght of use and occupancy was
not reserved by the former owner pursuant to this subsection at the foer owner
request of the former owner the Secretary may enter into lease lease agreement

agreement with the former owner under which the former owner
may continue any existing use of such property which is compatible
with the administration of the park and with the preservation of the

resources therein

Any right retained pursuant to this subsection and any lease

entered into under paragraph shall be subject to such access and
other provisions as may be required by the Secretary for visitor use
and resources management

Sm 203 The Secretary is directed to develop in cooperation and Natural

consultation with the Secretary of Commerce the State of California
resources study

and various knowledgeable Federal and private entities natural pment
resources study report for the park including but not limited to the 16 usc 4WtT-2

followinç
an inventory of all terrestrial and marine species indicat

ing their population dynamics and probable trends as to future

numbers and welfare

recommendations as to what actions should be considered

for adoption to better protect the natural resources of the park
Such report shall be submitted within two complete fiscal years from Submittal to

the date of enactment of this title to the Committee on Interior and congressional

committees
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Insular Affairs of the United States House of Representatives and the

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States

Senate and updated revisions of such report shall be similarly

submitted at subsequent two year intervals to cover penod of ten

years after the date of enactment of this title

State of The Secretary is authorized and directed to enter into and
Californa continue cooperative agreements with the Secretary of Commerce

and the State of California for the enforcement of Federal and State

for law en- laws and regulations on those lands and waters within and adjacent

forcnent to the park which are owned by the State of California No provision
administration

of this title shall be deemed to affect the rights and jurisdiction of the

State of California within the park including but not limited to
authority over submerged lands and waters within the park
boundaries and the marine resources therein

16 USC 410ff-S SEc 204 Subject to the provisions of section 201 of this title the

Secretary shall administer the park in accordance with the provi
sions of the Act of August 25 1916 39 Stat 535 as amended and

supplemented 16 U.S.C et seq. In the administration of the park
the Secretary may utilize such statutory authority available for the

conservation and management of wildlife and natural and cultural

resources as he deems appropriate to carry out the purposes of this

title The park shall be administered on low-intensity limited-entry

basis

In recognition of the special fragility and sensitivity of the

parks resources it is the intent of Congress that the visitor use

within the park be limited to assure negligible adverse impact on the

park resources The Secretary shall establish appropriate visitor

carrying capacities for the park
Comprehensive cXl Within three complete fiscal years from the date of enactment

tment of this title the Secretary in consultation with The Nature Conserv

plan submittal ancy and the State of California shall submit to the Committee on
to conressional Interior and Insular Affairs of the United States House of Repre
committees sentatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of

the United States Senate comprehensive general managment plan
for the park pursua4t to critena stated in the provisions of section

12b of the Act of 4ugust 18 1970 84 Stat 825 as amended 16
16 USC ia-7 U.S.C la-i et seq Such plan shall include alternative consider

ations for the design and operation of public transportation system

connecting the park with the mainland with such considerations to

be developed in cooperation with the State of California and the

Hearings Secretary of Transportation The Secretary shall seek the advice of

the scientific community in the preparation of said plan and
conduct hearings for public comment in Ventura and Santa

Barbara Counties

Those aspects of such plan which relate to marine mammals
shall be prepared by the Secretary of Commerce in consultation

with the Secretary and the State of California
Federal funds SEc 205 The head of any Federal agency having direct or indirect
approval for

jurisdiction over proposed Federal or federally assisted undertaking

1fT-4 with respect to the lands and waters within or adjacent or related to

the park and the head of any Federal agency having authority to

license or permit any undertaking with respect to such lands and
waters shall prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal

funds on such undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license or

permit as the case may be afford the Secretary reasonable

opportunity to comment with regard to such undertaking and shall

give due consideration to any comments made by the Secretary and to
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the effect of such undertaking on the purposes for which the park is

established
SEc 206 Within three complete fiscal years from the date of Review of

enactment of this title the Secretary shall review the area within the parka

park and shall report to the President in accordance with subsec- rident
tions 3c and of the Wilderness Act 78 Stat 890 hIs recominen- 16 usc 41011-5

dations as to the suitability or nonsuit.ability of any area within the 16 usc 1132

park for designation as wilderness Any designation of any such areas

as wilderness shall be accomplished in accordance with said subsec

tions of the Wilderness Act 16 SC 1131

Sac 207 Notwithstanding any other provision of law no fees shall fsc 41011-6
be charged for entrance oradmission to the park

Sac 20 The Secretary is authorized to expend Federal funds for 16 uSC 41011-7

the cooperative management of The Nature Conservancy and other

private property for research resources management and visitor

protection and usa All funds authorized to be appropriated for the Transfer of

purposes of the Channel Islands National Monument are hereby
transferred to the Channel Islands National Park Effective October Appropriation

1980 there are hereby authorized to be appropriated such further authorizations

sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this title but

not to exceed $500000 for development From the Land and \4ter
Conservation Fund there is authorized to be appropriated $30100000
for the purposes of land acquisition For the authorizations made in

this section any amounts authorized but not appropriated in any
fiscal year shall remain available for appropriation in succeeding
fiscal years

Approved March 1980

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

HOUSE REPORT No 96-119 Comm on Interior and Insular Affairs
SENATE REPORT No.96-484 Comm on Energy and Natural Resources
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

Vol 125 1979 May considered and passed House
Vol 126 1980 Feb 18 considered and passed Senate amended
Feb 20 House concurred in Senate amendments

WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
Vol 16 1980 Mar Presidential statement
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF LANDOWNERSHIP

The ownership of the various islands islets and rocks included in

Channel Islands National Park will require further research to

resolve discrepancies in the data that was obtained in the

preliminary investigation Therefore acreage figures should be

considered approximate and be used with caution It may be that

actual acreage figures will not be resolved until land acquisition has

been completed

The expanded national park encompasses approximately 246985
acres Of these approximately 122870 acres of submerged lands

are owned by the state of California and managed under state

regulations Approximately 54880 acres are owned by the Nature

Conservancy with the National Park Service authorized to

participate in the management and development of these lands The
remaining 82235 acres will be under federal ownership primarily
the Department of the Interior with some small parcels reserved for

U.S Coast Guard and possibly military use

The acreages for each island are summarized in the following table
It should be noted that privately owned lands are recorded under
numerous ownerships and complete listing is not availableat this

time The commonly used names of the various ranches are used to

indicate the major ownerships in the table Offshore islets and
rocks are included under state of California acreage but those

above mean hightide are probably under federal ownership
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Summary of Landownership

MAINLAND HEADQUARTERS
VENTURA HARBOR

Submerged lands State of California 0.907

Fastlands Department of the Interior 1.833

2.74

SAN MIGUEL
Submerged lands State of California 17023
Fastlands Department of Defense 9325

Total 26348

SANTA ROSA

Submerged lands State of California 36118
Fastlands Vickers Ranch 52794

Total 88912

SANTA CRUZ
Submerged lands State of California 52696
Fastlands Nature Conservancy 12400

Stanton Ranch 41881
Gherini Ranch 6264
Other Federal 100

113341

Military and private leases and reservations complicate landownership

ANACAPA
Submerged lands State of California 9203
Fastlands Department of the Interior 538

Other Federal 161

Total 9902

SANTA BARBARA
Submerged lands State of California 7830
Fastlands Department of the Interior 595

Other Federal 57

Total 8482

SUMMARY
Submerged lands 122870.407
Private lands 113339
Public domain 10777.803

TOTAL 246987.74

The Department of Transportation reserves rights to select lands on
Santa Cruz and possibly Santa Rosa islands for the emplacement of

navigational aids These rights must be clarified in regard to

future land acquisition Acreage owned by the Bureau of Land

Management has not been determined
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SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN $72000 net

Included in one package for the three islands to reduce cost

would be plan and design for replacement of the Quonset hut
and rehabilitation of the campground on Santa Barbara and

plans and designs for the two permanent facilities and the

overlook on San Miguel comprehensive study on the use of

alternative energy sources and sewage treatment systems would
be part of this project The cost indicated is for work

accomplished in-house with consultants as required

Preliminary estimates for the construction of these projects
are

Replace Quonset hut and rehabilitate campground and utility

systems--Santa Barbara--$110000 to $150000

Construct ranger station/utility systems Lester Ranch area
ranger/research station/utility systems Point Bennett area
and overlook above Point Bennet--San Miguel

lsland--$140000 to $200000

OTHER DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Restore ranger residence--Anacapa--$22000 to $38000

Develop self-guiding trail--Santa Barbara--$4000 to $6000

Install exhibits--Frenchys Cove and Point Bennett--$5000 to

$8000

Construct trail bridges over washes--San Miguel--$10000 to

$20000

OTHER NONDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Prepare island guides--one for each island

Prepare island manuals--one for each island ranger

Prepare self-guiding trail brochures--Anacapa and Santa

Barbara
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Prepare underwater guide--Cathedral Cove

Prepare exhibits--Frenchys Cove and Point Bennett

Prepare other publications as determined with Harpers Ferry
Service Center

Costs for individual projects are expressed in broad ranges because
of limited planning funds to develop site specific studies and the

complexities of working on the islands which preclude the use of

normal cost estimating procedures The design criteria established

in this plan and the sensitive environment in which work must be

accomplished require thdt multidisciplinary design/planning team
visit each site to further define design criteria and environmental

constraints prior to the preparation of specific cost estimates

Although the development proposals are modest when combined with

the resource management projects and staffing requirements and the

potential impact of an expanded park funding requirements become

quite extensive Since funding for Channel Islands must compete
with regional and national priorities within the National Park

System program for phased implementation will be developed
during the comprehensive design phase when more specific

requirements and cost estimates are available

cost effectiveness analysis using relative cost factors rather
than dollar figures was prepared for the alternatives presented for

public comment In this analysis the cost was weighed against the

objectives to be obtained This method allows considerable bias
since maintenance objectives for instance may be significantly
different than interpretive objectives

Generally the proposals in this plan were not the most cost
effective- -because they place emphasis on personal services to

achieve the desired visitor experience the long-term costs are

higher However the low development costs and long-term
reduction in maintenance costs were the most cost effective and
should somewhat offset the higher personnel costs

Costs associated with the future responsibilities of managing the

expanded park were not considered in this analysis
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CONSULTATION/COMPLIANCE

The planning process has included public involvement on several

levels extensive research and consultation with the scientific

community consultations with Native Americans coordination and
consultation with the U.S Navy U.S Air Force and U.S Coast

Guard formal and informal consultation with the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service the California State Historic Preservation Officer
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and numerous
state and local agencies including the California Coastal Commission
and particularly the California Department of Fish and Game

Public workshops to determine the concerns of the general public
were held in Ventura Santa Barbara and Los Angeles California
the week of April 24 1978 and in San Diego California the week
of June 22 1978 Approximately 170 persons of whom perhaps 40

percent were commercial fishermen attended these workshops

An analysis of the workshops and summary of the issues was mailed

to the participants in the form of newsletter Between the time
of the workshops and the newsletter the Supreme Court ruled that
the state of California has dominion over the waters within the park
boundary thus diffusing the concerns of the commercial fishermen

There was essentially no feedback on the newsletter and it was
assumed that the issues had been adequately addressed

In addition to contracts for work on history and archeology an

extensive resource inventory was contracted to the Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History Several seminars on their work were
scheduled and other agencies particularly those with active

management roles in the park and the contractors for history and
archeology were invited to participate These seminars provided
an opportunity for the various scientific disciplines to share their

efforts and resolve conflicts

An Environmental Assessment Alternatives for Visitor Use
Interpretation and General Development was distributed to

approximately 800 individuals organizations and agencies
Thirty-two comments were received with two agencies stating that

they would reserve comment until the final proposal was received
The comments were generally favorable and expressed preference
for minimal development and primitive experience The California

Coastal Commission stated that the federally owned islands were not

under their jurisdiction and declined formal consultation However
the mainland headquarters development was within their jurisdiction
and formal consultations including compliance with Coastal Zone
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Management Act procedures were held and the headquarters
development project was approved

Several consultations were held with Native American

representatives Initial contacts with the Santa Yuez Reservation
and the Candelaria American Indian Council were made by the

contract archeologist in 1978 Five meetings with various groups
were held in May and June of 1979 and representatives from six

groups were taken to San Miguel Island for an onsite review of the

problems on September 1979 Another meeting was held in March
1980 to discuss specific proposals in the plan Consensus among
the Native American groups will sometimes be impossible to achieve
and some desires may be at odds with NPS policy However
number of proposals were agreed to by the superintendent and
consultation will continue as management actions are initiated

Following analysis of the comments cost effectiveness and
environmental consequences general management plan was
developed in consultation with the regional director and his staff

These proposals were cross-checked with the resource management
proposals and where conflicts existed the science community was
consulted As in any planning effort all of the conflicts could not
be resolved to the satisfaction of everyone However it is safe to

state that resource preservation objectives prevailed and that the

plan contains strong guidelines to ensure that potential resource
threats will be recognized in time to take remedial action

An Environmental Assessment Draft Natural and Cultural Resource
Management Plan was distributed in February 1980 This

distribution was reduced to approximately 350 copies due to the low

response on the previous document In addition to the resource

management proposals the document contained the preferred
alternative for visitor use interpretation and general

development The public and agencies were able to comment on the

total management plan for the three islands

Only 13 responses were received by the end of the comment period
Formal comments by the state historic preservation officer the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service were received after the initial comment period had
ended--a normal procedure when formal consultation is requested
Agreement between the National Park Service and the Califoria

historic preservation officer was reached on July 1980 and with

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation shortly thereafter

These agreements refine procedures to be followed should problems
become apparent in the implementation and/or effectiveness of the

controls proposed to avoid adverse effects to cultural resources
and procedures to be followed in consultations with Native American

groups There were no substantive comments on the plan
consultation procedures will continue to be refined as projects are

undertaken
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Consultation with the U.S Fish and Wildife Service was completed
in early August 1980 with determination that the proposals in the

plan presented no jeopardy to endangered species However some

proposed studies could lead to actions with the potential for adverse

effects and further consultations as stated in this plan will be

required

Comments on the second assessment were generally of technical

nature and corrections were made where appropriate There was
some concern that the protected natural area designations were too

small that more areas should be classified as research natural

areas and that visitation except for research should be

prohibited in some areas designated for visitor use under controlled

situations Minor changes were made in some of the categories It

should be pointed out that the designation as protected area or

research area does not preclude visitation but does limit the type of

development and activities that may occur The National Park
Service believes that the designations and management guidelines
are adequate to provide the necessary level of resource protection
and compatible visitor use Other comments addressed research

priorities that we believe should remain the prerogative of the

National Park Service

Two organizations expressed concern over the method for

eradicating feral rabbits on Santa Barbara Island The assessment
is considered adequate since it addressed further studies leading
to an eradication or control program The text was modified to

emphasize the requirement for further environmental documentation

prior to implementation of these projects

The General Management Plan for Channel Islands National Park is

in compliance with applicable state and federal laws executive

orders and policies Studies proposed in the plan may lead to

proposed actions that will require additional consultation and

compliance actions possibly including the preparation of

environmental statements Some proposals of general nature will
as stated in the plan require additional consultation and compliance
actions with appropriate agencies prior to implementation In some

instances site-specific studies are required prior to the

implementation of development proposals and further environmental

documentation will be required

The following laws and executive orders were particularly applicable
in the preparation of this plan

National Park Service Organic Act of 1916

National Environmental Policy Act as amended
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and Executive Order

11593
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Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934 as amended

Endangered Species Act of 1973

Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972

Federal Water Pollution Control Act amendments of 1972

Safe Drinking Water Act
Prevention Control and Abatement of Environmental Pollution at

Federal Facilities Executive Order 11752
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972

Executive Order 11988 Floodplain Management
Executive Order 11990 Protection of Wetlands

National Park Service policies

Wilderness Act of 1964
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ABSTRACT

The resource management plan for Channel Islands National Park
discusses cultural and natural resources and deals primarily with

currently identified problems as well as proposed solutions for the

three islands currently managed by the National Park Service
Initial sections provtde background information regarding the park
and influences on its resources and discuss the role of research

within the park

Separate sections deal with each resource type Specific resource

problems that require management action are identified and actions

are recommended to either obtain additional information or to solve

the identified problem Impacts likely to result from the

recommended actions are noted Few alternatives are discussed for

an identified problem because few alternatives were identified as

feasible Further study is required before actions with the

potential for significant impacts can be undertaken

High priority projects include tPiose involving legal mandates or
moral responsibilities such as projects dealing with proposed or

protected blots under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and

projects influencing nonrenewable cultural resources

Numerous actions are proposed but those of major importance
include

Continued study to gather information regarding endangered
species

Eradication or control of exotic black rats on Anacapa Island

Continued study of the impacts of eradicating feral rabbits on

Santa Barbara Island leading directly toward an elimination or

control program

Removal and trial eradication of exotic plant species

Initiation and continuation of monitoring of marine birds and
mammals that utilize the islands in order to recognize changes
in the health or status of the population

Initiation of cooperative studies with the state of California to

monitor intertidal marine resources around park islands

Monitoring of erosion

Monitoring of impacts resulting from human use of the islands

TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER

DENVER SERVICE CENTER

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE



Monitoring of air and water quality of the islands

Preservation of archeological and historical sites on the islands

and development of plan to care for human remains and
artifacts eroding from such sites

Following the individual resource sections actions and their impacts

are summarized with an emphasis on impacts on endangered
species Agencies with which consultation and coordination have
been conducted are identified and their relationships to the
National Park Service are discussed

Finally for some proposed actions project statement has been

prepared On these short forms basic information problem
description past work proposal description logistical

considerations funding needs is summarized These project
statements are the basic tools by which natural science projects in

the National Park Service are ranked by priority

The project statements assembled in separate management
program document are available for review at park headquarters in

Ventura California or at the National Park Service Western Region
Office in San Francisco California
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INTRODUCTION

Resource management needs of the islands of Anacapa San Miguel
and Santa Barbara part of Channel Islands National Park are
addressed in this document volume II of the General Management
Plan An addendum to this plan will be prepared to address
resource management of the lands and waters added to the park on
March 1980 Solutions to existing problems are identified as are

areas where more information is needed before problems can be

solved Discussions of diverse biological physical and cultural

resources are integrated here and include soils and erosion plant
and animal life marine resources air and water quality
paleontology and history and archeology as well as the continuing
concerns of Native American people of the area

The National Park Service has responsibility to provide for public

enjoyment of areas it administers while leaving resources

unimpaired Therefore resource management actions proposed
include monitoring to detect changes brought about by visitor use
This resource management plan was developed in conjunction with
other portions of the General Management Plan so that visitor use

will be based upon an understanding of the sensitivity of the

resources and will be consistent with resource management action

The Channel Islands are often compared to the Galapagos Islands as
natural laboratories for the study of evolution and endemism
Natural evolutionary changes are occurring but little is known
about these processes Similarly little knowledge exists regarding
the biological and physical conditions present at the time the islands

were first visited by Europeans but certainly prehistoric and more
recent Native American people who lived and camped there exerted

large amount of influence on the resources and their habitation

may have substantially altered the landscape European and
American colonization and development changed the ecosystems and
some resources were so altered that restoring them to more
natural condition may prove impossible

Hunting of marine mammals to the extent that several species were
almost eliminated from the Channel Islands introduction of domestic

hoofed mammals that overgrazed native plant communities and
allowed erosion of considerable areas on some islands notably San
Miguel introduction of rabbits and rodents that damaged many
native organisms and were potential hosts for serious diseases and
introduction of various grains and other nonnative plants often
coincident with farming or livestock grazing all drastically changed
the islands natural environment

Management problems specific to each island are discussed briefly in

the following paragraphs



.1
ANACAPA ISLAND

Anacapa has been altered by structures and roads exotic

vegetation that encroaches on native species and grazing It is

overrun by rats resulting in decline in the native deer mouse

population on East Anacapa Some species of land birds and
seabirds bald eagle peregrine falcon tufted puffin no longer
nest on the island Seals and sea lions still frequent Anacapa in

moderate numbers but almost no pupping occurs possibly as

result of increasing boat traffic Soil slippage and erosion are

problems in several areas Archeological sites have been disturbed

and vandalized and continue to be subject to damage from human
use and erosion

____________SAN MIGUEL ISLAND

San Miguel Island is no longer influenced by feral or nonnative
animals but has in the recent past been host to thousands of

sheep and small numbers of other ungulates large expanses were
denuded and became sand dunes as result of overgrazing by
sheep Only recently has any vegetation stabilized these areas
Native plant communities are very small and exotic plants are

widespread Some species of land birds and seabirds have ceased

to breed as result of this habitat alteration and human activity

Only in the past 15 years have some of the six species of pinnipeds

seals and sea lions that historically bred on San Miguel returned
to the island the sea otter once an important marine mammal in

the Channel Islands area is no longer found so far south As
result of erosion many of the large number of archeological sites

on San Miguel are being seriously damaged and lost

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND

The smallest of the Channel Islands Santa Barbara has perhaps
been the most altered certainly in relation to its size It has been
cleared and burned for farming and grazed by livestock currently
by domestic rabbits to the extent that the great majority of this

island is covered by nonnative grasses and introduced iceplant
Some species of plants were reduced almost to the point of

extinction Loss of natural habitat has resulted in the extinction of

one endemic land bird and there is serious reduction of habitat for

several species of land mollusks and the single species of lizard

Many of these plants and animals have been afforded or are

proposed for protection under the Endangered Species Act of 1973
Several species of seabirds were extirpated from Santa Barbara as

result of feral house cats although recently some of these species
have again begun to nest on the island The soils of Santa
Barbara Island are very susceptible to erosion and serious scars
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have resulted from much of the past land use Finally Santa
Barbara Island archeological sites although fewer than those found
on Anacapa or San Miguel have been disturbed by exploitation and
use of the island

OBJECTIVES

General objectives for resource management at Channel Islands

National Park are listed below

Restore and maintain natural terrestrial intertidal marine and

atmospheric ecosystems

Encourage cooperative research and resource management
efforts especially in areas of joint administration and

overlapping political boundaries

Restore altered ecosystems as nearly as possible to conditions

they would be in today had natural ecological processes not

been disturbed

Protect threatened and endangered plant and animal species
and their habitats and reintroduce where possible those

eliminated from the natural ecosystems Protect and study
special status species and their habitats in community
context that considers broad habitat requirements

Approach all resource management questions from an ecosystem
standpoint that takes all biological interrelationships into

account

Establish cooperative communication with other land or resource

management agencies institutions of higher learning museums
and the like and encourage open communication and
coordination of projects with such organizations

Conduct and encourage natural science research to increase

knowledge necessary for managing natural resources

Identify and perpetuate all natural processes in park eco

systems

Limit man-made sources of air noise visual and water

pollution within the park to the greatest degree possible and

monitor environmental quality to ensure compliance with legal

standards



Develop an awareness of threats that impact or have the

potential to impact park resources Actively respond as

land managing agency to these potential threats

Permit only those types and levels of use or development that

do not significantly impair natural resources and direct

development and use to environments least vulnerable to

deterioration

Encourage visitor use that complements the natural resources

Encourage resource interpretation with the understanding that

visitor knowledge of the parks resources leads to appreciation
of their value and worth

Ensure that the park staff is trained to be aware of the

fragility and importance of island resources and to recognize

special status animal and plant species

Preserve maintain or protect significant prehistoric and historic

cultural resources

Identify evaluate and determine the significance of cultural

resources encompassing buildings structures sites and

objects

Provide for the preservation maintenance or protection of

these significant cultural resources

Permit only those types and levels of use or development that

do not impair significant cultural resources direct development
and use to areas least vulnerable to deterioration of cultural

resources

Communicate with local groups of Native Americans seek their

input regarding such concerns as past and proposed use of

the islands sacred areas or objects found on the islands and

potential interpretive themes

Encourage cooperative historical and archeological research

projects with educational and scientific institutions through
appropriate means memorandums of agreement and the like
encourage such institutions and scholars to direct research

toward park resource management objectives or toward inter

pretation of such resources

Encourage interpretation of park cultural resources recog
nizing that visitor knowledge of such resources leads to

appreciation of their value and worth



RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The need for resource management has been recognized since

formation of the national monument It initially took the form of

biological surveys by Lowell Sumner and archeological surveys by
Rozaire and others Older surveys reflect some conditions that may
no longer be found on the islands nonetheless they provide an

important information base

One of the first resource management projects was an attempt to

remove destructive exotic animals Feral domestic sheep and burros
were removed from San Miguel but attempts to eradicate the feral

rabbits on Santa Barbara have so far been unsuccessful

To formalize the natural resource management program at Channel

Islands Natural Resource Management Plan was approved in 1975
Of the 16 projects proposed were implemented The plans
usefulness was limited by the need for background information on

resources so that manipulative management projects could be

undertaken and by the need for logical step-by-step approach to

management

From 1977 to the present baseline information on archeology
history terrestrial and marine biota and physical characteristics

has been gathered This new information is reflected in the

current plan Additionally much baseline information concerning
all of the Channel Islands has recently been gathered by the

Bureau of Land Management in conjunction with background
information needed on offshore oil and gas lease sales Studies on

brown pelicans and San Miguel Island pinnipeds continue under the

guidance of the California Department of Fish and Gme and the

National Marine Fisheries Service Very little active management of

the resources has taken place in recent years

OTHER AGENCY ACTIVITIES

In many national parks the quality of resources is threatened by
visitor overuse and other internal management problems However
at Channel Islands National Park several projects have been
initiated or proposed from outside the park that have the potential

to affect island resources

The islands are located in close proximity to densely populated

highly industrialized area Activities of this area involve use of

resources such as oil gas fisheries and airspace that occur on



over and adjacent to the Channel Islands Because the ocean

provides food for island animals as well as marine organisms

changes in the surrounding environment assume an important role

The following government and private party activities have the

potential to affect resources of the Channel Islands

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM

The proposed launch and reentry of the U.S Air Force space
shuttle from Vandenberg Air Force Base over the Channel Islands

may subject breeding populations of pinnipeds and seabirds to high
level sonic boom overpressures In addition impacts to fragile

cultural resources and geologic features may occur Because it is

unclear if or how these impacts will adversely affect natural and
cultural resources the U.S Air Force is conducting contracted

research with NPS cooperation in an attempt to provide information
As it becomes available recommendations will be made that are

consistent with NPS management objectives guidelines and legal

responsibilities

OIL LEASING PROGRAM

Oil exploration and operation activities in the Santa Barbara
Channel and around the islands began in 1966 with lease sale 35

and are expected to significantly increase with each subsequent
lease sale As oil operations increase so does the probability of

spills well blowouts expected ambient leakage and an increased

number of oil rigs on currently uncluttered horizon The
National Park Service recognizes the national need to develop

energy sources but remains concerned about potential consequences
of such activities Recommendations for deletion from sale of many
tracts in close proximity upcurrent or upwind from islands have
been made In addition several projects to protect resources in

the event of spill are recommended in this plan

OIL AND GAS SANCTUARY

In order to protect sensitive resources the California State

Legislature may designate oil and gas sanctuaries in which

petroleum development is prohibited Oil and gas sanctuaries have
been established in the tidelands and submerged lands surrounding
the North Channel Islands Leasing is excluded except when wells

on federal lands threaten the states resources drainage The
waters around Santa Barbara Island have not been designated an oil

and gas sanctuary but under the terms of the lease with the

Department of Fish and Game oil and gas leasing within the

10



ecological reserve is excluded except when drainage threatens the

states resource

LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS TERMINAL

Development sites proposed include locations on or near several of

the Channel Islands Such facility could cause disturbance to

nearby breeding pinnipeds or direct injury and death should an

explosion occur In addition increased boat traffic as result of

such terminal would increase the potential for collision with the

increasing number of oil tankers in the waters surrounding the

islands

MARINE RESOURCES HARVEST

Present management practices allow the harvest of marine resources

e.g kelp anchovies other fisheries and invertebrates
however many of these resources are not being sufficiently

monitored to ensure adequate reserves in some cases the impacts of

harvesting and the minimal needs of complex interrelated

ecosystems are not fully known The California Department of Fish

and Game has primary jurisdiction over these resources

ECOLOGICAL RESERVES

The Department of Fish and Game leases the tidelands and

submerged lands from the California State Lands Commission which
retains authority for oil gas and geothermal and other mineral

exploration and development under certain limited circumstances as

previously described under Oil and Gas Sanctuary

State ecological reserves have been established around each of the

three former monument islands and contain all of the tidelands
submerged lands and marine resources from the mean-high-tide line

out to nautical mile Regulations for these areas and their

enforcement are the responsibility of the California Department of

Fish and Game but NPS rangers have been deputized to aid in

enforcement These marine areas are outside the jurisdiction of the

National Park Service but within the present park boundary and
their management is of considerable interest and importance to the

park Many resources managed by the park such as marine birds

and pinnipeds rely on the surrounding waters for food sources

11
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that research is essential to effective

management of the National Park System As stated in NPS
Management Policies 1978 Natural and social science
information is necessary for management of the National Park
System The National Park Service will therefore conduct

program of natural and social science to support management in

carrying out the mission of the Service and provide accurate
scientific data upon which all aspects of planning development and

management of the units of the System may be based However it

further states The Service also may permit the use of parks by
qualified investigators for scientific studies when such use shlI be
consistent with Service policies and contribute to the attainment of

park objectives indicating the legitimacy of using parks for the

conduct of independent research projects The park staff

recognizes the value of scientific research and encourages such

use within guidelines of resource protection

Scientific collecting and research projects have been conducted on

the Channel Islands since before the turn of the century The
demand is great for continued research opportunities as might be

presumed from the numerous museums and institutions of higher

learning that abound in southern California As an example of the

extent to which interest in research on the Channel Islands has

grown 1965 Symposium of the California Islands included

presentation of 15 papers to an invited audience of 102 persons In

1978 similar symposium saw 69 papers presented to general
audience of over 500 persons

Along with this increase of interest in the islands by researchers

has come an increase in visitation by the general public with the

result that scientists and other researchers can no longer assume
that their use of the islands will be the only or even always the

most legitimate use Pressure has been greatest on the former

monument islands because they are publicly accessible At the same
time as the three smallest islands they are more fragile than the

others

STIPULATIONS

Although research has been carried on for years some of it on

long-term basis the increase in research demand has necessitated

that recent projects satisfy certain stipulations In general
natural or physical science research projects considered appropriate
to the islands can be divided into the following categories

15



NATIONAL PARK SERVICE RESEARCH

National Park Service research may be conducted by for or in

cooperation with the Park Service and is management oriented It

may be carried out by NPS biologists or by researchers under
contract to the National Park Service Occasionally long-term

projects are undertaken by university personnel

The Park Service also is able to expend funds for research in

cooperation with other agencies This is particularly appropriate to

Channel Islands National Park where several agencies may share

responsibility for the same resource and where so many resources

are dependent on the continued high quality of the surrounding
ocean It seems only logical and responsible to actively consider

cooperative research efforts for instance on food habits of some
animal species and various interrelationships of the entire

island-focused ecosystem Written documentation in the form of

memorandum of agreement between the agencies is required for

cooperative research In addition if collecting is required within

the park current collecting permit WRO Form 107 is necessary
See appendix for examples of the various forms

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

Independent research is allowed and encouraged especially when it

relates to existing management problems Stipulations for such
research are

If purely observational allowed if disturbance to the resources

is negligible

If disturbance of the resource is involved or if collecting is

necessary allowed only if appropriate permission and permits
from other agencies have first been obtained the research or

collecting cannot reasonably be accomplished outside the park
and the proposed work will not be unduly harmful to the
status of the resource being collected/studied or to any other

component of the island ecosystem

Personnel involved in such research may receive such logistical

support as transportation to or from the islands if this fits in with

an ongoing schedule of transportation for park personnel
permission to travel off island trail systems and occasionally to

camp outside established campgrounds Written permission from the

superintendent as well as current collecting permit WRO Form
107 is required for independent research

If any such natural or physical science projects also involve likely

disturbance of cultural resources of the park they must satisfy

16



stipulations listed in this section for both cultural and natural

resource research or they must be coordinated with approved
cultural resource projects Appropriate permits must be obtained

All independent researchers must submit an annual report Form
10-226 to the superintendent In addition copies of any reports
or papers written as result of work carried on in the park must
be submitted to the superintendent

Included in supplement to this resource management plan is list

of projects to be accomplished in priority order as well as

statement describing the proposal The priority list will be revised

annually projects that have been accomplished will be removed and
new projects will be added as the need is identified reprint of

this list and these project statements will be distributed to local

universities and other institutions with the anticipation that

research proposed by such institutions can be channeled toward the

gathering of information needed for management

Potential researchers are requested to initially submit research

proposal and as much information as will be necessary to evaluate

their projects Currently if the park does not have the inhouse

knowledge specific to the project area advice is solicited in

consultation with an informal network of experts in several fields

In this manner only those projects that are clearly appropriate
research uses of the islands will be allowed

Because of the increasing pressure to conduct more research on and
around the islands there have been concerns that damage to the

resources could result even with careful screening of the

legitimacy of projects Screening now involves the identification of

duplication of previous or ongoing projects It may also be

necessary to actively seek consolidation of similar or overlapping

projects

Although all of these considerations have been addressed under

present research application procedures they have not been

formalized Suggestions have been made by members of the

scientific community that more formalized application process be

initiated Aside from the extra knowledge of the proposed project

an application would offer detailed format might discourage the

less serious researcher from applying Increasing research

pressure does indicate the necessity of more careful certification of

future research projects Interviews may be conducted if more
information is needed Future evaluation will consist of review of

proposals by NPS Western Region experts and scientists from the

NPS Cooperative Project Study Unit at the University of California

Davis to ensure that proposal is scientifically valid Since

representatives from several disciplines will comment on each

proposal potential impacts to other resources will also be

17



identified Proposals will also be evaluated on the basis of whether

they simply duplicate previous projects copy of the

correspondence sent by the park to potential researchers is

contained in appendix

CULTURAL RESEARCH

Independent cultural research is allowed within the park However
since field research particularly that involving collecting or ex
cavating carries the great possibility of destroying an essentially

nonrenewable resource of limited quantity greater limitations are

placed on such projects Independent researchers shall have
current Archeological Resources Protection Act permits In

general research will be encouraged to correspond to active

cultural resource management concerns and NPS objectives in both

interpretation and management

As is stated in the NPS Management Policies Non-Service

proposals for archeological research in parks involving excavating
or collecting shall

Provide research design closely defining the scope and

methodological basis of the proposed work

Establish that the research is essential to the acquisition of

data directly related to current significant anthropological con
cerns that cannot reasonably be accomplished by investigation
of archeological resources outside the park

Establish that sufficient institutional commitment and capability
exist to fully recover analyze synthesize and publish the

results of the work to meet curatorial responsibilities for the

archeological materials and artifacts removed and to provide

for appropriate preservation of the in situ remains

Establish that the principal investigator has serious

long-term commitment to the archeological resources proposed
for the study

All archeological research proposals shall comply with the

requirements of Executive Order 11593 Section 106 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the provisions of the

Antiquities Act of 1906 and the Archeological Resource Protection

Act of 1979 36 CFR 1215

On case by case basis qualified representatives from local Native

American groups may be contracted to act as onsite advisors during
independent research projects

18



All researchers will be expected to employ the best currently
available concepts methods and techniques They must submit
copies of all resulting documents including interim and final

reports papers presentations publications and theses to the

superintendent In addition they will supply copies of all field

notes This information will remain in the park and any such
documentation that has not been made available to the public by the

researchers will not be given further distribution without consent of

the author

Publication or distribution of certain types of archeological
information is restricted under the Antiquities Act of 1906 and the

Archeological Resource Protection Act of 1979 and such information

is exempt from the Freedom of Information Act Restrictions will be
stated in the appropriate permit and NPS review and approval may
be required prior to publication or distribution

Any artifacts that are collected in the park will remain the property
of the National Park Service and must be placed in collection that

is agreed upon by the Park Service

Cultural resource projects that may jeopardize natural or physical
resources must satisfy stipulations for both cultural and natural re
source research or they must be coordinated with approved natural

resource projects Appropriate permits must be obtained

IMPACTS

Although the need for research is documented throughout this plan
the presence of researchers and research activities will have some
general impacts

Research may require some disturbance of island resources for small

excavations installations of equipment or collecting While

manipulative research is generally prohibited some minor impacts on
island resources may occasionally be necessary and valid part of

research Off-trail use is often necessary when sampling or

observations must be carried out in remote areas Excessive foot

traffic could result in trampled vegetation disturbed archeological

sites and possibly erosion and could delay vegetational recovery
on the islands Resources other than the one under study may be

unknowingly disturbed by researchers lacking knowledge of and

sensitivity to resources outside their field Unauthorized collecting

of resources encountered during field work may occasionally occur
since most researchers are not supervised To mitigate these

potential impacts all field researchers will be made aware of the

19



sensitivity of the wide variety of resources that should not be
disturbed as well as the general areas of both archeological and

biological sensitivity In some instances multidisciplinary team

may be required to ensure recognition and protection of resources

other than the ones being studied

Researchers staying on the islands in most instances are required
to be in the campground as are other overnight visitors Since
the campgrounds are small and have capacity limit the presence
of researchers could result in fewer spaces for general campers on

given day On the other hand this might result in informal

information exchange between researchers and visitors

20
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This plan addresses cultural as well as natural resources and is

organized by type of resource The following format is followed

throughout the plan although not all sections apply to each

resource topic

The Description sections briefly summarize background information
with only enough detail to provide an understanding of the actions

and their impacts Several resource studies see Bibliography
undertaken as part of the general management planning contain most
of the information highlighted in this section

Contained in the Objectives sections are specific objectives for the

management of each resource--the basis for the management actions

proposed They are more specific than the general management
objectives listed in the previous section

Guidelines for Management sections will point out sensitive areas

and resources in particular need of protection suggest policies

special directives and regulations and identify potential problems
that can be solved through conscientious day-to-day management

The Actions sections include design of programs for future action
experiments and trial programs management manipulation of

resources such as exotic species eradication programs monitoring
over the long term and studies to fill in information gaps
Specific actions are denoted by bullet in the margin In most
cases funding source is needed to carry out the action but some
actions can be accomplished by the resources manager or under his

supervision Some studies would best be undertaken by others or

in cooperation with another agency

In the Impacts sections the consequences of actions on resources
visitors and management are discussed Many of the actions

proposed are studies which inherently have few impacts

The Summary of Actions and Impacts chapter emphasizes the

cumulative impacts of the various separate actions and discusses

specific impacts and management actions affecting threatened or

endangered species
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VEGETATION

DESCRIPTION

Most of the information in this section was summarized from the

report by the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

The vegetation of all of the islands has been extensively altered

and is in various stages of recovery from overgrazing farming
military use and introduction of exotic species Despite past

disturbances native and naturalized vegetation provide spectacular

springtime scenery especially when showy giant coreopsis

iceplant and goldfields are all in bloom Island flora includes many
common mainland species but environmental conditions--fog high

winds carrying salt sprays maritime Mediterranean climate with wet
winters but dry summers and most importantly isolation from

large land mass--have shaped distinctive island vegetation

Anacapa Island

The topographic diversity of Anacapa results in more varied

assemblage of plant communities than would be expected for its

size Grasslands shrub communities and even woodlands of

limited distribution are found

Middle and West Anacapa probably appear now much as they did

IL prehistorically with the exception of the presence of weedy
species and have recovered from their history of sheep ranching
They are rich in native perennial bunchgrasses and have extensive

stands of giant coreopsis Deep moist canyons on north-facing

slopes of West Anacapa contain small oak woodland with the most

significant native trees on the three islands and stands of island

chaparral

In contrast to Middle and West islands East Anacapa Island has

been considerably disturbed and is covered by annual grasses and
Xi planted iceplant it was once covered by mosaic of native

perennial grasslands and giant coreopsis communities Inaccessible

bluffs on East Anacapa still contain undisturbed communities

San Miguel Island

Although San Miguel is much larger than the other two islands it

is less floristically diverse The rolling terrain does not offer as

wide variety of habitats as do some of the other Channel Islands
In addition San Miguel is still recovering from period when
severe overgrazing cultivation and drought combined to nearly
denude it While vegetative cover is gradually increasing many
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areas still consist of unstabilized blowing sand and erosion

pavement an exposed hardpan layer where soils have been

completely eroded away Areas stripped of native plants invited

invasion and colonization by weedy species which now comprise
large portion of the vegetation Shrub species such as lemonade

berry and island mallow that were grazed have been greatly
reduced or eliminated Several chaparral species collected

historically are also missing from the present flora Recovery has
been slow especially in areas where topsoil was completely removed
and only pavement persists

San Miguel is the only one of the three islands that has

well-developed beach and coastal dune vegetation Sandy dunes
and characteristic dune vegetation extend to the interior of the

island where winds have carried sands far inland On interior

dunes lupine sometimes occurs in nearly pure stands and may be

important in the stabilization process of dunes and in the recovery
of island vegetation in general

Introduced annual grasses cover most of the island and while
native bunchgrasses do occur they do not dominate large areas
variety of shrubs mostly low and prostrate in form are scattered

throughout the grasslands Rushes and salt grass dominate low
moist depressions in grassland areas Iceplant covers only small

portion of the island but is locally dominant where soils have been
denuded

Santa Barbara Island

While this island was probably once dominated by giant coreopsis on
the well-drained terraces and north-facing canyon slopes native tt
perennial grasslands on heavy deep soils variety of shrubs in

hardpan areas and on bluffs and maritime cactus scrub on the

driest sites changes brought about by man have greatly modified

the vegetation The flora of Santa Barbara Island has been

ravaged for at least 130 years by introduced grazing animals

including rabbits that still forage island plants exotic plants
and agricultural and military use As result introduced

crystalline iceplant dominates large areas in carpetlike mats giant

coreopsis has been greatly reduced to distinct stands introduced

annual grasses dominate grassland areas and shrub dominance has

been reduced maritime cactus scrub community occurs on warm
south-facing slopes of canyons and sea cliffs but is characterized

by fewer cactus and shrub species than similar communities on
other islands The nearly vertical sea cliffs provide refuge for

native plants that have been eliminated or reduced in more
accessible areas

14

Today the combined forces of rabbits and iceplant are still actively

preventing reestablishment of native species They continue to

threaten number of species of reduced population and limited

distribution
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Exotic Plantsdts vncC icit
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large exotIc-44loracoveringE major portions of the Isands i-has- been

introducedwithanonnatlveataxa comprising roughly 29.cpercent bf

theetotal number .oft speclesrecóndedfonSanta Barbara 23 percent
of San Miguelr flora and 20 per.cent-of-- ca.flo.ra Exotic

species are aggressive competitors for available light moisture and
nutrients -.and can usea -wide -iarray of -offensive.measures such as

releasing ttoxicnsubstsnces to rinvade areas formerly occupied by
native specieyfl there fhas been jachange In specles composition
and ground covercfdurlng historical time Now rnany-exoticspecies
have becomeinatqrallzediandpersist tenaciously as -part of the local

flora ti cvzob çy-.- flri
_Jfl 9VI 314112

Historical thumanii use.cof thek has resulted in- disturbance

through mcultivationaconstruction and grazing These activities

opened habitat and allowed successful

colonization of opportunistic annual grasses and weeds Most weedy
species were Introduced by visitors and settlers either accidentally
or by planting grains and crops during the late 1880s and early
1900s Weeds are still being introduced onto the island through
human activity

brislai nltiJr- c1 r.--ius
The- mostcnox1susu.exoticsd on4hezislands are-- threet species of

iceplant.sibtyj are very1successfulweeds because They accumulate

salts- in theIrtIssuen When they die the salts are released into the

soil tcreatlngsaIt levels rXhatci.exceedhthe tolerance of5 most plants
and effectively geljmlnating them.lAreasof high clay soils and low

precipitatIonjsaretfound on 5anta- Barbara Island prwide ideal

condltlons.lor -Shespread ofAceplantj-because of -reduced leaching of

toxic salts niOrt thetother handnJceplantn does .not have such an

advantage cOniSaflbMlguei -l slandr with its well-leached sandy soils

fls-tV 101 .rcr ------ -v
if- --

Special Status Species

ln6lct .- -j t-_

number of native plants that are restricted- innumbers and/or
geographic distribution are found on the three islands These

plants include islandsiendemics plants that -are -found..on one or

more of the Channel Islands but nowhere else species that are

threatened-as acresult-of cpasttactlvties and specles-that are on
the--edge ofrctheir range.- icTabieç1 lists endemic -plants plants
identified by the California Native Plant Society CNPS as very
rare and endangered and rare but not endangered and plants

designated rproposedr fordesignation-- by the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service as threatened or endangered and under protection

of-the Endangered SpeclesAct tr --

The relatively large number of rare and endemic plants when

compared with the known flora of the islands 200 taxa for
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II

Anacapa 200 for San Miguel and 99 for Santa Barbara is the

result of geographic isolation of island populations from populations

on the mainland and on other islands Distributions may more

easily become limited on small island where disturbance can
threaten an entire population and where chances for reestablishment

across the ocean barrier are remote

The National Park Service has legal responsibility to protect plant

species and their habitats listed on the federal endangered and
threatened species list at present only one plant from the former
monument islands the Santa Barbara live-forever Dudleya
traskiae is listed The National Park Seryice protects species

and their habitats that have been proposed for federal listing as

well as those identified by CNPS as species that have restricted

ranges or numbers Special care must be taken in the future so

that these species their habitats and their associated communities

will not be further threatened and so that management will aid in

their recovery

OBJECTIVES

While an ultimate management objective is to return island vegetation
to condition reminiscent of the period before European man began
altering the islands the complete recovery of the vegetation and
elimination of exotic species may well be an unrealistic goal
Erosion has carried away topsoil so that in some areas there is no
substrate for native plants to colonize salts have changed the

physical and chemical condition of the soil so that reestablishment of

native plants will be very difficult and some exotic species have
naturalized and become so widespread in variety of habitats that

it would be impossible to eliminate them without disturbance of the

remaining resource values More realistic objectives for vegetation

management during the life of this plan are to

Protect areas that still contain native plant communities and

special status species

Increase the natural appearance of the islands

Safeguard against the introduction of new exotic species and
when possible stop the spread of existing destructive exotic

species

Promote the stabilization of eroding areas with native plants

Promote the recovery of island vegetation through natural

succession over time
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Eliminate exotic grazing pressures on vegetation

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Identify and protect native plant communities and special status

species

Bunchgrass communities on Middle and West Anacapa woodland
communities on West Anacapa sea cliffs surrounding Santa

Barbara and Anacapa giant coreopsis stands on all of the

islands and canyon coastal salt marsh and dune communities

on San Miguel are plant communities that are worthy of special

protection because they are remnant populations or

particularly sensitive or unique Activities that take place in

theseS areas whether for development research or visitor

use need to be carefully evaluated to determine any effect on
these communities and located to avoid any potential impact

Similarly all plant species of special status as designated in

table will be protected along with their habitat from any
destructive activities that could threaten their continued

existence Site-specific surveys will precede all development
to ensure that no special status species or critical habitat will

be affected by either lurface disturbance or changing patterns
in visitor use

Extinguish all fires

The chance of lightning-caused fire is slight but there is the

potential for accidental human-caused fires Fire alone would
not significantly damage island vegetation however vegetation
on Santa Barbara and San Miguel islands is just beginning to

recover from past uses Fire could temporarily destroy

vegetation and accumulated organic matter and accelerate or

initiate erosion Therefore the current fire-suppression

policy will continue and all fires man-caused or natural will

be extinguished with the least possible damage to the

landscape If fires do occur natural revegetation will be

relied upon for recovery

If required transplant stock from the same island

Planting of disturbed areas will be approached with caution

Any seed or stock for planting must come from the same island

to avoid contamination of island gene pools The difficulty of

obtaining material and the destruction that could be caused by
collection of plant material for cultivation in nursery might
make all but limited or experimental planting unfeasible
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ACTIONS

Exotic Plants

Control or eradicate some exotic species

The following species are either pests and destructive to

native plants and natural resources or can be relatively easily

removed to obtain more natural landscape appearance

lceplant--Remove seedlings Malephora crocea on East Anacapa
and Mesembryanthemum crystallinum and ff nodiflorum on all

three islands by hand in areas of new occurrence where soil

characteristics have been minimally modified by their presence
Select areas devoid of sensitive resources that could be

affected and that have low potential for erosion when the

plants are removed Choose flat areas that will not result in

disturbance to native plants increased erosion or siltation

Keep careful records of man-hours spent costs amount of

disturbance to other resources and kinds of species colonizing
the area so that the effectiveness of the program can be

evaluated

Initiate experimental reseeding of former iceplant areas with

native bunchgrasses in areas with suitable environmental

characteristics areas probably once dominated by grasses if

seed source can be obtained on the same island

Other Weeds-- Eradicate the following species of local

distribution by hand

tocalote Centaurea melitensis Santa Barbara

flax-leaved fleabane Conyza bonariensis Santa Barbara
and Anacapa

horse weed Conyza canadensis all three islands

pampas grass Cortaderia atacamensis San Miguel

Italian ryegrass Lolium perenne Santa Barbara

spiny clotbur Xanthium spinosum San Miguel

Continue periodic removal in conjunction with other botanical

surveys and monitoring

Trees--Eradicate some planted trees Cut at the ground
surface and remove palms in Cuyler Harbor and pines in

Nidever Canyon on San Miguel On East and Middle Anacapa
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allow exotic trees and shrubs to remain as part of the historic

scene as long as they do not increase in distribution

Initiate an eradication study

Conduct field study that will specifically address the problem
of exotic plant species and the costs and benefits of

eradication

Define the potential effects on native plants animals and on
soil erosion of both the continued presence of exotics and of

eradication methods

Consider variety of alternative techniques for eradication

including chemical biological and manual controls as well as

an integrated control approach Determine through
experimentation the feasibility and benefits of each

Examine the islands periodically for increases in range or new
occurrences of exotics and eliminate new occurrences
immediately

Allow some exotic plants to continue as part of the naturalized

vegetation

Some species have become naturalized integrated with the

native flora and so widespread in variety of habitats that it

would at present be impossible to eliminate them without

widespread erosion Such plants include wild oats Avena
and other annuai grasses Do not attempt to control such
exotic species but allow native species to recover through
time

Exotic Herbivores

Remove all rabbits from Santa Barbara Island to eliminate grazing

pressures on native vegetation

With the exception of rabbits on Santa Barbara all exotic

herbivores have been removed from the former monument
islands There is discussion of specific management actions

for study and eradication in the 11Rabbits section

Special Status Species

Monitor special status Epecies
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Monitor the distribution and abundance of identified species to

detect changes in status and any new pressures that may be

threatening them In particular monitor the original island

mallow Lavatera assurgentiflora population near Point Bennett
on San Miguel Island This plant proposed for endangered
status by the Fish and Wildlife Service is being disturbed by
seals and sea lions If monitoring determines that this

population is being threatened consider protective measures
such as fencing to aid seedling reestablishment

Refine and update distribution maps for special status species
as new occurrences are noted Encourage studies on the

taxonomy biosystematics ecology and life history of island

endemics and rare and endangered taxa

Transects

Monitor plant cover transects that have been established on all

three islands

Determine changes in visitor use impacts monitor recovery of

island vegetation identify changes in species composition
detect new weeds so that they can be eliminated and note any
changes in the interfaces between exotic and native vegetation
For the existing transects establish priorities for reading so

that transects in areas of human impact in formerly denuded
areas being recolonized on San Miguel and along the

interfaces of introduced iceplant and giant coreopsis on Santa

Barbara will be monitored annually Read other transects

biannually or less frequently

Community Mapping and Species Lists

Update correct and refine species lists and mapped vegetation
communities

As vegetation dynamics change and more is known about island

flora update vegetation maps every 10 years using current
aerial photography and field studies If significant changes
are noted update maps at more frequent intervals

IMPACTS

The successful reversal of the dominance of exotic species even in

limited areas will aid in the return of the islands to more natural

cover reduction in exotic species will allow mosaic of native

annual and perennial vegetation and more shrubby species to
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flourish Some exotic species such as introduced annual grass
species are impossible to eliminate at this time however the

landscape formed by exotic grass species in combination with native

plants will have natural appearance Over time plant composition
will shift toward higher percentage of native species with the

probable exception of areas on Santa Barbara Island that are

completely dominated by iceplant The removal of the planted

trees now highly visible will allow return to more

natural-appearing landscape of the areas in which they are found
in addition removal of the palm trees from San Miguel Island will

allow the continuation of natural rates of spring flow in the Cuyler
Harbor area

Hand removal of iceplant and other noxious weeds in newly
colonized areas and at the edge of populations will check exotic

species spread and will promote recovery of the natural vegetation
Soils in newly colonized areas will not become physically and

chemically altered by high concentrations of salts from iceplant and
will return to nore normal conditions

Accelerated ersion loss of island soils and siltation of canyons
could accompany the removal of stabilizing exotic vegetation
especially iceplant because it occurs in dense continuous mats To
mitigate this otential impact removal will occur in flal areas with

low erosion potential Hand removal of scattered waedy species will

not increase osion significantly

Minimal trampling of native vegetation will result frori additional

research moritoring of transects removal of weedy spccies and
number of other field studies and actions proposed thrcughout this

plan The cff-trail research will cause breakage of aboveground
plant parts and could disturb small ireas that may then be
colonized by exotic species

Fire suppression will prevent both temporary damage to vegetation
and long-term deterioration of resources resulting from erosion
Natural fires are of very low frequency and do not play role in

the management of island vegetation

Native vegetation on Santa Barbara Island will have chance for

recovery when rabbits are removed Rabbit populations have been
factor in the decline in density and vigor of stands of giant

coreopsis historically more prominent on the island than at

present Other native and nonnative plant species that provide
rabbit forage will recover and increase in numbers and range and
the potential for extinction of rare species will be reduced See
Rabbits for ather impacts related to rabbit eradication
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LAND SNAILS

DESCRIPTION

The information in this section was summarized from the report by
the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

The three islands currently contain habitat for eight native land

snail species an additional five fossil snails are known to have
occurred in the past Tiny Santa Barbara Island supports the

highest diversity of land mollusks of the three islands with six

living and three fossil snail species Snails are found only where
there is adequate shelter vegetation soils and rocks source
of calcium for shell building and moisture which triggers activity

following the onset of winter rains

Most of the snails on the islands are herbivorous Two species
Durants snail and Shepards snail are known to prey upon other
snail species but do not appear to greatly reduce native

populations Other native predators of snails include deer mice
island foxes western gulls and possibly alligator lizards and
various beetles Introduced rats are major predators of snails on
Anacapa and may be responsible for reduced ranges of snails on
that island

Some species have been so reduced in distribution and abundance
that their continued presence on the islands is threatened Man
has greatly altered snail habitat through introduction of exotic

plants that have competed with and reduced preferred native plant

habitat and exotic animals that have altered habitat and initiated

erosion Collectors also removed thousands of snails for study
display and profit Several snails have been proposed for

designation as threatened or endangered by the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service Recent study has revealed several other species
that should also be considered for such status These species are

listed in table

OBJECTIVES

Preserve all native snails living and fossil and promote the

recovery of species that have been reduced in abundance and
distribution by mans activities

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Prohibit nonessential off-trail foot traffic and carefully evaluate new
trails
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Micrarionta trypj
Ti jn15 snili

Limited Scarce

Diminished Widespread
Common

Restricted Scarce

Restricted Common

EAMA threatened

proposed SBMNH

Endangered

proposed USFWS

Threatened

proposed USFWS

Endangered
proposed SBMNH

Threatened

proposed SBMNH

Endangered
proposed USFWS

Endangered
proposed SBMNH

Rosa and Santa Cruz islands excluded

ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION

Widespread Common

EAMA Restricted Scarce
WA Widespread Common

STATUS

Table Land Snails of Channel Islands National Parkt Santa

DISTRIBUTION BY ISLAND
Santa

Barbara Anacapa San Miguel

SPECIES Island Island Island

Helminthoglypta ayresiana
Ayers snail

Helminthoglypta ayreslana
sanctaecrucls

Micrarionta facta

Concentrated snail

Hapiotrema duranti

Durants snail

Pristiloma shepardae

Shepards snail

Milax gagates
Greenhouse slug

Binneya notabiiis

slug snail

Sterkia clementina

Clemente blunt-top snail

Vertigo cailfornica catalinaria

California blunt-top snail

Vertigo californlca longa

Unknown Introduced slug

Restricted Rare

Localized Scarce

Widespread Common

Widespread Common

tAdapted from SBMNH 1979



Trails that cross sensitive snail areas have been closed and
off-trail foot traffic through these critical areas even for

legitimate research has been greatly curtailed All requests
for off-trail use are being evaluated on case by case basis
Any new trails will not affect critical habitat of special status

snail species Recent work directing water flow across rather

than down trails allows the maintenance of natural flow to

drainage areas important to snail habitat for the retention of

adequate moisture levels

Prohibit rock rolling and turning on Santa Barbara Island for any
purpose

Prohibiting rock turning will protect snail habitat and island

night lizard habitat as well The superintendent will establish

special regulation to prohibit rock moving by the park staff

researchers and visitors

Protect native perennial plants that provide habitat for snails

As discussed in the Vegetation section such protection and
restoration will aid in the recovery of snail species that are
threatened or endangered and rely on the presence of suitable

vegetation

Alert researchers in other fields to the very sensitive snail habitat

Identify snail habitat on Santa Barbara and West Anacapa so

that snails will not be unknowingly disturbed

ACTIONS

Monitor the distribution and abundance of all snail species proposed
for special status

For some species such as the Clemente blunt-top snail very
little information is known because they are minute in size and
are easily overlooked Refine knowledge of snail

distributions--especially slug snail Clemente blunt-top snail

Durants snail and Shepards snail--based upon additional

information now available on vegetation cover so that

necessary habitat can be defined Monitor these species to

note new pressures that could have detrimental effects and
take corrective actions immediately

Plot the distribution of dead snails to obtain better idea of the

extent of their former range
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Old shells of Tryons snail and Concentrated snail are found
on the surface of the soil of Santa Barbara Island over wider

area than where they now occur These larger areas of

potential habitat can also be protected to encourage recovery
of the snails in areas of former occurrence Shell distribution

may also provide information useful In plotting past vegetative
cover

Conduct study to determine the extent of competitive interaction

between snails and ants

Introduced ants on Santa Barbara Island may competitively
exclude Concentrated and Tryons snailt from certain areas
Wherever ants occur snails are not found The distribution

of ants will be plotted as part .of the study If detrimental

interaction can be documented plan will be formulated for

eradication of the ant population

Initiate fied and laboratory studies on food preferences and life

histories 01 the macropulmonates--Ayres snail on San Miguel Island

and Tryon snail on Santa Barbara Island--and on the carnivorous

snails--Dutants snail on Santa Barbara Island and Shepards snail

on West Anacapa Island--to determine prey prefer3nce

These species are all proposed for special status by either the

Fish and Wildlife Service or invertebrate experts but
infornation on their food preferences is macequate

IMPACTS

Habitat fur snails will be protected with enforcement of management
actions such as the regulation to prohibit rock turning The
studies proposed will contribute more information upon which to

base future management decisions ultimately aiding in the recovery
of snail species whose continued existence is threatened
Restoration of native perennial plant cover through rabbit removal

or exotic plant removal will increase the areas of suitable habitat

that may be recolonized by snails

As with any research effort some inadvertent disturbance of

resources may accompany off-trail foot traffic

Research activities in very sensitive areas on Santa Barbara Island

may cause more harm to snail populations than the additional

information is worth All traffic including research efforts in

critical snail habitat must therefore be carefully evaluated
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INSECTS AND RELATED INVERTEBRATES

DESCRIPTION

Little is known about terrestrial arthropods on the Channel Islands

with the exception of preliminary listing of species that have been
collected relatively high degree of endemicity is expected

ACTIONS

Determine the distribution and abundance of the globose dune beetle

Coelus globosus

The beetle has been reported from San Miguel and Anacapa
islands and has been proposed as an endangered species by
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service Define sensitive and/or
critical habitat

Monitor and assess the damage caused by scale insects to prickly

pear cactus on Anacapa Island

Cochineal scale Dactylopius originally introduced to destroy
the prickly pear cactus on adjacent Santa Cruz Island has

spread to Anacapa and is now atacking prickly pear cactus in

the park Regular monitoring of the extent of this damage
and that caused by an associated fly Volucella which attacks

weakened prickly pear will aid park management in

determining whether control effort is necessary to protect

the cactus

Expand basic knowledge of the terrestrial arthropods of the islands

by encouraging collection and identification by independent
researchers

ISLAND NIGHT LIZARDS

DESCRIPTION

Information for this section was summarized from reports by the

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979 and Wilson 1979

The island night lizard Xantusia riversiana is species endemic to

the Channel Islands it is found only on Santa Barbara Island the

associated Sutil Island and San Nicolas and San Clemente islands
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It has been designated as threatened species by the Fish and
Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Act as well as

fully protected animal by the state of California

reduction in habitat for the island night lizard on Santa Barbara
Island occurred as result of fires and farm and ranching
activities Introduced rabbits that graze native vegetation and
induce erosion continue to disturb lizard habitat Vegetation is

important because it provides shelter refuge and food The night
lizard is generally associated with the maritime cactus scrub

community and particularly with California boxthorn and cactus It

feeds on fruits of plants and insects Undisturbed rocks provide
important shelter

The only estimate available for Santa Bar6ara Island indicates that

the population ranges between 550 and 700 individuals it is based

upon the amount of suitable lizard habitat that was thought to be
available Wilson 1979 The night lizard population is of low

density and has slow growth potential because females do not

mature sexually until their third to fourth year and reproduce only

every other year

OBJECTIVES

Stringently protect the remaining population of the threatened

island night lizard as well as its preferred habitat

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Establish special regulation to prohibit rock turning

Because island night lizards may not return to areas where
rocks have been disturbed special regulation will prohibit
rock movement by management staff researchers and visitors

on Santa Barbara Island This regulation will not only benefit

the island night lizard but number of snail species as well

Conduct future studies in the field disturbing as little habitat

as possible and coordinating with the Fish and Wildlife Service

ACTIONS

Determine the distribution and abundance of the island night lizard

Additional study of the biology of the island night lizard on
Santa Barbara and Sutil islands will address population size
habitat preference critical habitat distribution density home
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range reproductive success longevity and factors that affect

population Recent vegetation mapping has refined cover

types for Santa Barbara Island allowing better estimate of

the distribution and abundance of island night lizards based on

suitability of habitat However more definitive information is

needed Future studies should consider substrate as well as

vegetation These studies should precede other management
actions that could have any effect on the island night lizard

IMPACTS

Recognition of habitat requirements and protection of this species
will aid in its recovery Study of this species which is easily

disturbed by some collecting and study methods will be difficult

without some environmental manipulation such as pits for live

collection that could adversely affect other island resources

Study methods that would reduce lizard populations will not be
allowed

OTHER REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

DESCRI PTION

The only amphibian present on the three islands is the slender

salamander Batrochoseps pacificus which is found on Anacapa
and San Miguel islands Also found on both of these islands is the

alligator lizard Gerrhonotus multicarinatus In addition the

side-blotched lizard uta stansburiana is found on Anacapa and the

western fence lizard Sceloporus occidentalis on San Miguel Little

is known of the status of any of these species

ACTIONS

Determine the status of the various species of amphibians and

reptiles found on Anacapa and San Miguel islands through study
of the abundance habitat and food requirements of these species
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ENDANGERED RAPTORS

DESCRIPTION

Much of the information in this section was summarized from Kipp
1979

Man has been directly responsible for the disappearance of at least

two raptors that once nested on the Channel Islands The bald

eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus was once fairly common and nested

at one time or another on all of the Channel Islands The
population was resident and nonmigratory the eagles fed on

variety of fish birds mammals and carrion The species was

greatly reduced by human harassment shooting egg collecting
nest destruction and disturbance removal of young from nests
trapping and poisoning and began to disappear in the 1930s By
the late 1950s coinciding with the introduction of DDT into the

southern Ca ifornia environment the bald eagle no longer nested on
or visited the islands The bald eagle is considered endangered
throughout alifornia by the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service few
individuals mostly immature birds are still seen around the islands

briefly each year

The peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus was also once common

permanent resident of the Channel Islands These falcons may have
nested on tll of the islands--actual nests were reported on all but
San Clemence and San Nicolas They fed exclusively on zvian prey
and were riost common in the vicinity of colonies of small pelagic
birds Urtil the 1940s peregrines were considered to be fairly

common or the islands and adjacent mainland but by 1955 the

Channel lands population was extinct As with the bald eagle
human harassment and the effects of DDT probably contributed

largely to the peregrines disappearance They were also

dependent upon bird populations as food source--populations that

may have in turn been reduced by DDT contamination The
peregrine falcon is considered endangered by the Fish and Wildlife

Service few migrants are seen around the islands almost every
year

If in fact DDT was ultimately responsible for the extinction of

these species the reduction of this poison that has occurred since

1972 to lower but persistent level in the marine environment may
permit their reestablishment The nearest breeding population of

bald eagles is in northern California and reintroduction would

require manipulative techniques Peregrines on the other hand
occur on the mainland nearby and their population slowly

recovering Recolonization of the islands from this iiainland

population may occur naturally
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OBJECTIVES

Encourage successful reestablishment of the bald eagle and
recolonization of the peregrine falcon into historical habitat on the

Channel Islands to aid in the recovery of these two endangered
species

ACTIONS

Conduct study in cooperation with the bald eagle recovery team

established by the Fish and Wildlife Service to determine the

feasibility of bald eagle reintroduction to the Channel Islands The

study should

Determine which islands or portions of islands have adequate
habitat to support bald eagles for future release program
and where the eagles would have reasonable chance for

successful colonization

Determine the availability of reintroduction stock The most

likely stock of young birds that could be transported to the

islands is from northern California

Determine in cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife Service
potential impacts on island fauna from reintroduction of the

bald eagle

Examine and follow the progress of other bald eagle
reintroduction programs especially those proposed for Santa

Cruz Island

Devise plan if suitable habitat is determined to be available

in coordination with the Fish and Wildlife Service and the bald

eagle recovery team for reintroduction of the bald eagle to

specific island

Actively encourage the peregrine falcon to utilize the islands if it

recolonizes the islands naturally through stringent protection of

new use areas from visitors Cooperate with other agencies that

may attempt to reintroduce peregrine falcons to the islands

IMPACTS

Eventual use of the Channel Islands by these raptors will reopen
habitat and aid in the recovery of the bald eagle and the peregrine

falcon both considered endangered The reintroduction feasibility

study proposed will not have any impacts itself but if chances for

success are good the study may be followed by reintroduction of
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the bald eagle To obtain stock young may have to be removed
from nests in another area resulting in some harassment of an

endangered species The presence of large avian predator may
reduce some animal populations that are used as food sources fish
birds and mammals In the case of San Miguel Island some
reduction in the island fox population could but is not likely to
result If peregrine falcons are successfully encouraged
reduction in small pelagic bird populations such as auklets and
Xantus murrelets will result

Some restriction of visitor use will be required if areas now used

by people begin to be used by endangered birds reduction in

the kinds of uses allowed or closure of certain areas that are now

open to visitors could result If reintroduction program is

successful however visitors will have the opportunity to view
these scarce and magnificant birds in one of the only areas of

coastal southern California capable of maintaining breeding
population

OTHER LAND BIRDS

DESCRIPTION

Of the approximately 2C0 land and shore birds that have been

sighted on the three inlands only small number nest there
Table ists the land bird species known to nest on each island

Recent ateration of th3 habitats on the islands has had mixed
effects The majority of the bird species have probably
experienced loss of preferred food and shelter from the

restriction of the scrub habitats in fact one endemic subspecies
the Santa Barbara Island song sparrow is extinct as the result of

drastic reduction of the brushy habitat on that island In

general the most sensitive habitat for land birds is the areas on

the islands where brush or trees are found for the three islands
these areas are primarily in canyons

Few species use the nonnative grasslands to any appreciable extent

Major exceptions are the horned lark and the western meadowlark
grassland species that have no doubt profited from the vegetational

changes Also hawks and owls use the grasslands for large

amount of their hunting for insects and rodents

Because the three islards are small and in Eome cases provide only
limited habitat some of the larger birds mrticularly hawks and

owls are subject to intermittent periods of disappearance from



Table Land Bird Species Known to Have Nested in

Channel Islands National Park
Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands excluded

SPECIES Anacapa San Miguel Santa Barbara

Bald Eagle
Red-tailed hawk
Peregrine falcon

American kestrel

Mourning dove
Barnowl
Costas hummingbird
Allens hummingbird
White-throated swift

Black phoebe
Western flycatcher
Horned lark

Barn swallow

Common raven
Bewicks wren
Rock wren

Loggerhead shrike

Common starling
Huttoni vireo

Orange-crowned warbler

Western meadowlark
House finch

Rufous-crowned sparrow
Song sparrow
Chipping sprrow

Species that may at least potentially breed in any given year

Species that are not likely to breed in the near future
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particular island In many cases this is natural process
Turnovers of land birds on the islands are discused in Jones

1975 and Jones and Diamond 1976

The only exotic resident bird on the islands is the starling

Starnus vulgaris It is unknown what effect this competition for

habitat has on native birds

The islands particularly Santa Barbara are well known for their

land bird migrations and several organized birding groups visit in

spring and fall Since most of the migrating birds stay within

giant coreopsis stands and brushy canyons birders want access to

these areas but because of the fragility of other resources
especially within the Santa Barbara Island canyons trails through
sensitive areas have in many cases been closed Decisions on
future access to accommodate birding public will be evaluated from
the point of view of impact to other sensitive island resources

OBJECTIVES

Protect arid encourage the reestablishment of favorable land bird
habitat on the islands recognizing the particular importance of

aboreal and brushy areas

Remove feral mammals that affect land birds

EncouragE use of the islands by birder in manner that

emphasizes the interrelationships between lEnd birds and fragile

resources

ACTIONS

Encourage qualified group such as the Audubon Society to

undertake an annual bird census on the islands

Such information will complement censuses of breeding and
migrating birds by independent researchers

Study the status of starlings on the islands

Investigate the degree of competition between this species and
native land birds and determine whether eradication of this

species from the islands should be considered
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ISLAND FOXES

DESCRI PTION

Information found in this section was summarized from report by
the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

The San Miguel island fox Urocyon littoralis littoralis is dimin
utive form of gray fox Each of the six largest Channel Islands

supports its own endemic subspecies and the entire species is

considered rare by the California Fish and Game Commission The
island population on San Miguel is currently estimated at between
150 and 500 individuals The health of the population is very good
at the present time

Island foxes where they have not been disturbed are quite
tolerant of humans and occasionally allow very close approach
They have been known to eat garbage and may develop scavenging
habits when in contact with humans

OBJECTIVES

Maintain the good health of the island fox population on San Miguel

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Minimize contact between humans and foxes

Given the opportunity foxes may scavenge on human food

refuse If problem develops because of increased human
use visitors staff and research personnel will be directed to

keep food in fox-proof storage containers

ACTIONS

Monitor the health and status of the fox population to detect any
change

If changes are noted steps may be taken to more actively

manage this species and its habitat

Encourage research by others into the biology of the San Miguel
Island fox

Information is needed on seasonality of diet home range
density in different habitats recruitment longevity long-term

population fluctuations parasites and diseases
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BLACK RATS

DESCRIPTION

Information in this section was summarized from report by the

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

All three Anacapa islands and San Miguel Island have populations of

black rats Rattus rattus The have colonized most of the

suitable habitat of Anacapa but are currently restricted on San

Miguel to the naturally refuse-strewn beaches of the northwest
shore Rat populations were probably introduced by shipwrecks
or in the case of East Anacapa possibly by the landing of

supplies Rats are highly successful because they are capable of

becoming established in wide variety of habitats both in

association with man and in natural areas have opportunistic

feeding habits are highly competitive and aggressive and possess
the potential for high reproductive rate

On the Channel Islands rats feed on plants intertidal

invertebrates deer mice carrion birds and other vertebrates
and lizards Water is obtained from both open water standing
water and springs and succulent vegetation Rats are most
common in areas of dense vegetation but they also use piles of

debris abandoned burrows and the edges of building foundations

for cover

Rats are prey for owls and sometimes hawks but predation alone is

not an effective population control Rats have strong competitive

advantage over deer nice which occupy the same habitat and are

probably responsible directly or indirectly for the depleted mouse
population on East Anacapa Black rats may be responsible for the

reduction of populations of land mollusks lizards intertidal

organisms and land and sea birds through predation or

competition They are also barriers of diseases harmful to humans
and animals such as the island fox

OBJECTIVES

Eradicate rats from Anacapa and San Miguel islands If eradication

proves impossible reduce and maintain the population at low

level Choose control methods that have the least possible effect on
other island resources
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ACT IONS

Discourage black rats by reducing man-made harborage

When facilities such as toilets and trash containers are

repaired or replaced on Anacapa and San Miguel use

rodent-proof facilities Remove debris such as piled wood
rubble and roof tiles from old buildings on East Anacapa
Remove unnecessary construction material instead of storing it

on the islands reduction in camping use levels on East

Anacapa as proposed in this General Management Plan could

also have the effect of reducing rat populations by reducing
litter and the availability of human food

Initiate an eradication program on East Anacapa Island

Ensure that the following criteria will be met methods must
be effective be selective for rats and have the least possible
effect on native mouse populations and other forms of plant
and animal life methods should be safe for visitors and the

program should be inexpensive and simple to maintain

Determine status of deer mice--Carefully evaluate the

status of the endemic deer mouse Peromyscus maniculatus

anacapae on East Anacapa Island before any control

program for rats is initiated there Deer mouse
populations are at present very low on the island

Although recovery of the mouse population is expected
when competition from rats decreases control methods for

rats are bound to have some effect on deer mice because
these species occupy similar habitat The deer mouse
population is so depleted that there is chance that rat

control efforts will threaten or possibly extirpate these

mice from East Anacapa Therefore an effort to capture

breeding group of mice for later reintroduction wiJI be
made before rat control efforts begin

Determine impacts of rat eradication methods on nontarget

species--Investigate the impacts of the program described

below on avian predators through literature review and

laboratory tests prior to initiation of the program

Initiate rat eradication program--Implement the rat

eradication plan developed by SBMNH in 1979 utilizing

poison bait just prior to breeding seasons The
rodenticide recommended for use is pival an anticoagulant
that induces fatal internal hemorrhaging by preventing

production of blood clotting agent and by causing

damage to capillaries The effects of the poison are

cumulative and rodents must feed several successive
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days on the poison bait before it is fatal Of the

anticoagulants available pival was chosen because it is

the Least acceptable to mice and has few known side

effects on other animals and humans

bait station consisting of tripod support for

suspended inverted bottle containing liquid solution

pival will dispense the poison at height easily reached

by rats but not by mice In cliff areas where

self-supported bait stations are impractical paraffin bait

blocks will be suspended Mice as well as rats will have
access to these bait blocks Bait stations will be placed
at intervals of 100 feet based on the estimated home

range of rats Extensive eradication efforts will be most
effective just prior to active breeding seasons late

February to March and late July through August Bait

stations will be set up for minimum of three weeks

Use of poisonous bait must be approved by the director

of the National Park Service and will be in accordance
with all laws governing its application

Monitor and evaluate--Monitor the amount of bait taken
from each station and the activity around the stations

Following the trial program evaluate the success of the

control method economic costs and any adverse effects

on native fauna Effectiveness will be evaluated by
comparing treatment and post-treatment trapping success

If the program proves successful refinements of the

methodology will be made based on what has been learned

by the trial program after which it will be continued on

East Anacapa Island and initiated on Middle and West

Anacapa islands

Design an eradication program specific to San Miguel Island using

experience gained through the Anacapa program

The rat population on San Miguel Island is currently restricted

to narrow range along the northwest shore No sign has

been observed in other areas and rats have not yet colonized

the plateau It is expected that when rats achieve certain

population size they will cross the area of sparse vegetation
above the northwest shore and move into dense vegetation in

the northeastern portion of the island It is important to

implement an eradication program while the rats range is still

limited The eradication program described for Anacapa Island

may not be directly applicable to San Miguel because the

endemic island fox could be accidentally poisoned However
experience gained from the trial Anacapa program will be
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incorporated into the design of an effective program specific to

San Miguel Island that will have minimal effects on the island

fox

IMPACTS

Control efforts will greatly reduce the rat population on East

Anacapa Island The threatened endemic deer mouse population will

have chance for recovery if enough of natural or captured
population remains to recolonize the island The competitive

advantage that rats have over deer mice and possibly over small

ground-nesting birds will be removed when the rat population is

reduced and mice and .birds may therefore increase in number The
potential for transmission of dangerous diseases to humans will be
reduced Rat food sources which include native plants and animals

insects and marine intertidal organisms will become more
abundant

Pival the anticoagulant considered for use is one of the safest

rodenticides that is effective against rats Because several

successive feedings are required before the bait is fatal bait

shyness will be avoided

Even though pival is one of the least acceptable poisons to mice
some deer mice found in low numbers on East Anacapa Island will be

unavoidably poisoned along with rats especially through use of cliff

bait stations that use paraffin blocks accessible to both mice and
rats Pre- and post-treatment trapping to determine the effect of

the program will also inadvertently kill some deer mice Secondary
accidental poisoning of nontarget predator species hawks and owls
by pival has been thought unlikely because experimental work on
domestic fowl indicated that multiple doses were required for

detrimental effects to occur and that birds seem fairly resistant to

anticoagulants subsequently it was reported that hawks may in fact

be susceptible to secondary poisoning Future studies will clarify

the extent of these impacts The direct poisoning of some birds

that reside in the areas is possibility Danger to visitors even
unsupervised children from the poison bait is remote and unlikely
because all visitors will be warned by island rangers multiple doses

are required and an antidote vitamin will be available

During placement of bait stations maintenance of bait stations and

monitoring activity foot trampling could disturb native plant and
animal species and archeological sites Field personnel will be made
aware of the identity of flora and fauna and of the location of

cultural sites that should be avoided during transportation
placement and monitoring of stations in order to keep disturbance

to minimum small amount of plant pruning may be required in

order to correctly place bait stations Minor plant removal will only
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temporarily affect vegetation as long as areas of sensitive species
are avoided Placement of bait stations and subsequent monitoring
on East Anacapa Island may conflict with nesting activity of western

gulls and cormorants during summer control periods and Xantus
murrelet and land birds during early spring control periods
Nesting success for disturbed species could be reduced

Frequent bait stations even if unobtrusively placed will visually

degrade the island and temporarily reduce its value as scenic

resource The presence of bait stations will present an opportunity
to inform visitors of resource management actions and the damage to

natural systems that can take place when exotic species are

thoughtlessly introduced to an island Dead and dying rats may be

encountered by visitors and could detract from an otherwise

enjoyable visit

Because of inaccessible cliff areas restrictions imposed by the

ecological sensitivity of the islands and limitations of the control

methods available it is highly doubtful that complete rat eradication

is possible on Anacapa Island If eradication efforts fail to

completely eliminate the rat population surviving animals will begin

reproducing at their most efficient rate and continuous control

efforts over an indefinite period of time will be required to keep rat

populations at low levels Dedication to the project and an annual

expenditure of personnel time and money will be necessary for

control Continued disturbance of other sensitive resources when
placing bait some poisoning of native mice as well as rats
continued expense anc personnel needs and visual degradation
from the presence bf bait stations will occur annually or more often

Overall however biotic conditions will be more natural and
survival of native species will be enhaned

Further environmental documentation will be prepared prior to

implementation of an eradication program

RABBITS

DESCRIPTION

Most of the information in this section was summarized from report

by the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

Rabbits Oryctolagus cuniculus have been introduced twice on

Santa Barbara Island The first release of Belgian hares occurred
sometime after 1918 and prior to World War II The second variety
the New Zealand red rabiit that persists today was released in
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1941 Prior to World War II predation by feral house cats and
hunting activity had some controlling effect on the rabbit

population In the 1950s the population increased dramatically and
reduced the number of giant coreopsis plants and the associated

understory

The rabbit population fluctuates in relationship to the rainfall

which affects the availability of vegetation During dry years the

plants are significantly impacted not only because food sources are

limited but also because rabbits may obtain much of their water

requirement from plants with high water content Plants such as
the rare live-forever and giant coreopsis sustain increased foraging

damage during dry years

Rabbits can adjust to wide range of habitats and conditions
impacting the food chain which includes endangered species within

the natural ecosystem While preferred foods are grazed back
quickly variety of plants can be utilized even though they have
low nutritive value On Santa Barbara these include saltbush
iceplant live-forever morning glory clover California box thorn
wild cucumber sagebrush giant coreopsis and Malacothrix In

the past rabbits contributed to the population reduction of giant

coreopsis and live-forever- -the latter once thought to be

extinct--and along with drought and fire contributed to the

extinction on the island of two passerine birds the house finch and

song sparrow

The rabbits have one and sometimes two liners per year The
breeding season can last as long as six months with three or more
litters produced during an exceptionally favorable year Minimum

population estimates calculated for 1971 to 1974 ranged between

approximately 185 to 475 rabbits During favorable years the

rabbit population could number in the thousands About 40 percent
of Santa Barbara Island is considered to be rabbit habitat North
and Signal peaks and their slopes and Cave Middle and

Graveyard canyons have shown evidence of rabbit activity

Sporadic control efforts conducted since 1948 include hunting
trapping use of strychnine-coated bait and contact poison These
methods were unsuccessful because of steep sea cliffs and burrows
that provide safe rabbit harborage The population recovered after

each control effort

Initial consultation with the California Department of Fish and Game
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service and other interested

organizations about potential impacts of the proposed eradication of

exotic island species has been accomplished and consultation will

continue See appendix Information on the ranges
populations habits and susceptibility of each species has been
taken into account
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II

OBJECTIVES

Eliminate the feral rabbit population from Santa Barbara Island

Control the population at level not detrimental to island

resources if eradication proves infeasible

Prohibit use of eradication or control methods that will have

significant adverse effect on any native species

ACTIONS

Initiate multifaceted rabbit eradication/control program and
carefully monitor its impacts on other island resources Such

program must

Implement as soon as possible any feasible effective

eradication/control program that has minimal impact on other

species

Not allow the population to rebuild after the reduction effort
has been initiated

Be timed to ensure maximum effectivene5s that is tie control

into the breeding season to reduce reprductive potential and
also sequence controls so that one does not negate others by
increasing the wariness of some individuals

Use an integrated control--more than oie technique--sc that

individuals resistant to one method may succumb to ancther

Evaluate methods that would have an effect on nontarget
organisms and restrict the use of any that might pose
problems Use of poisons or other controlled substances must
be approved by the director of the National Park Service and
will be in accordance with all laws governing their application

Develop site- and method-specific strategy and indicate

dates methodology areas to be covered needed equipment
and supplies personnel and costs

IMPACTS

Removal of rabbits will allow the island to return to more natural
conditions by reducing grazing and browsing pressure of an exotic

species Vegetation thai constitutes habitat for land birds lizards
and snails will be preserved No additional xtinctions of island

plants or animals will result from habitat destruction caused by
rabbits
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The feral rabbit population on Santa Barbara Island will be greatly
reduced

Visitors will have reduced opportunity to observe this animal

During the program foot traffic will increase in off-trail areas in

turn increasing vegetation trampling and possibly initiating erosion
Personnel will be informed of the potential damage they could cause
to fragile resources so damage can be minimized Control efforts on
North and South peaks and in some canyon areas have the potential

of disturbing important habitat of land snail species proposed for

special status However eradication of rabbits In this sensitive

area will ultimately benefit the same snail species by allowing

recovery of vegetation that provides habitat for such mollusks as

the Concentrated snail and Tryons snail

Indirect impacts on other animals through the use of chemicals

cannot be evaluated at this time because the action is not at

present method-specific All indirect effects on other organisms
will be evaluated as part of the study to determine appropriate
eradication/control techniques However no eradication or control

method will be allowed that has the potential to significantly

adversely affect any native species
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OTHER LAND MAMMALS

DESCRIPTION

Other land mammals on the islands include the deer mouse
Peromyscus maniculatus and possibly various species of bats
The status of the latter is uncertain and it is unknown if any
actually live on the three islands

The status of the deer moue varies considerably from island to

island ranging from abundant on Santa Barbara Island where they
are very important as food source for predatory birds and exert

some pressure themselves as predators on the eggs of some bird

species to rare on East Anacapa Island where it is suspected that

pressure from the common nonnative black rat is the reason for this

extreme scarcity Its status on East Anacapa is scheduled to be
monitored prior to attempting rat eradication there

Feral cats nave inhabited at least Anacapa and Santa Barbara
islands and it seems unlikely that there have not been some on San

Miguel Island given the number of settlers They are known to

be potentially destructive to birds and are suspected of eliminating
various speies of seabirds on Santa Barbara Island around the

turn of the century There is no current evidence of cats on the

three islands

GUIDELINE5 FOR MANAGEMENT

Continue the no-pet policy

Prevent by not allowing pets on the three islands
establishment of additional nonnative species that have affected

bird and small mammal populations in the past and
introduction of diseases and parasites that could affect native
fox populations on San Miguel Island

Eliminate any new feral mammal introductions

ACTIONS

Determine the species abundance seasonal status distribution
and preferred habitat of bats on the park islands
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PINNIPEDS

ESC RIPT ION

The following information has been summarized from several

background reports Bartholomew and Odell 1973 Delong 1975
LeBoeuf et at 1976 Bonnet et at 1979 Johnson 1979
Morrison 1979 and Seagars 1979a Additional detail regarding

specific background information and more extensive literature

reviews may be found in these sources

The California Channel Islands support larger and more varied

population of seals and sea lions than any other area in the world

that is conveniently accessible to major centers of human
population These marine mammals represent major scientific

resource and significant recreational attraction Species

belonging to six genera of pinnipeds seals and sea lions of two
different families occur on these islands Breeding here are the

northern Steller sea lion Eumetopias jubata the California sea

lion Zalophus californianusj7 the northern fur seal Callorhinus
ursinus the harbor seal Phoca vitutina the northern elephant
seal Mirounga angustirostris and occurring but not currently

breeding the Guadalupe fur seal Arctocephalus townsendi

The Channel Islands and their offshore waters are haven for

pinniped populations Historical and archeological sources have
shown that populations were once both much larger and much
smaller than those present today As result of seal hunting
activities in the last century the northern elephant seal and the

Guadalupe fur seal were reduced to small relict populations Most

populations have recovered significantly over the last several

decades Breeding and pupping occur almost exclusively on the

islands at this time The Channel lélands area offers significant
characteristics that the intensively developed mainland area now

cannot--protection from predators and human disturbance in

setting of continental shelf waters sufficiently productive to support
the seasonal concentrations of pinnipeds

While specific areas and seasonality of use have been documented
researchers are just beginning to identify interrelationships between
seasonal abundance patterns of hauling out and distribution of

prey species Factors besides the availability of food that

contribute to traditional use of specific sites include proper
exposure to cooling wind freedom from human disturbance
substrate composition and the preferences of the animals

thenselves
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Traditional seasonal usage of the Channel Islands and locations of

special importance to pinnipeds are summarized in tables and

Maps of the three islands show traditional hauling/breeding grounds
on each of the three islands The following graph illustrates the

seasonal scenario of pinniped use and haul out on San Miguel
Island These numbers are not absolute and depend on population
trends food availability and climatic and other annually variable

environmental conditions

Species Accounts

California Sea Lion--This is the most conspicuous and abundant
pinniped in the coastal waters of southern California and
Mexico They haul out throughout the year on all eight of the

Channel Islands 44 percent of the total world population and

pup production occurs here Ninety percent of all Channel
Islands breeding occurs on San Miguel and San Nicolas islands
Current average population for the southern California Channel
Islands is estimated to be 38000 animals this is considered to

be stable population size given the present environmental

conditions

Breeding occurs both on sandy beaches and rocks between May
and September Important in the choice of rookery site is

the requirement that an area be undisturbl by human
activity

On land California sea lions react to natural and
human-caused disturbance in characteristic ma iner At the

sight of human or in response to auditory stimuli i.e
sonic booms or gull cries they panic and attempt to reach

the water Depending on the intensity of disturbance they
may startle to the point of massive stampede where crushing
and/or abandonment of newborn pups may result as well as

injuries to other animals Chronic disturbance to an area will

result in abandonment for breeding/hauling purposes

Northern Steller Sea Lion--This is the largest of the eared

seals in the northern hemisphere Formerly 1920s more
abundant than the California sea lion it has recently

undergone population decline throughout its range The
Channel Islands are at the southernmost limit of its breeding
range Formerly breeding on San Miguel Santa Rosa and

possibly Santa Cruz islands and numbering about 2000
northern sea lions now breed only on San Miguel and numbers
have declined to hss than 30 animals Breeding activities

begin in May and the animals usually depart by September
It appears that thy may prefer even more exposed wet
windy and rocky areas than do other sea lions They react

as do California sea lions to human disturbance
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Table Special Status Plant Species

DISTRIBUTION
SBa Santa Barbara
SMi San Miguel ABUNDANCE
EAMAWA East Middle ENDEMIC Santa Barbara

SPECIES West Anacapa SPECIES CNPS2 USFWS3 Botanic Garden 1979

Artemisia californica

var insularis SBa

Astragalus miguelensis MAWASMi SMi-Cornmon

MA WA-Few

Astragalus traskiae SBa VR Occasional

Calystegia macrostS
subsp macrostegia SBa EA MAWASMi

Castilleja hololeuca MAWASMi SM1-Occasional Scattered

MA-Scattered
WA-Scattered

Ceanothus megacarpus
subsp insularis WA Few

Dichondra occidentalis SMi VR EP Occasional

Diplacus parviflorus WA Few

Dudleya greenei SMi

Dudleya traskiae SBa VR EL Few

Eriogonum arborescens EA.MAWA EA-Occasional
MA WA-Scatte red Common

Eriogonum gjganteum
subsp compactum SBa VR EC Occasional

Eriogonum grande
subsp grande EAMAWA EA-Occasional

MAWA-Scttered

Eriogonum grande
subsp rubescens SM1 Scattered

jJghllum nevinii SBa Occasional

Erysimum insulare EAWA..SMI VR TC EAWA-Rare
SMi-Scattered to Occasional

Eschscholzia ramosa SBa VR EC Rare

Galium angustifolium

subsp foliosum EAMAWA

Galium buxifolium SMi VR Few

Galium californicum

subsp miguelense SMi Few

Cilia nevinii SBaWA SBa WA-Few

Haplopappus detonsus MAWA MA-Rare
WA-Scattered

Helianthemum greenei SMi VR Rare

Hemizonia clementina EAWA VR SBa-Scattered
EA -Scattered

MA-Scattered

Heuchera maxima WA Scattered

Lavatera assurgentiflora WAMASMi EP WASMi-Rare
MA-Extirpated

Lotus argophylkis
subsp ornithopus SBa Few

Lotus scoparius var
dendroidéus EAMAWASMi EAMA-Occasional

WA-Scattered

pinnata subsp
insularis extirpated WA VR TC Extirpated

Malacothrix foliosa SBaEAWA EAWA-Rare
SBa-Common

Malocothrix incana SMi Common

Malacothrix indecora SMi Rare

Malacothrix 22flida MA Rare

Orobanche parishii

subsp brachyq SM1 VR TC Occasional

Phacelia divaricata

var insularis SMi VR TC Rare

Playstemon californicus

var ciliatus SBa

a_a.

yon californicM

var ornithopus SMi

Quercus tomentella WA TC Few

Trifolium palmeri SBa

Found on one or more islands Found only on one island

Listed by the California Native Plant Society as very rare and endangered VR and rare but not

endangered

Listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered by U.S Fish and Wildlife Service under

protection of Endangered Species Act endangered threatened listed proposed
candidate

Abundance as determined by Santa Barbara Botanic Garden extirpated rare few occasional scattered

common
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Table Summary of Season-by-Season Activities of Pinnipeds in the

Southern California Bight SCB Source LeBoeuf et al 1979

California sea lion

Northern elephant
seal

Northern fur seal

Harbor seal

SPRING
March through May

Population builds as males

return to the SCB from the
north and females enter from
the south some premature
pupping In mid-spring males
establish territories and pups
are born in lath May

Weaned pups depart rookeries

adult females and Juvenile

males haul out for molting
yearlings arrive in the SCB
from Mexican rookeries peak
numbers on land

Pelagic migrants return to

the Bering Sea animals of the

San Miguel Island colony seen
in Increasing numbers on land
males establish territories in

late May

Pupping and breeding season
greatest numbers seen on

land largest herd size pups
seen in most herds and on
most islands

SUMMER
June through August

Breeding season greatest

numbers on land foraging
femec form large rafts In

feeding areas near rookeries
most pups born In June on
San Miguel and San Nicolas

islands numbers decrease in

August

Sub-adult followed by adult

males haul out for molting
fewest animals on land most
anImals at sea

Breeding season greatest
numbers seen on land Pups
born in July and August on
Castle Rock and Adams Cove
rookeries Seen at sea near
rookeries and to the west

Post-brpeding season dispersal
numbers decline on land
herds are smaller and widely
distributed within the SCB

FALL
September through November

Post-breeding season dispersal
numbers decline on land as males

move north and some females and

young move south Animals

become more widely dispersed at

sea Increased use of southern
waters

Few animals on land Arrival of

some yearlIngs from Mexican

rookeries molt by young of the

year and some Juveniles

Post-breedIng season dispersal

decreasing numbers seen on land
rare at sea

Few seen on land herd size small

widely distributed

WINTER
December through February

Influx of males into the SCB
Probably from the south
However lowest total numbers

on land Animals widely
dispersed with low density at

sea

BreedIng season males haul

out In December and establish

dominance hierarchy females

arrive and pups are born In

January and February Great

numbers hauled out on the

sand beaches of San Miguel Is.

Fewest animals seen on land

Pelagic migrants from the

Bering Sea arrive offshore
most fur seals seen at sea

Continued low numbers on land

in early winter By February
numbers begin to Increase and

few pups are born

Steller sea lion Rare in the SCB numbers
Increase on land males

establIsh territories on
San Miguel Island Castle Rock
and Richardson Rock

Breeding season greatest
numbers seen on land pups
born on Richardson Rock

Numbers decline in early fall

extremely rare in late fall

Still rare However numbers

Increase slightly in January

Guadalupe fur

seal

Casual visitor to the SCB
males may be seen on San

Miguel San Nicolas and San
Clemente Islands very rare

Breeding season for this

species on Isla de Guadalupe
Mexico Males seen in small

numbers on San Miguel No

pupping in the SCB

Rare but may be present In the

SCB None seen In fall in this

study

One mate seen over the Santa

Rosa Ridge Rare in the SCB
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Table Locations in the Southern California Bight SCB
of Special Importance to Pinnipeds Source Bonnel
1979

Location Location

San Miguel island SMI

Point Bennett

Tyler Bight to Cardwell

Harris Point

Simonton Cove

This island is the singie most

important rookery and hauling
ground of the pinnipeds in the

SCB

The broad sand flats area at the

west end of SMi is the largest

pupping ground and hauling
ground of California sea lions

and northern elephant seals in

their range it is major
pupping ground of northern fur

seals pupping ground of

Steller sea lions and the only
location in the SCB where the

Guadalupe rur seal consistently
hauls out in the summer

The south side of SMI is

pupping ground point and

hauling ground of northern

elephant seals and harbor seals

in the winter and spring
Juvenile California sea lions haul

out in Tyier Bight during the

summer breeding season

Major pupping ground and

hauling ground of harbor seals

Major pupplng and hauling
ground of harbor seals at

westernmost end of beach

Santa Barbara Channel

Ventura Shelf to 500

Mldchannel 10 km south of

Goleta Point

San Miguel Is shelf

to 500 depth contour

All waters west of San Miguel
Is and Point Conception
out to and including
Rodriguez Seamount

Santa Barbara island

Santa Barbara Is shelf

to 500 depth contour

Important foraging area for

California sea lIons from San

Miguel Island blso used to

unknown extent by animals from
San Nicoias Island

Seasonally important feeding

ground in the depth contour late

autumn

important year-round feeding

ground

Important local feeding ground
and staging area for feeding

forays into offshore water

Important feeding ground and

migratory pathway for California

seal lions and northern fur seals

Pupping ground and hauling

ground for California sea lions
northern elephant seals and
harbor seals most areas along
the shoreline with exception of

Landing Cove are used by
pinnipeds

Important foraging area and

migratory pathway for California

sea lions

Castle Rock Near the west end of SMI this

large offshore rock is used as

pupping ground and hauling
ground for California sea lions
northern fur seals and Stelier

sea lions

Anacapa Island Hauling ground of California sea

lions and harbor seals on the

south side of the three small

islands no pups seen but

probably harbor seal pupping
round

Richardson Rock Hauling ground of California sea

lions on feeding forays
occasional use by Stelier sea

lions pups were born here in

summer 1975

Anacapa Passage Substantial use by California sea

lions as feeding ground and

pathway for travel between San
Nicolas Is and eastern Santa

Barbara Channel



Northern Fur Seal--Fur seals like sea lions are members of the

eared seal family They are distinguished from sea lions by their

thick dark coat very dense layer of insulating .underfur and

thinner coarser layer of guard hairs and their relatively large

rear flippers

The only breeding ground in the eastern Pacific Ocean south of the

Alaskan Pribilof Islands is located on San Miguel Island This

population is currently estimated to be greater than 2000 animals
significant increase from the 100 individuals recorded when the

colony was discovered in 1968 The San Miguel Island population
feeds pelagically in the open ocean and opportunistically near
shore on spawning species of fish

Because of their dense fur extremes in heat may influence

breeding behavior This sensitivity further increases their

susceptibility to human disturbance Frightened animals may suffer

heat prostration if immediate access to water is not available Oil

from natural seeps or accidental spills has been shown to lessen

significantly the insulative qualities of seal fur resulting in an

increased metabolic rate Kooyman Gentry and McAlister 1976

Some fur seals are present almost year round at Point Bennett San

Miguel Island The population increases dramatically in May and
June as result of the onset of the breeding season and peaks
from late July to early August Shortly after this the population

begins to decline By October and November females and their

pups depart for pelagic overwintering Only very few northern
fur seals are found on San Miguel between December and March

Guadalupe Fur Seal--By far the rarest pinniped occurring on the

Channel Islands the Guadalupe fur seal presently hauls out on San

Miguel and occasionally on San Nicolas

While decimation by early fur sealing has obscured the history of

occurrence it is reasonable to assume from archeological studies

that this fur seal was once abundant on the islands. Currently
breeding only on Guadalupe Island off Baja California Mexico
immature and small individuals frequently haul out during the

breeding season May to July on San Miguel Island There is

distinct probability for recolonization of San Miguel as breeding
population The Guadalupe fur seal is subject to disturbance by
humans and by oil coating the fur as is the northern fur seal

Very little is known about food habits but it has been

hypothesized that the Guadalupe fur seat feeds even nearer the

shore of breeding and hauling islands than does the northern fur

seal
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This species is listed by the state of California as rare and
endangered and is being considered for proposal for endangered
status by the National Marine Fisheries Service Division of Marine
Mammals Formal designation is expected in 1980

Northern Elephant Seal--A member of the family of earless seals

Phocidae this is the largest up to 6000 lbs pinniped in the

northern hemisphere Elephant seals molt once year every year
of their lives at varying times depending on age and sex This
often requires period of extended haul out so that the animals can
remain dry

Reduced to the brink of extinction in 1879 by hunters for their oil
the entire world population is now estimated to be some 47000
animals Because the present population has expanded from small

group and has low genetic variability it is highly susceptible to

disease

Breeding grounds are located off the west coast of North America
from the Point Reyes peninsula near San Francisco to Isla Cedros
off Baja California Mexico Ten rookeries are used nine on
offshore islands In order of size these include lsla de Guadalupe
San Miguel Island Islas San Benito Ano Nuevo Island and the
adjacent mainland beach San Nicolas Island Isla Cedros Southeast

Farallon Santa Barbara and Los Coronados islands While many
colonies are increasing rapidly in size the population on Santa

Barbara Island is probably no longer expanding Although elephant
seals may be present on the islands throughout the year the

numbers and composition with respect to age and sex are variable

Of particular interest is the inability of elephant seals to move
quickly to the water when disturbed by man This inability

contributed to its near total extermination but also makes the

elephant seal an unusually attractive subject for scientific study

Harbor Seal--The harbor seal is the smaller member of the family of

true or earless seals that inhabits the Channel Islands area

They are the only spotted pinniped occuring in this area

Breeding colonies probably occur on all of the Channel Islands
although this status is unclear The breeding season is between

February and May Harbor seals are believed to be relatively

sedentary forming small stable local populations Some migration
between islands may occur but has not been documented
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II

Harbor seals feed opportunistically in nearshore waters They may
be utilizing fish resources within the kelp beds surrounding the

islands However further study is needed to document this

Harbor seals generally haul out only on the most secluded beaches
rocks and mud flats available usually avoiding areas inhabited by
other species of pinnipeds or seeking to avoid areas that are

chronically disturbed by the activities of man They are much more

wary than any other pinniped of the Channel Islands area and can
be approached closely only with great caution Disturbed females

will often abandon their young returning to their pups after the

cause for disturbance has departed This behavior sometimes

results in human attempts to save harbor seal pups and
sometimes contributes to their demise

The present population of harbor seals on the Channel Islands is

estimated to be about 2000 animals The largest numbers occur on
San Miguel and Santa Rosa islands Conflicting incomplete and
inconsistent study methods make absolute population size

determinations iffi cu It Recent documentation of population
increases may be only the result of improved technique and inten
sified effort

Island Accounts

San Miguel Island--San Miguel Island supports greater

diversity of pinnipeds than any other location in the world
Six species utilize the island in seemingly coordinated

manner alternating beeding and haul out periods in way
that results in continuous concentration of pinnipeds at

preferred sites Oniy limited areas are completely vacant

throughout the year most beaches and rocky areas have at

least some pinniped utilization throughout varying times of the

year

combination of factors characterize San Miguel Island as ideal

pinniped habitat cool weather abundant fish resources
and--most important--the absence of human disturbance The
shore of San Miguel is highly variable offering preferred
choices for all species known to occur with any frequency
along the California coastline

Santa Barbara Island--While this is the smallest of the

California Channel Islands it ranks third in importance to

pinnipeds Three species are present California sea lions
northern elephant s3als and harbor seals These occur
throughout the year with varying abundance Because this
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island is located approximately in the middle of the Channel
Islands group continuous stream of animals passes by hauls

out and stops to breed The seasonal occupation of this

island has several population fluctuations not seen on other

islands

Most of Santa Barbara is ringed by precipitous cliffs having
little or no beach The remainder of the shore is composed of

several very different habitat types including rocky exposed
shelves semiprotected cobble fields broad flat sandy/dirt

hauling areas and isolated offshore rocks

Anacapa Island--Anacapa is the second smallest of the

California Channel Islands and is of relatively minor importance
to pinnipeds Because of its proximity to the mainland coast

and identity as part of Channel Islands National Park it

receives heavy boat traffic close to the shoreline around the

entire periphery of the island specially during late spring
and throughout the summer The shoreline consists of narrow
beaches or rocky shelves backed by steep towering cliffs

Most of the beaches are almost completely submerged during
periods of high tides Limited habitat and heavy human
visitation combine to make Anacapa somewhat less desirable

than other islands for stable pinniped populations California

sea lions haul out and may breed on this island Breeding
populations of harbor seals also occur here predominantly on

the southern sides of all three islets

OBJECTIVES

number of management objectives specifically related to the

biological and behavioral needs of pinnipeds have been identified

through extensive research and basic data collection These

objectives include the following

Encourage species diversity and abundance of pinniped

populations to return to the levels that may have occurred

prior to the activities of European man and that were based

upon habitat and food availability

Allow natural processes and population fluctuations to occur
with as little human intervention as possible

Increase public understanding and appreciation of pinniped

resources through education and nondisturbing observation

Discourage or prohibit especially during breeding seasons

any activities or programs that result in pinniped disturbance

and do not contribute to management of the species
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Develop conscious vigilant concern and awareness for

actions potentially detrimental to pinniped welfare

Ensure that regular systematically coordinated resource

monitoring /research program is developed to provide basic

information for pinniped resource management--this program is

to be coordinated through and in agreement with the National

Marine Fisheries Service or its designated agents

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Expand interpretive programs to increase public understanding
enjoyment and supervised observation of pinniped populations

Ensure that pinniped research activities in Channel Islands National

Park are consistent with previously described research policies and

guidelines

While the appropriateness and approval of research projects
will be determined on case by case basis through formal

review procedures see Research section projects will

conform to the above objectives Generally pinniped research

emphasi will be placed upon studies that cannot take place at

any othr location provide management information and/or are

observational as opposed to those that entail prolonged high
intensitj disturbance

Continue designation of beaches and offshore rocks identified as

traditional inniped hauling and/or breeding areas as sensitive

areas with appropriate use

These areas are identified on the preceding maps General

visitation during critical periods will not be allowed and
management-approved research will be permitted on limited

basis Sensitivity to human presence is dependent upon
number of variables that include species distance
topography season presence of gulls alarm calls and more
ephemerally weather and time of day Present observation
sites and those identified in the General Management Plan have
been established through evaluation of the preceding factors

that influence sensitivity Location of any future observation

sites will be evaluated on site-specific basis

In order to prevent disturbance to pinnipeds current
California regulations prohibit sea approach to the area
around Point Bennett closer than 300 yards In the absence
of scintific evidence that closer habitual approach could be

allowed this distance will be encouraged around all areas

identified as sensitive for pinnipeds
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Continue prohibition of commercial pinniped capture on park
islands

While National Marine Fisheries Service NMFS policy does

allow commercial capture by permit current draft
memorandum of agreement between the National Park Service

and National Marine Fisheries Service protibits these activities

on San Miguel Island Island capture operations can

contribute to premature births nonselective capture
significant land-based disturbance modification of the

multispecies community and possible mortality and other

detrimental effects The legitimate demand for pinnipeds for

display and most research purposes can be met through the

services of any one of number of pinniped rehabilitation

centers located on the California coast

Use park rangers to assist in protection of marine mammals through
both interpretive programs and law enforcement activities

Currently the National Park Service has primary jurisdiction

and management responsibility only on the land of the islands

But through an agreement with the California Department of

Fish and Game and memorandum of agreement draft in

process with the National Marine Fisheries Service park

rangers have been granted authority to enforce the Marine
Mammal Protection Act of 1972 the California Fish and Game
code and other applicable California laws in waters within

nautical mile around the islands state ecological reserves
As time staffing limitations and primary management
responsibilities permit park rangers will continue to

cooperatively protect the resources surrounding the islands
utilizing the same low key and professional approach
encouraged by NPS law enforcement policy guidelines

Continue efforts toward development of cooperative agreements with

other governmental agencies in order to provide increased pinniped

protection in areas immediately adjacent to NPS jurisdiction

As means of reducing disturbance to pinnipeds on San Miguel

Island boating closure zone has been established as part of

the state of Californias San Miguel Island Ecological Reserve
This closure prohibits boats within 300 yards of the island

shoreline around Point Bennett from line drawn between
Castle Rock to Judith Rock Now year-round closure
recent proposals to allow opening for commercial fisheries

during less sensitive nonbreeding periods March to April and
October to December were introduced in mid-1979 If

approved the seasonal opening of this area will be closely

monitored by the National Park Service National Marine
Fisheries Service and state to ensure no disturbance of
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pinnipeds State cooperation will be sought to designate

additional areas of pinniped sensitivity as seasonal boating
closure zones within the ecological reserves that surround the

three islands

Encourage cooperative agreements toward jointly funded

management research While special effort will be made in areas

of concurrent management responsibility continued efforts will

be made to establish cooperative projects with public private
and educational institutions

Obtain information needed for management of pinnipeds

It is apparent that while much information is availAble with

regard to management of pinniped resources many unknowns
still exist Resource management at Channel Islands National

Park will require the following

Data concerning the status and population of pinnipeds

An ongoing awareness as to the health of these

populations e.g pup production incidence of nortality

An understanding of pinniped resource needs and
awareness of any changes of their availability e.g food

resources undisturbed breeding areas pollutant levels

etc

An awareness of impacts of park activities on pinnipeds

e.g developments level of visitation

______ACTIONS

In order to implement the above guidelines and management
objectives number of actions are suggested These actions

include projects for immediate staff action funded ongoing or

problem-specific projects projects performed by outside agencies
that provide needed NPS information and encouragement of

non-N PS-supported projects that may provide incidental management
related information Priorities and project designations may change
over short periods of time due to the degree of support available

from cooperating agencies and institutions

Immediate Staff Actions

Establish clearly delin9ated air corridors
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Establish for all park islands air corridors for administrative

and research use based upon avoidance of sensitive resources
and areas Charts illustrating the designated routes will be

prepared distributed to charter firms and military personnel
and hand carried to pilots by NPS personnel on all

administrative flights

Develop response to action plans of other agencies for cleanup in

the case of oil spills near the islands

Investigate commercial and governmental responsibilities and

existing contingency plans Determine the role of NPS
personnel in implementing step by step plan Assemble such
information into an available package easily accessible to island

rangers and administrative staff

Encourage the state of California to adopt and/or extend seasonal

boating closure zones within ecological reserves around all park
islands in order to protect pinniped activities

Areas on San Miguel Island to be considered for such
designation at least during breeding seasons include Castle

Rock Otter Harbor Hoffman Point Cove east side Harris

Point from the north tip to Bat Rock Crook Point area and
east of Judith Rock along Tyler Bight In general the

distances of these zones should be consistent with previously
established regulations 300 yards however these may vary
according to species present season or other factors For

example greater distance 1e.g 500 yards may be more
appropriate for the harbor seal areas at Hoffmann Point Cove
Otter Harbor and Harris Point

Potential areas for designation on Santa Barbara Island include

Southeast Rookery and the area from Webster Point to the east

side of Elephant Seal Cove

Similar areas on Anacapa are locations from the south side of

West Anacapa from the west tip to Cat Rock along the harbor
seal areas on the south side of Middle Island and California

sea lion haul outs on the south side of East Island

Designate all of the shoreline sand flats and dunes of the Point

Bennett area below the cliffs and west of line between Judith

Rock and Castle Rock as research natural area

Restrict public visitation and research activities This area

has the worlds most diverse pinniped rookery with the largest

populations along the North American coast south of Alaskas
Pribilof Islands The large numbers of seals and sea lions

present throughout the year are highly sensitive to any human
disturbance
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This area will be subject to all terms in the draft
memorandum of agreement between the National Marine
Fisheries Service and the National Park Service and the

October 1976 agreement between the U.S Navy and the

National Park Service

Resource Monitoring and Problem-Specific Projects NPS
Initiate program to monitor pinniped populations on all park
islands

The proposed study would involve two phases triennial

aerial photographic census and periodic ground counts and
observations Observations would include mortality pup
production and incidental behavioral observations This

program should begin as soon as possible and terminate when

appropriate agencies begin regular programs

The National Park Service receives information regarding the

status and health of breeding pinniped populations within

Channel Islands National Park from federal and state agencies
involved with management of and research into these

populations However additional research is needed to

determine population status and health of pinniped stocks on
Santa Barbara and Anacapa islands Tte status of the

California sea lion on Anacapa Island and the harbor seal on

both Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands also requires more
research In the absence of monitoring programs from other

agencies the Natonal Park Service will initiate and continue

programs designed to provide information valuable to

management of those resources within its administration

Initiate study of the biology of the harbor seal on Anacapa Santa

Barbara and San Miguel islands

While the biology of the harbor seal on the Channel Islands is

broadly understood through inference and interpolation of the

results of studies performed elsewhere along the northern
Pacific coast very little knowledge specific to the harbor seal

on the channel Islands is available This wary animal highly
sensitive to human disturbance has been overlooked or often

completely missed by researchers

Basic data needed on harbor seal biology on the Channel
Islands includes accurate and complete locations of hauling and

breeding areas Santa Barbara and Anacapa islands
especially seasonal and daily use of those areas population

dynamics--pup production and mortality frequency of

disturbance--both natural and resulting fron human activities
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food habits and breeding habits where and when and
patterns of movement

This project will be of five-year duration although it could be
terminated or jointly funded at such time as other federal

and/or state agencies initiate program

For the first two years primary study will involve initial

literature review identification and observation of breeding
and hauling site locations frequent census taking behavioral

observations human/seal incidental seal/seal and

opportunistic collection of physical data from already dead
animals limited tagging program will be implemented to

collect information regarding daily and seasonal movement

patterns both intra-island and inter-island important in

relation to patterns of visitor use Nonbreeding seasonal work
will study changes in numbers locations of haul out and will

further establish annual patterns Incidental observations to

be taken throughout the year will include data relating to

premature births causes of mortality and food habits

Observations for the following three years will be made on an

infrequent basis providing for continued population census
and estimates of pup production and completing studies of

human/seal interactions and tagging

An aerial photographic census will be run on triennial basis

throughout the project Although aerial census observations

consistently underestimate harbor seal populations ground
counts will be taken at the same time for comparison When
ground-to-air truth values and new knowledge of harbor seal

locations are combined future use of aerial census when
coupled with low intensity field observations should provide
accurate data for management purposes

Study the interaction of human visitation and disturbance with

pin niped activity

This study couId be component in either of the two previous
studies However if neither of those are initiated this project
should be implemented separately Disturbance can come from

visitors on both land and sea

This project proposes seasonal research to study human-caused
disturbance to pinnipeds and will occur on Anacapa Island from

May to September the period of heaviest visitation

Observations will be made to determine the frequency and

degree of disturbance to both California sea lions East Island
and harbor seals East Middle and West An attempt will be

made to compare areas of high East Island and relatively
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II

moderate Middle or West islands visitation In addition
comparison of midweeks weekends and holidays will further

identify degrees and periodicity of disturbance

Conditions from these observations will aid in management
decisions regarding the impact of current visitation levels

determining site-specific allowable distances between visitors

and pinnipedS and formulating recommendations regarding
establishment of closure zones within park lands and state

ecological reserves Because of the fluctuation and high

frequency of visitor use the data should encompass broad

spectrum of disturbance activities Conclusions and
recommendations should therefore be somewhat applicable to

other areas within park jurisdiction Because behavioral

characteristics of pinniped populations may vary from one
island to another disturbance studies will also be conducted
on islands other than Anacapa

Cooperate in other agency projects with specific NPS management
implications

Many of these studies could be cooperatively funded if not

funded by appropriate outside agencies projects could be
funded by the National Park Servicb

Implement field study in cooperation with the space station U.S
Air Force designed to monitor the impacts of space shuttle sonic
booms

Current U.S Air Force contracted studies are recording
ambient noise levels and animal response to sonic booms on San
Miguel Island These studies should provide baseline

information useful for management recommendations regarding
frequency and pathway of shuttle launches and reentries

Should space shuttle overflights occur near or over the

islands monitoring program will be designed to measure
boom intensity and record pinniped response Observations
will be made by mechanical recording devices photographs
and direct field observation Impacts on other resources such
as seabirds and caliche will also be studied

Encourage an intensified effort of cooperative studies of marine

mammal/fishery interactions within the waters surrounding the

Channel Islands

The California Department of Fish and Game is initiating NMFS
contracted studies to identify potential pinniped/fisheries
conficts along the entire coast of California Initial effort

planned for the Channel Islands area is low Studies will
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focus on the documentation of fishing effort and occurrence of

marine mammal/fisherman interactions

The National Park Service encourages an intensified effort

particularly to include an additional number of boat observers
in the Channel Islands area Studies should be designed to

record information regarding fisheries abundance annual

recruitment harvest impact and other factors that may
influence the abundance of pinniped food resources around
each island In addition to the influence of sport fisheries
the impact of commercial fisheries with special emphasis on

anchovy and hake needs to be examined

The interrelationships and dependence of pinnipeds on fish

stocks and pinniped feeding ranges must be determined on an
island by island basis in conjunction with this study of

available pinniped food resources

These studies should be coordinated with NMFS pinniped
studies on San Miguel University of California Irvine
seabird research on Santa Barbara Island and U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Game
pelican studies on Anacapa Island The information will then

serve as useful basis for making fisheries management
recommendations toward successful perpetuation of pi nni ped
and seabird stocks

Cooperate with and encourage the National Marine Fisheries Service

to intensify studies designed to monitor breeding colony expanèion
and population dynamics of the northern elephant seal on San
Miguel Island

An annual pup count is undertaken once year by NMFS
biologists to determine the pup productivity and sites of

breeding activity Current timing and duration of study make
it difficult to detect new area expansion by peripheral males
and females and may miss newborn pups--signs of the potential

recolonization of an area

Design monitoring studies to determine if potential expansion
areas include beaches currently used by park visitors the

time scales and the consequences of this expansion

Encourage projects that provide incidental management information

These are non-N PS-funded projects operated by outside

agencies on an ongoing basis Many of these studies provide
basic data needed for NPS management responsibility incidental

to their primary goal and may be currently underway brief

discussion of these programs follows
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Behavioral Studies of California Sea Lions and Northern
Fur Seals on San Miguel Island--Breeding behavior of

these species is contrasted Roles of various age classes

and individuals can characterize the status and stability

of populations NMFS
Food Habit Studies--Opportunistic samples of vomitus and
scat from pinnipeds especially California sea lions and
northern fur seals are currently collected to determine

occurrence and percent composition of prey species
More intensive effort is encouraged in order to provide

more thorough understanding of pinniped resource needs

Interspecific Interactions and Use of Space--The following

questions need to be addressed Is breeding and haul

out space limited resource Is competition for that

space resulting in changes of species occurrence This
especially applies to interactions between northern

elephant seal/harbor seal northern sea lion/California sea

lion and California sea lion/northern fur seal Will

species occurrence and interactions precipitate change
in species composition What visitor management
implications will these changes have Incidental NMFS
studies

Medical Studies Conducted Incidental to Other Programs--
Continue to encourage studies to monitor disease
pesticide and heavy metal levels related to disease

symptoms isolation and high levels of mortality NMFS
Naval Ocean Systems Center California State University
at Long Beach

IMPACTS

Most of the actions proposed are studies that have few if any
impacts

Establishment and use of air corridors will reduce disturbance

stampeding crushing of young to hauled out pinnipeds from
aircraft noise No significant change in aircraft fuel consumption
will result from this action

An awareness and cooperation in implementing an oil spill

contingency plan will provide for coordinated response in the

event of spill This will allow for shorter response time
ratentially resulting in less oil fouling damage to wildlife or in

faster rehabilitation and higher survival rates than would otherwise

be possible
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Research projects proposed will have some general impacts
Observational studies will require the location of small observation

blinds in isolated undeveloped areas that may be visible to some
visitors Any blinds would be removed at the termination of the

study Occasional disturbance to pinnipeds may result from
research operations tagging program will cause short-term

disturbance to isolated groups of harbor seals The program will

be scheduled to cause only minimal disruption to pupping/breeding
activities Identification of sensitive areas will restrict visitors

from certain beach areas discouraging viewing of wildlife at close

range and resulting in less intensive visitor experience but

providing increased protection to the resource

SEA OTTERS Enhydra lutris

DESCRIPTION of the Potential Resource

The following information has been summarized from background
reports by the California Department of Fish and Game 1976
Todd and Kenyon 1972 U.S Fish and Wildlife Service 1978
and Woodhouse et al 1978

Prior to their eradication by Russian and American fur hunters sea

otters were distributed along the length of the northern Pacific

coast of North America and south into central Baja California

Evidence from archeological investigations and historic accounts

indicate that sea otters were formerly abundant around most of the

California Channel Islands By 1900 the California otters were

thought to be extinct However small remnant population

persisted in the Point Sur area Since rediscovery of this

group by the scientific public in 1938 the population has

significantly expanded in number and range An established

population is still absent from the Channel Islands although the

thick kelp beds and rich marine life offer suitable habitat

Distribution

The present distribution of sea otters includes series of disjunct

populations that occur around the Alaskan islands and mainland

coast introduced groups in British Columbia Washington and

Oregon and the central California population The present range
of the California population about 2000 animals extends along the

coast from Santa Cruz south to Avila Beach 10 miles south of San
Luis Obispo Solitary animals have been reported from Trinidad

Head to San Diego including several of the Channel Islands
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Distribution within the range is not even Densities are much

higher at the edges of the range the migrant front than in the

central portion These groups usually consist of subadult and

excess young males Expansion into new areas by these animals

may be related to food availability or to the result of natural

tendencies to pioneer

Should current management policies continue expansion of the sea

otters range will be dependent upon the migration rates of animals

at the migrant fronts Southern range expansion rates average
bout 1.6 miles/year however these may vary depending on
habitat type and availability of prey species The spreading rate

may increase significantly through sandy bottom areas or slow over

long ocean distances It is very cautiously estimated given
present management philosophies and spreading rates that the sea

otter could establish population naturally on the Channel Islands

within 20 to 30 years

____________Management Problems

Human activities that are changing the environment will no doubt
affect sea otters Oil pollution of waters occupied by sea otters

probably would be fatal to them This is of special importance in

the waters of the Santa Barbara Channel where natural seeps
occur and extensive oil development is underway Pesticide

residues have been found in California sea otters but the effect on
them is unknown

The sea otter is protected by the Marine MEmmal Protection Act of

1972 In California the sea otter population is listed as threatened

under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 the state also lists it as

completely protected animal

Conflict exists over management of the sea otter population off the

coast of California Sea otters reduce the abundance of their prey
species some of which are desired by commercial and sport
fishermen Sea otters are opportunistic feeders eating nearly all

food items available including abalones sea urchins crabs clams
assorted other invertebrates and occasionally small fish inhabiting

kelp beds Their high metabolic rate contributes to extensive

feeding activities Figuring 25 percent daily body weight
consumption rate an average California sea otter consumes

approximately 5000 pounds of food annually While some groups
prefer that the abundance and range of sea otters be limited

preservation groups would like sea otters reestablished throughout
their historic range request to the federal government for

return of sea otter management to the state of California was issued

in 1976
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Potential Habitat

In general sea otters favor ocean waters adjacent to rocky coasts

near points of land or large bays where kelp beds occur Kelp
can serve an important function as safe anchorage for sea otters

during periods of inclement weather However the presence of

kelp beds is not prerequisite as large groups of sea otters are

permanent residents in areas where kelp is absent Areas with

extensive underwater reefs are particularly preferred California

sea otters rarely come ashore but have been observed ashore along
the central California coast Extensive sea otter habitat is

currently unoccupied around all of the California Channel Islands
Anacapa Island is encircled by broad shallow apron of rocky
reefs however intensive public use has resulted in lowered

densities of palatable invertebrates and fish Especially rich forage
is present around San Miguel Island largely because of limited

human accessibility Santa Barbara Island is surrounded by dense
extensive kelp beds and rocky reefs

OBJECTIVES

It is the policy of the National Park Service to reestablish native

species Therefore the National Park Service will encourage and

cooperate with the California Department of Fish and Game and
other agencies in reintroducing or allowing repopulation of sea

otters

ACTIONS

No actions directly relating to sea otter repopulation are proposed
Encourage and participate in cooperative studies designed to collect

baseline data regarding present pre-otter nearshore marine
resources

Some preliminary studies conducted by the California

Department of Fish and Game Bureau of Land Management
private institutions and educational institutions have been
initiated However more intensive studies designed to

document long-term location-specific changes are needed for

the Channel Islands Numerous permanent sampling stations

within variety of habitats around the islands should be
studied over time This would allow documentation of changes
occuring within the distribution and abundance of floral and
faunal elements of the intertidal and subtidal zones

These studies will provide data useful in assessing the impact
of sea otters on the marine environment should they become

established through comparison of data from the pre- and
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post-otter ecosystem From these assessments
recommendations based on scientific understanding for the

management of sea otters and marine resources especially

fisheries related can be made for the Channel Islands

MARINE BIRDS

E5C PT ION

The following information has been summarized from background
reports by Hunt et aI 1979 Hunt Pitman and Jones in press
Rindlaub 1979 Seagars 1979b and Barratt and Hunt 1979
and from extensive consultation with professional seabird biologists

The California Channel Islands serve as roosting and nesting

grounds for significant and diverse population of marine birds
Collectively these islands constitute major seabird breeding area
of the eastern north Pacific the largest such area in the United

States south of the Farallon Islands Populations of marine birds

that are currently breeding on the Channel Islands include

representatives of families including 13 species Tables and
list species present their breeding distribution and nesting
seasons on the Channel Islands

The rich offshore waters of the Channel Islands serve as

significant foraging area for these breeding species as well as for

huge but short-term population of migrant seabirds These

migrants include shearwaters loons grebes albatross
storm-petrels fulmars and others
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Table Nesting Season of Marine Birds Breeding on
the Islands and Offshore Rocks of Channel
Islands National Park Santa Rosa and Santa

Cruz islands excluded

SPECIES DATES

Leachs storm-petrel May September
Ashy storm-petrel May 27 July
Black storm-petrel 22 May 13 August
California brown pelican January late August
Double-crested cormorant March August late
Brandts cormorant April mid August
Pelagic cormorant March August
Black oystercatcher May August third week
Snowy plover April August
Western gull January late July late
Pigeon guillemot May August
Xantus murrelet February June late
Cassins auklet February August

Nesting season is defined as the time period extending from nest

building through chick fledging Values are best estimates from
Hunt et al 1979 Actual courtship and breeding activities may
begin earlier or extend later due to environmental fluctuations or

disturbance-related events
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Key probably not present
probably present
status undetermined

Table Maximum Number of Seabird

Breed on Channel Islands

Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz
Source Hunt et al 1979

Pairs Estimated to

National Park 1975-1976
islands excluded

East

Anacapa

Middle West San

Anacapa Anacpa Miguel

Castle Prince

Rock Island

Santa
Barbara

Sutil

Island
Shag
Rock

-7 100 900 125 25

-7 60 15

Leachs storm-petrel

Ashy storm-petrel

Black storm-petrel

Califnrnln brown

pelican

Double-crested
cormorant

randts
cormorant

Pelagic cormorant

Black oyster-
catcher

Snowy plevar

Western gull

Pigeon guillemot

Xantus murrelet

Cassins auklet

100

10 on islands

2400

on islands

10 60

73 93

417

15

27

100

24

25

30

200

10

916

34

-7

50

100

1000

75

907

20

500

150

75

10000

15

1162

45

5000

75

-7

75

15

75

35
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Populations of breeding seabirds in the southern California area

have changed considerably during historical times Elimination of

breeding populations of two species the common murre and the

tufted puffin may have been the result of natural population

fluctuations human disturbance and/or changes in food

availability Populations of Xantus murrelets and Cassins auklets

have experienced fluctuations influenced by the introduction and
eventual removal of terrestrial predators and the extirpation of

breeding peregrine falcons from the islands Major declines in

abundance of California brown pelicans double-crested cormorants
and Brandts cormorants have been related to sensitivity to direct

human disturbance and pollutant-related reproductive failures

In 1969 the presence of DDT metabolites was shown to be the cause

of thin eggshells that resulted in reproductive failure of pelicans
and cormorants nesting in the Channel Islands Recent studies

have shown that the initial DDT improvement seen in 1972 has

leveled off without any significant change or gradual improvement
since that time It appears that the eggshell problem for pelicans
remains chronic off southern California Recent studies have also

identified elevated levels of polychlorinated biphenyls PCBs in

seabirds Similar levels have been shown to result in birth defects

and aborted young in marine and terrestrial vertebrates

It is apparent that the greatest factor that has affected and
generally depressed seabird populations on the Channel Islands is

the presence of modern man Surrounded by rich productive

waters the Channel Islands currently serve as sanctuary from
intensive human disturbance However populations of seabirds are

currently and will increasingly become critically sensitive to the

activities and management practices of man in the foreseeable

future

Until recently research and resource management activity

specifically concerning the seabird populations of the Channel
Islands has generally been negligible Notable exceptions are the

extensive research dealing with the endangered brown pelican and

some limited work on western gulls In anticipation of oil lease sale

48 the Bureau of Land Management funded baseline studies from
1975 to 1978 to gather information regarding distribution

occurrence critical seasons and resource needs However much
of this information is of preliminary nature BLM funding has

now been curtailed yet continued intensive work is needed both to

maintain an ongoing knowledge of seabird populations and to offer

better resource recommendations in areas of joint administration It

is apparent that much information needed for management is

unavailable and may be long in becoming available The California

Department of Fish and Game has responsibility for the welfare of

seabirds within its jurisdiction the Fish and Wildlife Service is

responsible outside of state jurisdiction
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Distribution and Seasonality

Seabird use of the land of the Channel Islands can be divided into

two components nesting and roosting Certain traditional areas

on the islands are used by the birds for these activities but there

is some annual variation in the exact areas used Roosting occurs

throughout the year by both breeding and nonbreeding birds

Breeding activities occur seasonally generally March to August
often in areas traditionally used as roosting sites Some species

Xantus murrelet the storm-petrels Cassins auklet come ashore

only to breed remaining at sea the remainder of the year

Mechanisms governing site selections and timing of island use are

basically understood but there are still many unknowns
Generally most seabirds nest in densely crowded colonies on small

isolated islands Factors contributing to the selection of

traditionally utilized roosting and breeding areas include absence of

terrestrial predators freedom from human disturbance exposure to

cooling northwest winds presence of suitable nesting substrate

e.g hard ground and steep cliffs--cormorants soft ground or

small burrows--auklets and murrelets and availability of preferred

prey species

The Channel Islands serve as meeting place for species at the

edges of their geographic breeding ranges Species having more
northerly distribution generally occur on the western islands while

more southern species occur on the islands of the eastern end of

the northern chain and the southern island group These
relationships are similar to those found in other species of both

plants and animals and are due to the complex nature of the

oceanographic factors present in this transition zone area

Species Accounts

Storm-Petrels Storm-petrels are small birs of the open ocean
Foods include larval and small fishes shrimp and other planktonic
animals Details of their biology are not as well known as those of

other groups of seabirds partly because they restrict their island

visits to nighttime

Leachs Storm-Petrel Oceanodroma leucorhoa--This species is

the most widespread storm-petrel in the northern hemisphere
In the eastern Pacific it breeds from Alaska south to Islas San
Benitos Baja California Mexico Breeding in the Channel
Islands area has been noted since 1968 Birds are now
believed to breed in small numbers on Santa Barbara Island

and on Prince Island adjacent to San Miguel Island Nesting
occurs in tiny rock holes and crevices in the sides of

precipitous .cliff faces Food habits of Leachs storm-petrels

breeding around the Channel Islands are virtually unknown
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Ashy Storm-Petrel Oceanodroma homochroa--This small petrel

breeds from the Farallon Islands off San Francisco south to

the Los Coronado Islands Mexico The largest known

population is on the Farallon Islands but smaller colonies exist

on San Miguel Santa Cruz and Santa Barbara islands and
their immediate offshore rocks and islets Throughout the

breeding season birds seem to occur principally in waters

within the vicinity of home islands Because ashy
storm-petrels are difficult to distinguish from other petrels
their at-sea distribution and seasonality is not well known
however they are believed to present in nearby offshore

waters from at least May to January and perhaps all year
This species may formerly have been more common and

widespread on the islands Burrows and ledges in large sea

caves are used as nesting sites While food resources are

poorly known they are believed to include small planktonic

organisms which the parents regurgitate to feed their young as

fish soup

Black Storm-Petrel Oceanodroma melania--This storm-petrel

historically bred on Los Coronados Islands and other offshore

islands of Baja California and Mexico In 1976 breeding birds

were discovered on Sutil Island just off Santa Barbara Island
Thus Santa Barbara Island is at the northern limit of the black

storm-petrel breeding range this is probably the only

breeding site for this species in the United States Black

storm-petrels lay single egg in naturally occuring crannies

and recesses but seem to prefer burrows excavated by
Cassins aukiets or other storm-petrels Nesting occurs most

commonly during June for colonies farther south This petrel

shows preference for warmer coastal waters and tends to

remain closer to shore than Leachs storm-petrels Black

storm-petrels are commonly seen in southern California from

April to October migrating south to the equator in winter
Foods include larval fish squid and garbage

California Brown Pelicans Pelecanus occidentalis californicus
The California brown pelican has historically bred from near Point

Lobos Monterey County south to the Tres Marias Islands off Baja

California Now the only consistently used nesting site in the

western United States occurs on West Anacapa Island Breeding
activities on Anacapa Island shifted from East Island to West Island

in the 1920s probably in response to human disturbances related to

the installation of the U.S Coast Guard lighthouse

major population decline occurred between 1968 and 1973 and
this species was designated as endangered by the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service in 1971 This population decline has been related

to thinning of eggshells caused by high levels of DDT these levels
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initially lowered slightly in 1972 and continue to fluctuate

Eggshells have thickened as result however the problem appears
to be chronic Since this species is at the edge of its range it is

particularly sensitive to environmental fluctuations and human

disturbance Colonies on San Miguel and Santa Cruz Scorpion
Rock islands have been abandoned and numbers on Anacapa
Island have fluctuated widely In January 1980 small breeding
population of pelicans recolonized Santa Barbara Island Seagars
personal observation Successful nesting on this island had last

-been noted in 1967 however as this document went to press it

was too early to predict the long-term or short-term breeding

success of this colony

Recovery of the population has also been hindered by oscillations in

food availability In Mexico several breeding sites have been
abandoned due to tourism As result the overall population and

reproductive success continues to fluctuate widely

Although information on food habits is limited .pelicans are inshore

feeders that principally utilize northern anchovy but also feed on

saury mackerel and blacksmith

Cormorants Three species of cormorants nest and roost in dense
colonies on the Channel Islands Their food habits are similar

although much variation in composition of food species occurs from

island to island Food consists of common varieties of midwater fish

species that inhabit kelp beds

All cormorants are known to be extremely sensitive to human
disturbance single appropriately timed disturbance can result in

total reproductive failure when colony is flushed by an

intensive event When incubating cormorants are flushed from their

nests eggs are often crushed beneath their feet kicked off the

steep cliffs or eaten by western gulls Disturbance to nesting

cormorants is not likely to originate from land however significant

\3 disturbance can and does originate from- boating activities aircraft
and sonic booms Potential for significant disturbance to

cormorants nesting on the northern Channel Islands exists from the

proposed U.S. Air Force space shuttle program Current studies

are underway to determine the behavioral response of cormorants to

impulse noise

Previously breeding in greater numbers cormorants nesting on the

Channel Islands experienced population decline in the last

century However reproductive success has increased since the

decline of the high DDT levels of the late 1960s It appears now
that the double-crested cormorant is capable of reproducing at

rate necessary to achieve growth for the colonies on the Channel
Islands if the human disturbance problem can be eliminated

Kelly personal communication
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Double-crested Cormorant Phalacrocorax auritus--This is the

largest cormorant found on the west coast of the United States

and the only one that nests at inland sites This is the

cormorant species most likely to be encountered in estuaries

and quiet bays on the California coast Breeding colonies are

reported from southwestern Alaska to Baja California Once

very common breeder in the Channel Islands breeding
numbers have decreased since the turn of the century until
at present only remnant population persists Reasons for

the decline are not clear and probably involve combination of

several elements Human disturbance has probably been

major factor other factors may include decline of the Pacific

sardine and reproductive failures related to DDT-induced

eggshell thinning Recent trends showing increased

reproductive success may be related to lowering of DDT levels

in the marine environment Nesting occurs on steep vegetated

slopes or cliffs on the north sides of the breeding islands
The timing of reproductive events may be highly variable from

year to year due to environmental conditions colony location

and/or disturbance

Brandts Cormorant Phalacrocorax penicillatus--By far the

most abundant cormorants nesting in the Southern California

Bight Brandts cormoränts nest in the same areas as

double-crested cormorants but usually lower on the cliff faces
The nests are composed of seaweed Brandts cormorants
breed along the eastern Pacific coast from British Columbia to

Baja California and in the Gulf of California Nesting

invariably occurs on the north sides of the larger Channel
Islands and other locations with exposure to the prevailing
northwest winds The breeding season usually precedes that

of the double-crested cormorants by about two weeks

Foraging Brandts cormorants are commonly found in large
flocks in or near kelp beds in the vicinity of their breeding
colonies They almost never feed more than few miles from
land

Pelagic Cormorant Phalacrocorax pelagious--This smallest of

the cormorants that occurs in the North Paãific is also the

least numerous of the three species of cormorants that breed
on the Channel Islands Not occurring in colonies as dense or

large as dther cormorants pelagic cormorants nest on

precipitous exposed cliff faces abutting the open ocean
Nests constructed of guano-cemented seaweed are built in small

crevices or on ledges Breeding season and food habits are

similar to that previously discussed for other cormorants

Black Oystercatchers Haematopus bachmani These shorebirds

occur along the coast from the western Aleutian Islands to central
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Baja California The southernmost breeding populations occur on

the Channel Islands Recent estimates indicate that probably over
one-fourth of Californias black oystercatchers breed on the Channel
Islands

Nesting occurs on rocky headlands in the high intertidal nearshore
area and on offshore islets of the Channel Islands Eggs are

deposited in natural depressions in rock that are lined with gravel

and seashell fragments

Preliminary studies indicate that their diet consists almost entirely
of mussels but some limpets and chitons are also taken

Snowy Plovers Charadius alexandrinus This shorebird

breeds the length of California on sandy ocean beaches and also

around inland lakes Like the least tern Sterna albifrons loss of

open beach nesting habitat due to increased human activity has

resulted in significant reduction in the populations breeding along
the California coast Isolated beaches of San Miguel and San
Nicolas islands provide the only significant coastal breeding areas of

snowy plovers remaining in the state shell-lined scrape in the

sand serves as nest Foods include small marine invertebrates

and insects occuring along the shoreline

Western Gulls Larus occidentalis This sea gull is the most

widespread breeding marine bird in the Channel Islands The
present breeding range extends from Washington to Baja California

While this species probably formerly bred on the mainland coast of

California nesting is now restricted to offshore islands associated

islets rocks and sea stacks There appears to have been little

change other than short-term fluctuations in the numbers and
locations of breeding western gulls since the turn of the century

Western gull colonies are usually found on the exposed north and
northwest sides of the islands and are almost always associated with

vegetation Vegetation is important in nest building and for

protection of young from both the elements and predators often

neighboring gulls

Factors that affect breeding success include food availability

weather disturbance and predation Egg mortality increases with

the amount of time adults spend off the nest This factor is most
critical on hot days shortly before eggs are due to hatch

mid-May Disturbance resulting in nest desertion can lead to

increased mortality due to both thermal exposure and predation by
neighboring gulls

Western gulls forage opportunistically on variety of fish close to

their colonies Preliminary studies have indicated that reduced

availability of preferred food items especially anchovy and saury
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results in reduced reproductive success Major components of the

diet of western gulls vary on different islands Squid has been of

particular importance at Prince Island and anchovies and sauries

are most important at Santa Barbara Island

Alcids The northern counterpart of the penguin family the

alcids include auklets murres puffins óuillemots and murrelets
These short-winged pelagic birds are expert swimmers and divers

Generally coming ashore only to breed they nest in crowded
colonies on sea cliffs or in rock slides and in burrows

Pigeon Guillemot Cepphus colomba--These birds breed

throughout the Bering Sea region across the Aleutian chain
and as far south in southern California as Santa Barbara
Island Completely absent during the winter they are

commonly seen near the breeding islands or island passages
from February through August

Pigeon guillemots breed in small groups within caverns or damp
northern exposed sea cliffs One or two eggs are laid on
collection of small rock chips or pebbles Numbers and
distribution in the Southern California Bight seem to have

changed very little in this century During the breeding
season pigeon guillemots forage in nearshore waters adjacent
to their colonies Recent studies only rarely noted foraging
birds more than nautical mile offshore food taken was nearly

always fish

Xantus Murrélet Endomychura hypoleuca--The narrow

breeding range of Xantus murrelets is restricted to the

islands between central Baja California and Point Conception
the northernmost colony currently occurs at San Miguel Island
Murrelets come ashore to breed February June but are

essentially absent the remainder of the year It is believed

that murrelets move north to feed offshore during the

nonbreeding season

Xantus murrelets nest primarily in natural crevices around the

periphery of islands Nests are most concentrated in canyons
that contain rocky substrate and Eriophyllum bushes Nests

may also occur under buildings and other man-made artifacts

that offer sufficient cover

The present breeding distribution of Xantus murrelets in the

Channel Islands is similar to that recorded early this century
Only on Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands has their status

shown any significant change Murrelets on Anacapa Island

have declined considerably probably coincident with the

introduction of the black rat The population on Santa

Barbara Island numbering few thousand birds is probably
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the largest known breeding population of this species in the

world The dramatic Increase of murrelet numbers on Santa

Barbara seems to be related to the disappearance of two

predators the feral house cat and the peregrine falcon

Food items of murrelets include larval fishes especially
northern anchovy found within the immediate vicinity of the

islands Preliminary studies have shown that murrelets

respond to fluctuations in prey species availability by nest
abandonment and other behavioral modifications

Cassins Auklet Ptychoramphus aleuticus--Cassins auklets

are the most abundant of the marine birds found breeding on
the Channel Islands where they reside year round Some
23000 auklets nest in this area however the largest colony
of auklets 105000 120000 in California is located on
Southeast Farallon Island Cassins auklets range from the

Aleutian Islands of Alaska to Isla San Roque off Baja
California They usually nest in dense colonies on offshore

islands with loose topsoil suitable for burrowing Burrows may
honeycomb an area so thoroughly that the soil structure may
become undermined highly unstable and sensitive to collapse

Breeding activities may begin as arly as January when birds

arrive at night to excavate or renovate their burrows Chicks
hatch and fledge sometime between late April and late August

Fluctuations in Cassins auklets abundance may be related to

changes in water currents resulting in differential food

availability and to the presence of introduced terrestrial

predators The elimination of these animals and the reduction

of native birds of prey may have allowed the population of

Cassins auklets to increase They are expected to recolonize

Santa Barbara Island

Larval fish and euphausiids constitute the majority of

preferred food items of Cassins auklets Foraging generally
occurs away from the islands in areas of upwelling and may
involve flocks of up to 150 birds

Habitat

San Miguel Island San Miguel and more importantly its two
small offshore islets Prince Island and Castle Rock support the

largest and most diverse seabird colonies of the Channel Islands
More than 60 percent of the marine birds currently nesting in the

area and of the 13 breeding species Leachs and ashy
storm-petrel Brandts double-crested and pelagic cormorant
pigeon guillemot Cassins auklet and snowy plover have their
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most important colonies on this island Additionally breeding
populations of the western gull black oystercatcher Xantus
murrelet and roosting brown pelican occur regularly on this island

The absence of terrestrial predators and minimum of human
disturbance on Prince Island and Castle Rock enable large numbers
of seabirds to successfully breed

The steep cliffs soft dirt for burrowing and vegetated areas of

these islets all combine to provide wide variety of preferred

nesting habitats Protected sea caves and isolated vegetated areas

provide nesting habitat for guillemots and rpurrelets on thi island

proper Isolated broad sandy beaches provide snowy plover

nesting areas that are free from human disturbance However the

presence of island foxes Urocyon littoralis probably limits

extensive seabird nesting on the island proper Rich foraging
areas are close to the island infrequently harvested kelp beds are
thick around Castle Rock and to the south of the island and
significant areas of upwelling are located to the north

Santa Barbara Island Santa Barbara with its offshore islets Sutil
Islet and Shag Rok is the second most important seabird nesting
island of the Channel Islands Nesting here is probably the worlds

largest population of Xantus murrelets the only United States

population of black storm-petrels large colony of western gulls
populations of ashy and Leachs storm-petrels pelagic
double-crested and Brandts cormorants Cassins auklets and
black oystercatchers California brown pelicans roost here
breeding colony appears to have been reestablished recently

Both the island and its surrounding islets are free from significant
terresterial predators An endemic mouse is present on the main

island and is responsible for some murrelet and auklet egg
mortality The last feral house cat was removed in 1978
Providing varied habitat Santa Barbara Island is ringed by
precipitous sea cliffs and has two low peaks with well-vegetated

rolling plateaus Numerous sea caves and crannies are present

Santa Barbara Island is surrounded by dense extensive kelp beds
that support wide variety of marine life important as food items

for seabirds Rich offshore feeding areas are found nearby to the

northwest and west of the island

Anacapa Island Anacapa has the fewest nesting species of marine
birds of the three islands however it is the only place in the

western United States where the California brown pelican breeds

regularly Middle Island supports the largest western gull colony
in the Channel Islands Also breeding on this island are

populations of Xantus murrelet pigeon guillemot Brandts
double-crested and pelagic cormorant and possibly Leachs

storm-petrel
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West Anacapa has steep heavily vegetated slopes It has been

designated as research natural area and is therefore closed to

public visitation to protect nesting habitat of the brown pelican
state ecological reserve boating closure zone has been established

on the north side of West Island to further prevent disturbance to

breeding and feeding pelicans

All three islands East Middle and West are characterized by
precipitous sea cliffs pocketed by numerous sea caves and burrows
that provide habitat for seabirds The tops of these islets are

heavily vegetated providing nesting habitat for western gulls
The presence of introduced black rats may have resulted in

substantial mortality to nesting seabirds and may be the reason for

such limited use of the island by burrow nesters such as Xantus
murrelets Cassins auklets and species of storm-petrels

Kelp beds surround the island however the heavy use of these

areas by commercial and sport fishermen and private boaters has

resulted in significant disturbance to breeding and feeding activities

of the seabirds present there

OBJECTIVES

Encourage state and federal agencies to manage the marine and
associated resources around the Channel Islands to ensure adecuate
marine bird food reserves and to guard against increased levels of

pollutants entering the marine environment

Allow species diversity and abundance of breeding marine bird

populations to return to the levels that may have occurred prior to

the activities of European man and that were based upon habitat

and food availability

Allow natural processes and population fluctuations to occur with as

little human intervention as possible

Increase public understanding and appreciation of marine birds

through education and observation without disturbance

Discourage or prohibit any activities or programs that result in

disturbance to marine birds and do not contribute to management of

the species especially to breeding colonies

Develop conscious vigilant concern and awareness for actions

potentially detrimental to the welfare of marine birds

Ensure the implementation of regular systematically coordinated

resource monitoring/research program to provide basic information

for the management of marine birds
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GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Because human disturbance within or in close proximity to marine

bird colonies can and often does result in reduction or elimination

of nesting success appropriate guidelines need to be followed

Expand interpretive programs to increase public understanding
and enjoyment of marine bird populations

Require all research activities to conform to park policies and
to minimize disturbance to marine birds

Continue to designate as sensitive areas all beaches and
offshore rocks identified as traditional seabird roosting and/or
breeding areas See preceding maps

Public visitation into these areas is prohibited in order to

prevent disturbance Only management-approved
research programs will permitted within these areas on

limited basis The design of present and any future

trail systems will include site-specific examination to

ensure that disturbance to critical seabird and shorebird

nesting areas will be minimized or eliminated Working
with appropriate agencies close approach to roosting
and/or nesting colonies will be discouraged This

distance of observation should be great enough to ensure
that birds do not abandon roost or colony site specific

distances will depend on species present boat size and

type approach from sea time of year and individual

colony characteristics Exact distance determinations will

result from proposed study and monitoring of trial

regulations Seasonal closure of some trails may be

required to offer maximum protection to nesting areas

Continue restricting visitor use of trails and campground areas

and continue prohibiting cliff climbing

On Santa Barbara Island Cassins auklets are

reoccupying former habitat used for nesting Off-trail

use would compact the soil and prevent burrowing
activities associated with nest building Cliff climbing is

unsafe because of the unstable substrate additionally
cormorants and Xantus murrelets use these areas for

nesting and roosting

Continue to prohibit pets on the islands visitors should

restrain pets when colony is approached from the sea

Feral house cats have significantly altered populations of

breeding seabirds on the Channel Islands and dogs have

significant potential for disrupting nesting seabirds
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Use park rangers to protect roosting and/or nesting marine
birds through interpretive programs and law enforcement

Rangers will assist the state in these activities within the

1-nautical-mile boundary of the ecological reserves

surrounding the islands they will also carry out

responsibilities pertaining to sections of the Endadgered
Species Act and other statutes

Continue efforts to develop cooperative management agreements
with other governmental agencies to provide increased seabird

protection in areas immediately adjacent to NPS jurisdiction

For example as means of reducing disturbance to

nesting California brown pelicans seasonal boating
closure zone has been identified as part of Californias

Anacapa Island Ecological Reserve This closure is

designed to keep boats out of waters shallower than 20

fathoms on the north side of West Island from Frenchys
Cove to Rat Rock the westernmost tip of the island
This closure is in effect from March to May 31 and may
be considered for extension should nesting activities be of

lengthy duration Establishment of additional closure

zones in close proximity to highly sensitive cormorant
nesting areas and other intensively used marine bird

areas is proposed in Actions

Obtain more complete knowledge of the park marine birds
Include the following information

awareness of their status and populations knowledge of

the health of those populations e.g chick production
incidence of mortality understanding of marine bird

resource needs and awareness of any changes of their

availability e.g food resources undisturbed breeding
areas pollutant levels and awareness of the impacts of

park activities on marine birds e.g developments level

of visitation boat and air traffic
II

Encourage cooperative agreements toward jointly funded

management research in areas adjacent to park islands managed
by the state

Since breeding marine birds are dependent upon
nearshore and offshore areas for feeding activities

management of these areas is of concern to the National

Park Service Research activities investigating the food

habits and resources of marine birds and their

interrelationships with the surrounding ecosystem are of

special interest
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ACTIONS

Immediate Actions

Design island air corridors to avoid sensitive marine bird areas

See Pinniped section

Develop staff response to action plans of other agencies for

cleanup of oil spills near the islands

Plans will specify an action plan to protect and rehabilitate

seabirds should oil approach or impact the islands See
Pinniped section

Initiate removal/control program for introduced black rats on

Anacapa and San Miguel islands

Introduced black rats on Anacapa Island have been documented
to prey on eggs chicks and even adult brown pelicans and
western gulls It is believed that the activities of rats have
contributed to or directly caused the reduction/elimination of

breeding populations of Xantus murrelets and storm-petrels on

Anacapa Island Black rats have also been documented on San

Miguel Island and may be causing reduced reproductive
success of cormorants nesting there For more details of this

program refer to Black Rats section

Desigriate Sutil Islet Shag Rock Castle Rock and Prince Island as
research natural areas off limits to public visitation

Enforce additional restrictions on legitimate research These
offshore areas are significant year-round seabird roosting and
nesting areas Prince Island is the most significant seabird

island on the western coast of the United States south of the

Farallon Islands It is riddled with nesting burrows of

Cassins auklets and any attempt to walk on the island will

cause destruction of nesting habitat For these reasons even
management-related research and monitoring should be severely
restricted Monitoring should be conducted from boats Shore

trips will be allowed only at very infrequent intervals

Designate the following areas as sensitive subject to the following
restrictions on use

Anacapa Island--Middle Island closed to visitors in nesting

season April 15 August largest western gull colony in

the Channel Islands
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San Miguel Island--Otter Harbor closed prominent brown

pelican and cormorant roosting area

Point Bennett closed cormorant breeding/roosting area

Harris Point sea caves closed April August nesting

pigeon guillimóts

Simonton Cove beach discourage unaccompanied
beachcombing especially from mid-April to late July when

snowy plovers nest and raise their young These birds

frequent the shoreline and higher sand dune/driftwood strewn
interface of the island and are easily disturbed

Santa Barbara Island--study feasibility of prohibiting visitor

use where trails approach California brown pelican nesting and

roosting areas

Ensure U.S Air Force monitoring of space shuttle impacts to the

California brown pelican on all park islands to comply with the

Endangered Species Act

Some of the space shuttle launches will generate sonic boom
over Anacapa Island where most of the breeding and nesting
of the California brown pelican takes place While there is

low probability that pelicans will be repetitively exposed to

booms during the breeding period the effects of booms on

eggs embryos chicks and roosting mature birds should be
monitored so that any negative impacts to this endangered
species can be avoided or mitigated during subsequent
launchings

Research Actions

Develop plan and initiate monitoring of the status of seabird

populations

This information is essential for evaluating changes in

populations and understanding the causes of these changes
The primary goal is to provide the understanding needed to
resolve ongoing problems particularly human caused related

to fisheries management direct disturbance visitor and staff
oil development present and proposed and the space shuttle

program This survey would encompass one or more of the

following alternatives

Conduct small-scale program to record numbers of seabirds in

large colonies at single carefully selected point in the breeding
season
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This method provides minimal data base where none may
exist however it has the potential to produce falsely based
conclusions in the event of alteration of postcensus
reproductive effort

Conduct an annual or semiannual monitoring program throughout the

breeding season to provide information on hatching success and to

document seasonally complete reproductive effort

Because of the increased costs and logistic problems of

short-term visits an onsite approach may not only be easier

than periodic visits but may also generate more complete data

base

Encourage and assist in brown pelican monitoring program

Continue to monitor brown pelican population trends and any
future impact from increased oil and gas development
activities Cooperative efforts of personnel from the California

Department of Fish and Game the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service and various universities have provided needed
information If monitoring programs by other groups are

discontinued initiate program to provide the needed
information

Study the levels of disturbance human and natural to seabirds

Populations of cormorants and pelicans may be capable of

reproducing at rates necessary to achieve growth provided
that pollution and human disturbance are significantly reduced
However some areas will be disturbed out of necessity if

visitation is to continue

Studies of disturbance to breeding seabird colonies will be

conducted during the months of heaviest visitation May
September The following will be addressed frequency of

disturbance distance of disturbance from colony time of day
and season intensity of sound disturbance impact of

disturbance to colony percent mortality and numbers

affected comparison of midweeks weekends and holidays
should further quantify degrees and periodicity of

disturbance

Conclusions derived from these observations will aid in

formulating management decisions regarding the impact of

current visitation levels in developing site specific allowable

distances between visitors and seabirds and in offering

recommendations regarding establishment of closure zones

within park boundaries and state ecological reserves
Conclusions and recommendations should therefore be

applicable to other islands within park jurisdiction
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Encourage and if necessary support pollutant monitoring research

Encourage continued monitoring of levels of DDT metabolites

and polychlorinated biphenyls PCB5 in the marine
environment as they relate to seabird nesting success

Ensure other research and encourage cooperative study of the

impact of kelp cutting on seabird foraging at Santa Barbara Island

Preliminary studies have documented that species of

cormorants western gulls and brown pelicans spend
significant amount of time foraging in or near kelp beds It

has been hypothesized that removal of kelp from foraging areas

may have severe detrimental impact to populations of

kelp-bed-feeding seabirds breeding on the Channel Islands

This study should include detailed documentation of seasonal
seabird use of both kelp and nonkelp areas around the

islands comparison of the utilization of recently harvested and
nonharvested areas time for regrowth of kelp how does this

vary seasonally and recommendations for continuation
seasonal use or total cessation of kelp harvest with respect to

seabirds Opportunistic underwater observations would be
minor component of this study in order to assess which portion
of the kelp canopy is used by which seabird species and to

document prey taken

Encourage study of the food habits and the foraging areas used
outside park boundaries by seabirds nesting on the islands

The recent BLM studies of seabirds have identified some areas

surrounding park waters that are utilized extensively for

feeding by island nesters especially western gull Cassins

auklets Xantus murrelets and ashy and black storm-petrels
Some limited ocean transects will provide supplementary data
These transects would involve cruising the waters from to 10

miles offshore Anacapa Santa Barbara and San Miguel
islands Observations of feeding seabirds should be correlated

with surface and midwater trawls Sampling should occur
throughout the year with emphasis directed to seabird

breeding seasons March August

Encourage and cooperate in study of use of nearshore waters by
migratory species of seabirds

significant portion of the seabirds that utilize the

surrounding waters are migratory species During specific

times of the year these birds dominate the species composition
of the Southern California Bight The passages and waters

surrounding the northern Channel Islands are particularly
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important Briggs et al 1979 During these peaks
in abundance more than million sooty shearwaters alone may
be present in this area on given day The tremendous

impact to local fish populations by the foraging activities of

these migrants is obvious but almost totally unstudied While

most foraging activities of these migratory seabirds occur
outside nautical mile from the islands feeding concentrations

occur within the nearshore area with sufficent regularity to

warrant management concern for their welfare as related to oil

and gas exploration and use of fish resources within and
around park waters

Long-term study to identify preferred foods further energy
requirements availability of forage and fishery impacts with

regard to migrant species utilizing nearshore island waters

should be jointly initiated This study should correlate

oceanographic data with resource needs and availability in the

nearshore island and total Southern California Bight area

Encourage and cooperate in studies of reproductive behavior of

western gulls on Santa Barbara Island ongoing University of

California Irvine study

Encourage intensified studies of the biology of the snowy plover on

San Miguel Island

Initiate studies of the biology of black oystercatchers on the

Channel Islands

Continue to encourage and assist in sonic boom studies of

disturbance to seabirds other than brown pelicans on San Miguel
Island ongoing USAF Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute

studies

IMPACTS

The use of designated air corridors will reduce the frequency and

intensity of disturbance to breeding/roosting colonies of marine
birds An increase in reproductive success may result

Reducing and/or controlling the black rat populations may result in

increased nesting succes of marine birds see section on Black
Rats

Designating Sutil Islet Shag Rock Castle Rock and Prince Island

as research natural areas will ensure minimal level of disturbance

to sensitive habitats Prohibition of visitation to certain areas will

diminish the visitor experience but this loss could be mitigated

through the use of intensive interpretive programs designed to

increase appreciation of the needs of seabirds
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Development of seabird monitoring program at the initiation of any
study could result in minimal disturbance to the colonies being
studied Proper technique should avoid or mitigate this impact
The information obtained will ensure effective management for an

enhanced marine bird resource

It

SUBTIDAL AND INTERTIDAL MARINE RESOURCES

DESCRIPTION

Tidal and offshore areas of the Channel Islands contain most of the

remaining relatively pristine marine assemblages in the southern
California region The coastline of the islands is composed of rocky
shorelines and precipitous headlands that define isolated stretches

of broad sandy beaches In comparison to the mainland coast
largely disturbed by mans influence and intensive development
island coastal communities are virtually untouched However these

nearshore and intertidal habitats have been and will continue to be

increasingly exposed to the impact of an exceptionally large
recreation oriented public Littler 1978 as well as the pressures of

intensive commerical operations

Management is the responsibility of the state of California but the

Park Service will cooperate in both management and research

activities because of its involvement with these resources park
boundaries extend nautical mile seaward and many island based
resources are dependent upon the surrounding marine ecosystems
Additionally visitor use of park islands impacts these resources

As is true for many other resources marine resources of the

islands are vastly influenced by the transitional nature of the
Southern California Bight Presence of both northern and southern
flora and fauna contributes to an exceptional diversity Point

Conception 23 miles to the north of San Miguel is considered

dividing line between northern and southern marine assemblages
San Miguel and San Nicolas islands are surrounded by the cool

water of the California Current which supports more northern
species while San Clemente Santa Catalina and Santa Barbara
have predominantly southern species influenced by the warmer
water of the California Countercurrent Anacapa Santa Cruz and
Santa Rosa islands have mixtures of both northern and southern
forms In general communities on the northern sides of these

islands are more profoundly influenced by the cooler California

Current while those on the southerly sides are influenced by
warmer waters and are more similar to southern forms Therefore
most of the marine communities that can found along the entire
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California coast are found around the islands in relatively close

relationship

Rich undisturbed tide pools abound on the islands and their

species diversity and abundance are unparalleled on the eastern

Pacific coast Especially significant are stocks of intertidal black

abalone the only such remaining populations of the southern
California area These intertidal areas serve as significant

breeding and nursery grounds for myriad of invertebrates and

fish are major recreational attraction and represent scientific

resource that only recently has begun to be studied

The offshore islands are surrounded by kelp beds of varying size

and extent Kelp and other marine algae provide subtidal habitat

for fish and invertebrates allowing them to feed reproduce and
hide from predators These plants and animals form the basis of

complex ecosystem that eventually supports more visible life forms
such as seabirds seals sea lions and formerly sea otters Of
the three islands Santa Barbara is surrounded by especially dense
and extensive kelp beds

Habitat

Anacapa Island Surrounded by precipitious cliffs the 11-mile

shoreline is narrow and generally inaccessible from land The
notable exception is Frenchys Cove The south side of this area is

broad tide pool and boulder beach that extends from Frenchys
Cove west to Cat Rock about three-quarter mile Tour boats

bring visitors to the area on regular basis and as result the

area has undergone extensive alteration from visitor related

activities Littler 1978 The intertidal zone is characterized in

few limited areas by black sand beaches

The island is surrounded by broad shallow apron of rocky bottom

reefs at water depths suitable for the establishment of thick kelp
beds The more extensive beds occur over the broader and more
protected reefs of the southern side of the island Hadder and Mel
1978

Due to the proximity of this island to the mainland its

accessibility and high levels of human visitation utilization of

marine resources is high Both sport and commercial fishing are

intense Lobster abalone rock scallop rockfish halibut kelp

bass sheephead and other species of gamefish are taken by sport

divers and fishermen Commercial activities include harvest of sea

urchin abalone lobster crab sea bass anchovy mackerel and
other finfish Kelp harvesting does not currently occur at Anacapa
Island
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San Miguel Island The 24-mile intertidal zone of this island is

highly variable Rocky headlands define extensive lengths of broad

sandy beaches Rocky intertidal zones generally consist of jagged
fissured benches and ridges The northern shore is exposed to

heavy surf the persistently strong northwest winds and the cool

waters of the California Current these conditions profoundly
influence the character of this zone Small amounts of fresh oil and

tarry lumps are found on the island--a natural oil and gas seep is

located approximately km north of the western end of the island
Because visitation is extremely low composition of the intertidal

zone is essentially pristine Littler and OBrian 1978

Shorelines with no northwest exposure support moderate to dense

kelp beds particularly on the southwest coast The beds on the

northwest coast are sparser and show great degree of seasonal

variability Hedder and Mel 1978 Formerly thick kelp beds in

Cuyler Harbor have been reduced by siltation of the harbor
bottom--the result of erosion accelerated by overgrazing Recent
observations indicate this trend may be reversing as deposited sand
is carried away by ocean currents Johnson 1979

Only limited private and commercial sport fishing and diving occur
around this island due to its isolation and inclement weather Sport
fisheries concentrate on abalone rock scallop rockfish kelp bass
and sheephead Commercial fisheries for abalone lobster and sea

urchin occur around the island primarily on the south shore near

the Point Bennett area The level of effort is low again function

of distance and weather Kelp is harvested from this island only
on an infrequent basis

Santa Barbara Island The intertidal zone on the east coast

consists typically of narrow steeply sloping band along the shore
backed by steep cliff Seapy and LIttler 1978 The area

immediately south of the landing cove receives some minor human
visitation The intertidal zone within the landing cove is heavily
impacted from human activity associated with boat landing and

tide-pooling North west and south sides of the island are

generally composed of isolated exposed boulder beaches backed by
very precipitous cliffs Small sandy beaches are present in

Elephant Seal Cove and south of Webster Point With the exception
of the intertidal area within and immediately south of Landing Cove
all areas are closed to visitation due to the presence of three

species of pinnipeds There is total of miles of shoreline

Santa Barbara Island is surrounded by extensive kelp beds Major
beds occur over rocky reefs located to the northwest northeast
and southeast of the island and between the island and Sutil Islet

Sandy bottom areas are present west and east of the island
considerable siltation of the east portion is the result of water
runoff from the islands eastern canyons While sport fishery
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impact is not as great as at Anacapa extensive commercial use does

occur Principal resources involved are sea urchin abalone
lobster mackerel anchovy rock cod shark and sea bass Kelp

harvesting was reinitiated in June 1978

Special Management Consideration and Zones

The state of California has designated the waters of Anacapa Santa

Barbara and San Miguel islands from the mean high tide line to

nautical mile seaward as ecological reserves Within these reserves

special regulations and usage zones pertaining to protection and
perpetuation of marine resources have been established Limitations
on commercial and sport take of resources within specific areas have
been established

The reader is referred to appendix for the details of these

regulations It should be noted that these regulations are subject
to change The latest California Fish and Game code should be
consulted

OBJECTIVES

Cooperate encourage and assist the state in development of

management philosophies that emphasize the nonconsumptive use of
marine resources within the state ecological reserves that surround
the islands

Assist the state of California in management of the nearshore and
intertidal zones to ensure perpetuation of marine resources

Encourage and assist in cooperative research efforts designed to

provide management information

Assist the state with enforcement of special regulations pertaining
to the ecological reserves and other appropriate state laws

Provide for educational interpretive and recreational use of

intertidal and nearshore areas recognizing the need for

establishment of procedures designed to mitigate human impact

Cooperate with and assist appropriate state and federal agencies in

implementation of existing action plans for containment and clean-up
of oil spills to protect the marine resources surrounding the

islands
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ACTIONS

Cooperate with the state to encourage implemeptation of the

following research projects

Initiate further studies designed to monitor impact to intertidal

areas that are continuously subject to visitor use

Preliminary studies at Frenchys Cove Anacapa Island Littler
1978 indicate human disturbance has occurred however
seasonal fluctuations and other factors need to be assessed in

order to more fully document the degree of impact Further

investigations of previously established study sites should be

supplemented with additional sampling areas New transect

lines should be placed in areas subject to human use and areas
free from human use Alternatives for mitigation of

human-caused impact should be developed tested and

implemented

Initiate intensive intertidal resource sampling studies for all three

islands

In the course of recently completed BLM investigations highly
localized permanent study sites were established on all of the

Channel Islands It is recommended that these sites be

monitored on an infrequent basis to document either man
caused or natural change and that number of other

permanent sites be established to further document the

resources present These studies will provide broader base
on which to monitor impacts from visitation collection and oil

pollution

Initiate intensive long-term studies that will address both

intertidal nearshore and pelagic species important to both

commercial and sport fisheries The state of California has

designed and funded studies of preliminary nature additional

long-term in-depth research is needed

Species requiring special emphasis include lobster abalone
sea urchin rock scallop and finfish--especially northern
anchovy mackerel saury rockfish calico bass and
sheephead Baseline densities of these resources will be

identified at significant number of repeatable sampling
stations around the islands The catch per unit effort and
level of effort for both sport and commercial fisheries will be
defined When these parameters are integrated with spawning
recruitment and mortality rates estimates of optimum
sustainable yield will be calculated These estimates will assist

in effective management for sustained use without causing
detrimental impact to other island resources
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The open and closed fishery zones of the state ecological

reserves provide opportunity to use sampling design similar

to that employed by Davis 1977 in study of recreational

harvest of spiny lobster The questions being asked are not

easily answered and are broad in scope therefore long-term
commitment of both personnel and funding will be required to

provide data valuable for successful management purposes
Once preliminary management strategies have been determined
continued monitoring will be required to evaluate revise and

implement the agreed-upon decisions

Perform additional studies recommended for cooperative marine

research sections of this document that discuss pinnipeds sea

otters and marine birds

IMPACTS

Study of the intertidal zone will result in some short-term localized

trampling of marine algae and invertebrates The data gathered
will however provide suggestions for reducing long-term human
impact to the areas studied Study of fisheries resources should
have little if any environmental impact depending on techniques
utilized Should study areas be temporarily designated as closed
to fishing restricted abundance of fishery species to sport
fishermen and income to commercial fishermen would result
however when these areas were reopened all parties would
temporarily beneft from the increased availability of preferred
items In the long run all fishermen and the public would benefit

from improved management techniques resulting from these studies

GEOLOGS AND SOILS

DESCRIPTION

The information in this section was summarized from report by the

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural Hisory 1979

Geologically Santa Barbara and Anacapa islands are similar Both

are comprised almost entirely of volcanic rocks mainly basalts into

which marine terraces and benches have been cut by rising and

falling seas Soils are thin clayey and of low permeability

Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands have no aquifers and no
freshwater sources with the exception of small seeps
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In contrast San Miguel Island has few volcanic rocks and is

comprised primarily of tilted sedimentary rocks San Miguel Island

also has marine benches cut into the bedrock but differs from
Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands by having blanket of recently

deposited sand dunes that cover most of the western two-thirds of

the island These dunes trap water and result in number of

freshwater springs Soils on San Miguel Island are very deep
permeable and have unusual features

combination of domstic animal overgrazing cultivation for

farming and fire has resulted in significant levels of soil erosion

on all of the islands within historic times but erosion has been

especially serious on San Miguel Gullying is severe in some areas
and erosion continues to be an ongoing problem even though some
stabilization by plants and recovery of past erosion areas have
taken place

Anacapa Island is recovering from recent human activity and
erosion as result of man is now minimal on Middle and West
Anacapa Sea cliff erosion resulting from wave action is

significant on Anacapa and is especially accelerated on the

southeastern end of West Anacapa The sheerness of the

surrounding cliffs constitutes potential visitor hazard particularly
on East Anacapa Island

During historical times San Miguel Island has been overgrazed by
domestic animals primarily sheep and cultiviated until bare

wind-stripped ground replaced grassy and shrubby vegetation
Drought and overstocking of sheep in 1863 and subsequent years
combined to initiate an erosion episode that eventually left

two-thirds of San Miguel barren waste of drifting sand and

blowing soil As result large number of changes have taken
place in the topography appearance and shoreline characteristics

of the island Topsoils have been largely stripped the periphery
of the island is gullied and large unstabilied sand dunes occur
In 1950 most of the sheep were removed Since then erosion has
been markedly reduced and plants are reestablishing themselves on
the island

Present erosional problem zones on Santa Barbaré Island include the

areas that are immediately east of the toe of Signal Peak along the

trail that runs from the campground to the ridge saddle between
Signal and North peaks and immediately west of the toe of the

ridge between Signal and North peaks Instability of the

near-vertical sea cliffs on the east and north side of Santa Barbara
Island often results in rock failures because marine erosion is active
in this area This is potential visitor hazard
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OBJECTIVES

Reduce human caused erosion on all of the islands to minimal level

and aid in the recovery of soils and vegetation

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Control man-made erosion

Continue to take corrective action when erosion problems arise

in picnic areas campgrounds and along trails Corrective

actions could include emplacing railroad ties to divert or slow

runoff abandoning paths and reduciflg use in camping areas

periodically to allow recovery and continuing to prohibit all

off-trail use Take drainage patterns into account in any
modifications in trails and any trail maintenance to control

erosion .so that natural drainage is not obstructed

Advise visitors of safety hazards

Continue to advise visitors of instability of vertical sea cliffs

on Santa Barbara and Anacapa islands

ACTIONS

Monitor headward gully erosion and wind erosion

Monitor headward gully erosion rates through annual

measurements In 1978 rebar was placed 50 feet upslope from
several gully nickpoints to serve as baseline for future

measurements of erosion rates on all three islands Changes
in erosion patterns and rates can be monitored in the future

by measuring the distances between rebar and new gully

nickpoints and the rate of headwall erosion can be calculated

Rebar was placed at points on Santa Barbara Island 10

points on Anacapa Island and 22 points on San Miguel Island

Monitor wind erosion by making comparisons between present
and future aerial photography periodic assessment of

changes brought about by wind erosion--changes in shoreline

configuration location of dunes and recovery of dunes by
vegetation--can be made from the photographs

IMPACTS

Man caused erosion will decrease and the islands will continue to

recover from past management practices Monitoring studies will

have no impact
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II

Placement of railroad ties could divert runoff and increase

sedimentation to areas adjacent to trails Trailside plants and
animal habitat may be altered in minor way by increased flow

PALEONTOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

The primary paleontological resources on the Channel Islands are

plant and animal remains--some of which are associated with

archeological sites--and caliche fossil forests or rhizoconcretions

The remains of plants and animals associated with archeological sites

offer insights into human use and adaptation to the environment of

the Channel Islands These remains also offer the opportunity to

study animal speciation and evolution development of plant and
animal communities and their adaptations to varying climatic

conditions

The most notable animal remains are those of the pygmy mammoth
The largest concentration of pygmy mammoth remains dwarf form
of the mainland mammoth is found on San Miguel Island Pygmy
mammoth remains as well as remains of Monterey pine cypress
and currant are preserved in island deposits Archeological
material has also been found at and near the spring but no
definite correlation between early man and the mammoth has been
established

Three major fossil caliche forests are found on San Miguel These
fossils are the caliche-encrusted casts of vegetation buried by sand
dunes more than 14000 years ago Caliche is fragile and subject
to damage because it can be easily collected and broken

OBJECTIVES

Preserve in place paleontological material

Allow excavation to obtain new scientific information only under

carefully designed comprehensive programs

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Protect fossil forests from visitor trampling and collection by
allowing public access only with ranger escort
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Record number and map the location of mammoth bones in order to

correlate this information with archeological reports and

investigations

Preserve paleontological material in place except where destructive

and unpreventable erosion is resulting in the loss of these

resources in such cases salvage may be necessary

Permits for scientific excavation and collection will be issued only
when the immediate need for new information exceeds the potential

future value of such sites which would result from more advanced
scientific methods available at that time All sites will be excavated

by interdisciplinary teams so that maximum information can be

obtained for the disturbance created

ACTIONS

Monitor caliche forest

Map and photograph the area covered by fossil caliche forests

and plot the major rhizoconcretions and coverage by iceplant
This plotting should be accomplished prior to the first space
shuttle launching proposed for 1981 Annually monitor the

attrition of the forest Compare the mapped data immediately
before and after space shuttle launchings to determine what
effects may be caused by sonic booms and overpressures from

launching and reentry of the aircraft Any adverse effects on

the caliche forest will be brought to the attention of the U.S
Air Force so that this valuable resource will be adequately

protected during future space programs

IMPACTS

Monitoring of the caliche forest will allow long-term preservation by
quantifying losses of caliche and the reasons for losses so that

managment actions can be taken
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WATER

DESCRIPTION

Information on fresh water in this section was summarized from

report by the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979

Fresh surface water is not available on either Anacapa or Santa

arbara islands except for few small seeps The surfaces of

these two islands are small and relatively impermeable so that no

aquifers exist Water runs off into the ocean during and

immediately after storms

Unlike Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands San Miguel is covered

by porous sand blanket and has relatively large recharge area
therefore groundwater aquifer is present Many small seeps as

well as springs are present on the island The flow rate and water

quality of the springs have been measured during single season
and are recorded on the following San Miguel Hydrology map

The best fresh water best tasting and chemically purest known on
San Miguel Island is at Bath Beach 28 followed by three springs
in the Cuyler Harbor area 22 21 and 24 Although
springwater quality data is limited at present water from only one

sampling period has been analyzed preliminary testing indicates

that the water quality of the springs listed above appears safe

when compared with the federal maximum contaminant levels for

noncommunity water systems The water quality of springs on San

Miguel Island does fall short however of Environmental Protection

Agency and state of California suggested standards for secondary
maximum contaminant levels Salts and total suspended solids are

high in these island waters

The quality of ocean waters in the immediate area of the islands is

high Most of the marine water pollution within the Southern
California Bight area stems from municipal wastewater discharges
The distance of the islands from the mainland the large diluting
volume of the ocean and the shelves and basins near the mainland

where many pollutants settle ensure high water quality at present
As activity increases from offshore oil and gas development the

potential for discharge into water surrounding the islands is

increasing Oil leaks accidental spills discharge of formation

water drill mud sediment debris and sludge will all increase in

the area and will decrease water quality as oil development
progresses These water pollutants could not only reduce the

health of marine life but could also decrease the recreational

potential of the surrounding ocean waters and the scenic quality of

island shorelines
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Water Uses

Present uses of park waters can be divided Into uses of terrestrial

fresh water from runoff and springs on San Miguel and uses of

marine water surrounding the islands Fresh water flows maintain

riparian vegetation in canyons provide habitat for birds and

provide fresh drinking water for foxes rats mice birds and

occasionally the island ranger There is the potential for use of

springs or for development of well on San Miguel for domestic

water supply but such development has not yet been attempted
and it is probable that the springs would not be acceptable as

public water supply even if the water were treated

Ocean waters within park boundaries are currently used for

recreational boating diving fishing and other sports as habitat

for large variety of marine organisms that range from diatoms and

plankton to whales by commercial divers and fishermen as source

of their livelihood and as source of seafood and such products as

kelp

Water Management Problems

There are several existing and potential water management problems
on the three islands The potential exists for sewage and other

effluent pollution of cliffs and the surrounding ocean on both Santa

Barbara and Anacapa because of poor permeability of the clayey
soils Soils on both islands cannot accept effluent At present
graywater disposal on Santa Barbara and sewage disposal from flush

toilets on Anacapa present potential problems of an unknown extent
Recent installation of an evapo-transpiration treatment system on

Anacapa and self-contained systems on Santa Barbara should

partially resolve these problems

On San Miguel the water in Canada do Mar is being polluted by
coliform bacteria from an outhouse located upstream This problem
can be corrected by moving the facility or installing

self-contained system

Development of local domestic water supply that is safe and
convenient for visitor/staff use may be necessary on San Miguel in

the future The distance of San Miguel from the mainland and the

need for water for resident rangers researchers and visitors in

emergencies requires that water be supplied to the island by
aircraft This supply method is expensive and unreliable

Potential contamination of ocean waters is much more difficult to

anticipate and control Natural oil seepages release from 40 to 670

barrels of oil day into the Santa Barbara Channel These

seepages are considered part of the natural environment but other
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discharges are man caused Although some pollution accompanies
the use of marine engines needed to transport visitors staff

equipment and supplies to the islands this contamination is

insignificant Dumping of human wastes by recreational and
commercial boats is likely but minor source of pollution Future

discharges both intentional and accidental in conjunction with oil

and gas developments pose potentially serious threat to marine
water quality and marine organisms

OBJECTIVES

Eliminate all sources of park originated water pollution from the

islands and cooperate with and reiew proposals for neighbQring

development to keep discharges at minimum

Maintain groundwater reserves on San Miguel Island at level that

will allow natural flow to maintain terrestrial habitat and prohibit
intrusion of salt water

Maintain natural drainage patterns on Anacapa and Santa Barbara
islands

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Minimize the liquid component of sewage and waste effluent on East

Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands

Practice water conservation through the use of low-volume
flush toilets on East Anacapa Island in staff housing and

eventually by the conversion of toilets on East Anacapa to

self-contained systems such as chemical vault or composting
detailed study of sewage disposal options for each island will

precede adoption of new system

Eliminate pollution

Move the outhouse above the San Miguel Island ranger station

in Canada do Mar to location where leaching will not affect

surface water flow or convert to self-contained system

ACTIONS

Monitor springwater quality on San Miguel Island

Continue to seasonally three to four times annually monitor

springwater quality and flow rates of springs that have shown

promise as potable sources by having acceptable water quality
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and flow rates Signs wilt be posted warning visitors of the

unreliability of water quality and the high salt content of the

water

Develop staff response for cleanup in the case of oil spills near
the islands

The quality of ocean water surrounding the islands would
deteriorate significantly in the event of an oil spill The
National Park Service will cooperate with other agencies to

implement oil spill contingency plans

Study alternative sewage disposal methods

Conduct study of alternatives for disposal of sewage and
wastewater that is site-specific for each of the three islands
Both traditional and alternative methods should be evaluated
based upon anticipated visitor use capacities Solutions to the

problem of excess effluent disposal graywater not sewage
will be investigated

Develop water supply on San Miguel when there is proven need

IMPACTS

Correction of problems resulting in sewage leaching will increase the

water quality of surface terrestrial and ocean waters Any future

use of groundwater reserves from wells on San Miguel Island will

have an insignificant effect on reserves because of the low

consumption anticipated probably less than 10 gallons per day for

staff researcher and visitor use

AIR QUALITY

DESCRIPTION

The air quality of the islands is currently excellent While no
monitoring information is available to substantiate this statement
the remoteness from pollution sources and the prevailing onshore
winds for most of the year keep man caused air pollutants low
However visibility and clarity are often naturally reduced by fog
and haze There are few emissions sources on or near the islands

with the exception of passing tankers and recreational and
commercial boats Future offshore oil and gas development will

ultimately contribute to air pollution but current development is at
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low level with exploratory activity from few platforms
Occasional Santa Ana offshore winds probably haveS the greatest
influence on air quality These winds can temporarily degrade the

air quality of the islands particularly in October and November as

they bring pollutants from the urbanized Los Angeles basin and
coastal California

Air quality related values are very important attributes of the

islands On those days when fog lifts to allow viewing the scenic

resources and the vistas of rocky coastlines other islands and the

mainland are outstanding--especially from East Anacapa which
affords spectacular views of Middle Anacapa West Anacapa and
Santa Cruz islands as well as of the mainland Although large
numbers of rare threatened endangered and endemic species and
abundant cultural resources are found on the islands little or

nothing is known of their susceptibility to air pollutants

Under the Clean Air Act as amended in 1977 the entire country
was classified based upon the amount of allowable air quality

deterioration that can take place in each area At that time

Channel Islands National Monument was designated as Class II but
has recently been recommended for upgrading to Class status
The proposed upgrading has not yet been acted upon by Congress
or the state of California Under Class status no deterioration of

air quality is allowable because air quality related values are

deemed important to the area Maximum allowable increment
increases of two pollutants particulate matter and sulfur dioxide
have been established for Class and Class II areas see appendix

Allowable increments of ozone which is closely related to

hydrocarbons are being defined so that these pollutants can also

be monitored

If Channel Islands National Park is reclassified as Class air

quality area it will have another goal as specified by the act in

that no impairment of the visibility from air pollution will be
allowed If it can be demonstrated with the concurrence of the

state that emissions from other facilities will have an adverse

impact on air quality related values in Class areas whether or

not emissions exceed allowable increases construction permit for

the new facility cannot be issued

At present the largest threat to air quality related values on the

Channel Islands is from imminent offshore oil and gas development
As result of Outer Continental Shelf Lease Sale 35 there were 56

leases granted numerous exploratory wells and 38 platforms are

expected to be developed As result of lease sale 48 more
exploratory wells will be drilled and an estimated 31 platforms will

be constructed In addition support facilities and oil transport
will be required that will increase pollution emissions An air

quality analysis was conducted to determine emissions of particulates
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and sulfur dioxide from both drilling platforms and tanker loading

areas that could be associated with lease sale 48 BLM 1979 The

analysis assumed that platforms and tanker loading areas were
located in manner to cause maximum onshore concentrations of

pollutants During Santa Ana winds which can be present for

more than 24 consecutive hours it is likely that the allowable Class

increments could be exceeded depending upon location of emission

sources The placement of emission sources yet to be determined
is of critical importance in determining what effect oil and gas
development will have on air quality of the islands The Bureau of

Land Management analysis concludes that development for lease sale

48 will not result in visual impacts in the proposed Class area of

the former monument

Control of emissions from stationary sources and ships in the area

of the park is the responsibility of Santa Barbara County and
Ventura County air pollution control districts and the South Coast

Air Quality Management District monitoring station has been
installed on East Anacapa Island but was not operational at the time

this plan was prepared

OBJECTIVES

Exercise NPS responsibility to maintain the high air quality of the

park and protect air quality related values especially if the park is

upgraded to Class area

Determine existing airborne pollution levels what visual and

biological resource values could be affected by future pollution

sources and what levels of air pollution degradation would

adversely affect them

ACTIONS

Monitor outer continental shelf OCS oil and gas development

Keep informed of new developments review permits evaluate

potential impacts and notify agencies responsible for permits
of potential threats to park air quality in order to keep
degradation from oil and gas development to minimum The
location of platforms and tanker loading areas will greatly
affect the amount of air deterioration that may take place as

result of oil and gas developments system is being devised

by the National Park Service that will allow evaluation of air

quality effects in response to projects such as oil and gas

development that could threaten park areas Monitoring

projects that could affect the park will be the responsiblity of

the Air Quality Program Division in Washington D.C with

technical assistance from the NPS Denver Service Center
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Monitor air quality

Obtain baseline data on ambient air quality levels to provide

comparative measurements of later increased pollution levels
The Ventura County Air Pollution Control District is initiating

project to monitor air pollution that will result from outer

continental shelf oil and gas activity They have installed and
will operate an offshore air monitoring facility on Anacapa that

will make direct ambient measurements on meteorological
conditions and concentrations of pollutants The monitoring

system will be computer controlled and automatic and occupies
an existing structure Meteorological information to be

gathered includes atmospheric stability wind speed wind
direction temperature humidity and solar radiation Air

pollutants that will be continuously measured will include
sulfur dioxide ozone nitrogen oxides nonmethane
hydrocarbons methane sulfates and total suspended
particulates

This monitoring station will provide ambient air quality data

only for Anacapa when in fact similar information is needed
for all of the islands but the information obtained will greatly
aid the National Park Service in commenting on and reviewing
future development in the area and in establishing the

sensitivity of the islands to changes in air quality The Park
Service will aid Ventura County in any way possible in

accomplishing this project

IMPACTS

If monitoring programs are initiated and if the Park Service is able
to influence the placement of oil and gas development structures
air quality degradation will be minimized over the long term No
disturbance to resources is expected as result of monitoring
activities

WEATHER REPORTING FACILITIES

DESCRI PT ION

Weather stations recording observations with varying degrees of

frequency are present on most of the Channel Islands However
there is no single agency coordinating the recording of this

information and therefore there is no standardization of events

reported or the frequency of recording Present facilities for

recording weather data include the following
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Anacapa Island

Ranger Station East Island--

Agency NPS reporting to U.S Weather Service Marine

Weather Los Angeles
Facilities Manual weather station--rain gauge anemometer
maximum and minimum recording thermometer data sent by
radio and mail
Data Wind speed and direction visibility sky conditions
sea state temperature precipitation

Frequency Twice daily
Location of Data U.S Weather Service Los Angeles Channel
Islands National Park Data not summarized

U.S Coast Guard Lighthouse East Island--ln service by
summer 1980
Agency Ventura County Environmental Resource Agency
ERA Air Pollution Control District

Facilities Automatic radiotelemetric computer stored and

analyzed
Data Wind speed and direction temperature humidity solar

radiation and criteria air pollutants

Frequency Continuous
Location of data Ventura County ERA monthly summaries

requested to be provided to Channel Islands National Park

headquarters

San Miguel Island

San Miguel Pea k-
Agency U.S Navy Pacific Missile Test Center Climatology
Point Mugu
Facilities Atomic powered automatic radio transmitted

weather station

Data Wind direction and speed humidity air temperature
occasionally rainfall

Frequency Hourly
Location of Data U.S Navy Point Mugu Data on computer
tapes not summarized

Point Bennett Research Station--

Agency National Marine Fisheries Service Division of Marine

Mammals Seattle

Facilities Individual weather instruments
Data Wind speed and direction air temperature humidity
solar radiation

Frequency Continuous from May to October when staffed
Location of Data On file not summarized National Marine

Fisheries Marine Mammal Division Seattle
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Santa Barbara Island

Arch Point--ln service 1977 to 1979 only
Agency California Department of Transportation
Environmental Planning Branch Los Angeles
Facilities Automatic battery powered station data recorded
on tape
Data Wind speed and direction air temperature
Frequency Hourly
Location of Data CAL-TRANS Los Angeles Channel Islands

National Park headquarters Data not summarized

OBJECTIVES

Keep records of weather conditions for park areas within NPS
jurisdiction in order to provide for the welfare of the public

ACTIONS

Contact agencies involved with weather data collection to integrate
the efforts of each into coordinated organized and standardized

process All available historic data will be compiled and
summarized An official U.S Weather Bureau station will be placed
on each island to record the following barometric pressure wind

speed and direction air temperature humidity rainfall solar

radiation sea state cloud conditions cover criteria air

pollutants and sea surface temperature Determine and implement
standard for frequency and techniques of r.ecording

Summarize and store collected data in central location for access

by appropriate agencies and the public

IMPACTS

No further impacts to natural historic or cultural resources are

anticipated since existing sites equipment housings and facilities

will be used More accurate data will enable managers to better

evaluate past and predict future environmental conditions
Accurate data will enable weather observers to better monitor

conditions resulting in increased safety of mariners traveling in

the vicinity of the islands This data will also allow for evaluation

of any changes resulting from OCS oil and gas development
activities as well as any changes resulting from mainland-based

operations
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

DESCRIPTION

Along with their rich variety of natural resources the three islands

possess cultural resources and features that are highly important
sources of information in understanding mans relationship to them
Each island contains archeological and historic sites with evidence of

intensive human use and/or occupation reaching at least 10000
years into the past The islands are listed on the National Register
of Historic Places as archeological districts that have yielded or may
yield information not only important to their prehistory and history
but to related scientific disciplines as well

Two properties possessing architectural as well as historical

integrity are located on two of the islands The East Anacapa
lighthouse has been determined eligible for inclusion on the National

Register and the nearty complex of buildings associated with it is

in the process of nomination as historic district Channel Islands

cultural resources also include places that may or may not possess

tangible remains but that are significant to the living descendants
of the early Native American inhabitants in the Santa Barbara
Channel region Descriptive material regarding historical and

archeological resources is found in several studies that were

prepared for the National Park Service by Glassow 1977
Greenwood 1978 Rozaire 1978 and Weinman 1978

brief ethnohistorical overview of the Chumash has also been

completed by Van Horn 1979 in order to establish framework for

consultation with various Chumash-affiliated Native Americans
Information regarding mans historic manipulation of the natural and
marine resources of the Channel Islands is discussed in the

preceding sections of this documnt as well as in the aforementioned

studies

OBJECTIVES

General

Provide through adequate research and programming for the

protection interpretation use study and

management of all cultural resources meeting National Register
criteria and for less significant sites in line with National Park
Service Cultural Resources Management Guidelines Comply fully

with requirements for cultural resources preservation These

requirements include but are not limited to the following
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The Antiquities Act of 1906 PIL 59-209

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 PL 89-665 as

amended P.L 94-422

The Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974

93-291

American Indian Religious Freedom Act P.L 95-341

Presidential Executive Order 11593 Protection and
Enhancement of the Cultural Environment

Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties Advjsory
Council on Historic Preservation regulations 36 CFR Pt 800

Policy Guidelines for Native American Cultural Resources

Management NPS Special Directive 78-I

Staff Directive 78-2 Collections and National Register
Nominations

Special Directive 78-10 Testing of Materials for Preservation

of Cultural Resources Sites Structures and Objects

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 96-95

NPS-28 Cultural Resources Management Guidelines draft

Specific

Specific objectives for cultural resources management at Channel
Islands National Park are as follows

Monitor and eliminate to the greatest degree possible human
impacts upon cultural resources

Preserve maintain use and interpret historic buildings and
structures

Preserve protect study and interpret historic and

prehistoric archeological resources

Actively seek consultation with local Native American groups
having historical and cultural ties to the islands on matters of

mutual concern for resource preservation

Increase public awareness of early Native American use of the

islands through sensitive and accurate interpretation
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Promote among visitors and park staff concern for and
awareness of the fragile and nonrenewable nature of cultural

resources

Encourage multidisciplinary approach in research projects
that will maximize information bases with minimum of cultural

resource commitment

Preserve all data literature and objects relevant to cultural

resources in manner that meets professional standards

____________________GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

The following specific statements will assist managers in meeting

preservation compliance mandates while implementing management
actions

Historic Structures

Accomplish preservation or maintenance of existing historic

resources by repair of original deteriorated fabric or by
replacement using materials as like the Oricjinal as possible

Accomplish maintenance preservation or restoration work according
to guidelines prescribed in historic structure reports and
maintenance guides to be prepared for National Register sites

Allow interior remodeling of historic structures to accommodate

management facilities and visitor services according to preservation

guidelines

Make efforts to preserve original interior design details

Do not attempt reconstruction or replication of historic structures
as this contravenes NPS policy

Visitor understanding will be provided through other

interpretive techniques

Evaluate additional buildings that are added to the parks List of

Classified Structures against National Register of Historic Places

criteria and nominate any that qualify

Archeology

Base preservation and protection of archeological sites on historic

preservation law NPS policies and standards recommendations of
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Native American groups and recommendations qf professional

archeologists

Determine appropriate preservation techniques for archeological sites

that contain human remains in consultation with Native American

representatives the park superintendent and the NPS Western
Region professional staff Decide final actions on case by case

basis depending upon above consultation location and condition of

remains and degree of environmental or physical hazards involved

in data gathering

Obtain archeological clearance from the Vestern Archeological

Center NPS prior to undertaking any ground-disturbing activity

or natural resource management action that could affect cultural

resources Halt all work if archeological resources are discovered

during management or construction activities until professional
determination of site extent and significance can be made and

appropriate action taken

Require full compliance with existing management policies for

archeological excavation salvage and curation of materials when
loss of cultural resource will result from management actions

whose necessity has been determined to be of overriding

importance

Brief all park employees and research personnel engaged in work on
the islands regarding compliance procedures for cultural resource

protection in their areas

ACTIONS

Historic Structures

Anacapa Island--Prepare historic structures maintenance
guide for buildings in the East Anacapa Historical District that

will include an ongoing cyclic maintenance program

As part of the maintenance program replace the asbestos

shingle siding on the ranger residence with stucco the

original exterior material

San Miguel Island--The Lester Ranch complex and the Nidever
Adobe have experienced substantial loss of fabric and are

therefore considered ruins Appropriate actions for their

preservation are discussed in the next section

Santa Barbara Island--No historic structures have been
identified
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Archeology

Anacapa Island--Conduct surveys to locate potential cultural

resources on West Anacapa East Fish Camp and other

locations around the periphery of Middle Anacapa and to

determine their significance Conduct additional surveys to

determine if other historical archeological sites are present

Monitor impacts to the archeological site on the East Anacapa
loop trail

Mitigate potential damage by devising methods that could

include covering the trail through the site or periodic

survey and salvage of surficial remains Relocation of

the trail was considered but adjacent undisturbed natural

and cultural resources would be severely impacted

Conduct limited testing and data recovery of sites that are

being destroyed on Middle and West Anacapa

Site priority is identified in Greenwood 1978

San Miguel Island--Formulate and implement alternative methods
of preserving human remains currently subject to severe
erosion

The appr6ach II include ongoing consultation with

committee of locai Native Americans and possible use of

interim nonmecha-sical stabilization of remains 3uch as

covering with bidegradable netting until final actions

are determined
II

Formulate research designs that incorporate multidisciplinary

approach for recovery and analysis of bones and artifacts
other than human burials that are subject to loss through
cliffing sloughing and gullying

Priority areas are identified in Greenwood 1978

Conduct archeological survey of areas not examined by
Greenwood 1978

This survey examined only 28 percent of the previously
recorded sites and identified several that are being lost

some containing human remains survey of the

remainder of the island will identify other sites that may
require management action This survey will be

consistent with Greenwood in mapping recordinçi and
site identificatior
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Relocate government sign intruding on sites at Cuyler Harbor

Record number and map locations of mammoth bones and
areas of oxidized soil to correlate with the recording systems
used in Greenwood 1978 and Rozaire 1978

Undertake limited testing to determine extent and kinds of

material present at the Nidever Adobe site

Follow with either salvage archeology including recording

by measured drawings and photographic survey or

partial excavation and minimal stabilization capping adobe
walls etc if warranted

Adapt techniques used in Nidever Adobe research to further

investigate and evaluate the Lester Ranch complex and other

historical sites

Reduce present and future deterioration of the Herbert Lester

grave by berming or filling to inhibit gullying and of the

Cabrillo Monument by repairing with mortar

Santa Barbara Island--Formulate research design to allow
minimal data recovery and analysis of sites affected by
advanced and continuing erosion and public accessibility

All work will be done by professional archeologist

Emphasis will be placed on using an interdisciplinary
team

Undertake study to determine the feasibility of rerouting the

existing trail at Webster Point and vicinity away from
archeological sites

Additional study is needed before action can be taken

because of sensitive plant and animal resources in the

area

Monitor public access to archeological sites on or in proximity
to the existing trail system to determine extent if any of site

deterioration

Conduct additional surveys to determine location and extent of

any historical site remains

Native Americans

Encourage the use of known Chumash place names for the

Channel Islands along with the European names
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Informational literature such as park brochures may be
used to illustrate the dual names

Continue ongoing consultation and coordination with Chumash
descendants to address matters of mutual concern on the

Channel Islands particularly San Miguel Island

Encourage Chumash descendants of the Santa Barbara Channel
region to participate in the preparation of programs exhibits
replica artifacts or literature that will assist the park staff in

accurately interpreting the cultural history of early Native

American inhabitants of the islands

Miscellaneous Actions

Collections--Prepare scope of collections statement with the

assistance of the regional curator and regional staff in the

areas of natural and cultural resources It will define the

collection needs and limits and recommend appropriate actions

Library--Develop professional library that has adequate
space for books archival material photographs and card

catalogs adequate professional staffing security control and
protection for collections and thorough cataloging of

collections

IMPACTS

Actions for cultural resources emphasize preservation in situ and
accumulation of more information

Impacts associated with preservation/maintenance work on East

Anacapa will be temporary in duration but will result in closing the

facility to the public during the work Visual elements out of

keeping with the structure such as scaffolding and occasional loss

of original fabric to aid in determining accurate replacement

material may result However the long-range effect will be to

preserve the buildings and the historic scene

Use of historic structures as interpretive facilities as is proposed
for the Anacapa lighthouse can lead to excessive wear and tear on
the structure Determining and enforcing the carrying capacity of

the structure will someWhat mitigate this effect

decision not to move the nature trail away from the archeological
site on East Anacapa was based on the lack of apparent significant

damage being done to the site as the result of present trail use
the number of mitigating measures that could be implemented to
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protect the site and the damage to adjacent cultural and natural

resources that would occur as the result of trail relocation

Erosion is resulting in the natural loss of archeological material

Although data recovery through recording measurement drawings
photography and limited retrieval of diagnostic material will result

in preservation of resource information the actual resource itself

will be lost through natural deterioration Opportunity for future

evaluation or the implementation of more sophisticated field

techniques will not exist once archeological resources are exposed
and eroded away or retrieved Conservation archeology will be
practiced to the maximum degree possible
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list of the actions proposed in this plan is found in appendix
The actions are divided into those that will require extra funding to

implement and those identified as administrative ac%ions which can

be implemented on field level In the case of natural resources
those requiring funding are further broken down into primarily
research projects likely to be funded by natural science funds
and primarily management projects identified as resource

management actions

Impacts of the various actions proposed within section are

discussed at the end of that section Because of further need to

summarize the effects of the plan on specific resources the impacts
in this section are discussed according to the type of resource

potentially affected

In addition many impacts such as those concerning researchers

and other field workers are common to several of the actions
While manipulative research is generally prohibited and manipulative

management is kept to necessary minimum the need for the

proposed p.-ojects is documented throughout the plan and actions

resulting in impacts for instance small excavations or test plots
installation of equipment or collecting may be both valid and

necessary Off-trail travel must often be engaged in when sampling
or when observations are made in remote sites Such foot traffic

could resu1t in trampled vegetation which in turn might delay

vegetational recovery disturbed archeological sites and erosion
Resources other than the one under consderation may be

unknowingly disturbed by those lacking knowledge and sensitivity
of resources outside their field Unauthorized collecting of

resources during fieldwork may occasionally occur since most
researchers are not supervised To mitigate these potential

impacts all field researchers and crew members will be made aware
of the sensitivity of the wide variety of resources that should not

be disturbed as well as the general areas of archeological

sensitivity When the need is indicated multidisciplinary research

teams will be required

Researchers staying on the islands in most instances are required
to be in the campground as are other overnight visitors Since

the campgrounds are small and have capacity limit the presence
of researchers or crews might result in fewer spaces for general

campers on given day On the other hand this could result in

informal information exchange between researchers and visitors

Discussions of impacts to specific resource types follows
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VEGETATION

In general the plan will encourage conditions allowing more natural

habitat on and around the islands Through time the actions

should result in more island area covered with mosaic of an
increased number of native plants Nevertheless as has been
stated most actions involving projects on the islands wIll result in

local and minor damage primarily through trampling of both exotic

and native plant species Extra damage could occur when such
work is undertaken on the sides of canyons and slopes such as

much of the work with snails or when the project requires
considerable physical activity as in the case of pelican banding
Care will be taken to make researchers and crews aware of the

canyons and cliffsides and to ensure that no activity is undertaken
in the vicinity of special plant species or particularly fragile and
valuable vegetational communities

Actions called for in the Vegetation section should result in

greater knowledge and more quantifiable information regarding the

decline or spread of both exotic and native plants particularly
special status species and the dynamics of the various vegetational
communities Studies of potential exotic plant eradication could
include the clearing of test plots or the possible use of such agents
as herbicides which would result in local destruction of both exotic
and native species Although not likely such studies might lead to

the ability to eradicate large areas of exotic plants or at least to

locally lessen their influence concurrent with revegetation of those

areas by natives Direct eradication of exotics of limited range will

disturb other plants but will prohibit those exotic species from

further extension of their range

Actions called for in the wildlife sections will in many cases cause

local and minor disturbance to vegetation particularly those

projects involving snail species the island night lizard rabbit and
rat eradication and some seabird monitoring The number of

projects allowed within or through sensitive vegetational communities
will be small and their impacts will be monitored additionally
projects deemed necessary but identified as destructive to sensitive

communities or those that could potentially initiate erosion will be
scheduled for periods when their impacts will be least Information

gathered from some projects such as those involving the island

night lizard and special status snail species should serve to

emphasize the need for encouragement of native plant communities
Work on scale insects could result in an action program of direct

benefit to the Anacapa Island prickly pear cactus populations The
eventual eradication or at least control of rabbits on Santa Barbara
Island will remove an important predator of both exotic and native

plants which could allow some native species particularly greater

opportunities to recover Closure of areas during nesting or
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breeding seasons will enable vegetation near the trail to grow
uninhibited by foot traffic Relocation of trails for whatever
reasons will destroy vegetation along the new trail site with the

probability of colonization of weedy species usually nonnative on
the old trail location

Monitoring of erosion will enable decisions to be made about the

need for stabilization of slopes before sloughing of vegetated slopes

occurs Monitoring of air quality and OCS activities makes it more
likely that clean air will continue around the islands resulting in

the likelihood of healthier plants

Actions called for in the Cultural Resources section should have
no impact on vegetation except for the direct but local and minor
effects of trampling and destruction of plants during excavation or

salvage

WILDLIFE

The cumulative effect of the plan on wildlife should be the
elimination or control of influential exotic animal species as well as

enhancement of the island ecosystems for native species through
greatef knowledge of requirements and through habitat manipulation
and protection Negative impacts common to most of the field

projects include the destruction of certain invertebrates and small

vertebrates through such activities as trampling and stone turning
and the local--but not necessarily minor--disturbance to individuals

or groups of animals through close approach loud noise and so

forth Disturbances for archeological excavations test plots for

exotic plant eradication or actual removal of some exotic species
such as trees--all will remove some habitat on minor basis

Impacts of actions recommended in the Vegetation section include

the potential loss of habitat through exotic plant removal in the

case of low-growing vegetation this would be replaced by other low

vegetation but the removal of trees would effectively eliminate this

particular ecological niche While control of plants through chemical

means could adversely affect animals the encouragement of native

plants should result in increased populations of most native animals
more normal population of some others such as the Santa Barbara

Island deer mouse and nesting opportunities for greater variety
of birds

Impacts of actions recommended the wildlife sections include the

potential attempts to eradicate uch nonnative species as the ant

and rabbit on Santa Barbara IslEnd the black rat and scale insect
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on Anacapa Island and the black rat on San Miguel sland thereby
removing or reducing these naturalized species from the island

scene The net effects should be more natural processes on the

islands and the lessening if not removal of the pressure these

species exerted on native forms Because the techniques proposed
for eradication of rabbits and rats have the potential of being

primarily and secondarily harmful to certain native species
determination of such impacts will be preliminary to use of such
techniques this will ensure that unacceptable risks will not occur
and that special status species will not be affected Reduction of

rats on Anacapa Island should allow deer mice to regain their

numbers Studies of interaction between humans and populations of

marine birds/mammals will provide management with greater
information with which to make decisions on such administrative

actions as area closures Protection of habitat through such actions

as prohibition of rock turning or area closures should be of direct

aid to populations of individual species

Monitoring of both OCS activity and marine resources will help

management formulate its responses to other agencies responsible
for such activity this in turn could help protect intertidal and
subtidal habitats as well as individual marine wildlife from effects of

poorly conceived development plans

PHYSICAL RESOURCES

Overall the plan dictates monitoring various physical phenomena to

make possible better understanding of the processes involved and
the fluctuations to be expected and to be able to direct the quality
of the air and water surrounding the islands toward continued

high degree of purity

Other actions indicated by the plan should have little impact on the

islands physical resources except that the addition of researchers

or work crews to the present level of use could result in more

campfires greater use of outhouses and on San Miguel Island
trampling of areas around springs and streams for local and
minimal impact to air and water quality The administrative action

to move the location of the outhouse at the San Miguel Island

ranger station will aid in upgrading that particular stream course
Instructions to researchers and others will further limit the impacts

of living activities on the islands Test plot clearing or digging of

archeological sites could result in greater runoff from rains and the

potential for erosion to begin These actions will be mitigated by
careful selection of such sites and constant monitoring of likely

erosion The monitoring of OCS activities reduces the future

likelihood of decreased air and ocean water quality and the
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monitoring of the caliche forest in connection with the space shuttle

program could allow factual assessment of actual and potential

damage

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Legal obligations under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as well

as moral obligations dictate that certain species of biota will

receive particular attention when impacts of this plan are

considered Appendix identifies the animals and plants that are

already listed as threatened or endangered proposed for listing as

threatened or endangered or candidates for listing as threatened

or endangered

Under the act all federal agencies must examine all proposed
actions to determine that they will not impact any species or its

habitat protected by the act If the agency determination is that

impacts could occur formal consultation with the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service is requested If Fish and Wildlife agrees that

impacts are likely the process results in biological opinion from
them to the initial agency Fish and Wildlife also reqLests that

informal consultation take place regarding species proposed for

listing As well NPS policy dictates that species officilIy being
examined for protection under the act be afforded same
consideration as if they were already listed Hence the ciscussion

that follows addresses all of the species listed in appendix

These species are listed as threatened or endangered

Dudleya traskiae-- Baseline information gathered for the plan

gives good indication of this plants status and its particular
distribution on Santa Barbara Island Such knowledge enables

the National Park Service to ensure .that only those

researchers or resource managers who can recognize the plant
will go into those areas and then only on necessity basis
Continued monitoring of this species will update the information

needed for species management and habitat protection
Eradication of the rabbit would eliminate this plants only
serious predator

Xantusiana Ktauberina riversiana--Very little information is

known of the island night lizards status or distribution on

Santa Barbara Island Conceivably any actions rroposed
there could affect this species Actions concerning rabbit

eradication vegetat ye habitat manipulation trail relocation

and so forth cannt be properly undertaken without more
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information concerning this species Conversely the proposed
regulation prohibiting rock turning on the island could be

advantageous to lizards as well as to certain snail species
high priority in this plan is to obtain enough information to be
able to manage this species on Santa Barbara Island

Pelecanus occidentalis--Actions calling for continued monitoring
of this species monitoring of seabirds in general for effects of

sonic booms and surveys of nearshore fish stock should all

help manage this species Except that research or resource

management personnel could cause minor and local disturbances

to individual groups of pelicans no adverse effects of the plan
are likely

Haliaeetus leucocephalus and Falco peregrinus--These species
that once nested on the Channel Islands are no longer
resident Therefore no actions proposed should negatively

impact these species except that transient birds could pick up
and eat rats or rabbits poisoned if that method is selected
by respective eradication programs to unknown effect This

potential will be addressed in studies before such poisonings
are initiated further if it is found necessary the poisoning
attempts will be timed for seasons that would minimize the

probability of transience by these birds of prey

Enhydra lutris--This species once was common around the

Channel Islands according to archeological evidence and
historic reports None of the actions proposed should

negtively influence these species Projects related to the

gathering of information on intertidal and subtidal

invertebrates should increase knowledge that may be necessary
for management should the sea otter recolonize the islands

These species are proposed for listing as threatened or endangered

Dichondra occidentalis and Lavatera assurgentiflora--The
former is found occasionally at widely scattered areas on San

Miguel Island the latter is found in varied but usually rare

abundance on both San Miguel and Anacapa islands Certain

status information has been gathered by the Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History 1979 and tentative locations for

these species have been identified All personnel who are

performing projects fri these areas will be made familiar with

these plants Projects that generate more information

regarding special status species as well as those concerning
eradication of exotic plants should be generally helpful to

these species The specific actions concerned with monitoring
the mallow population at Point Bennett on San Miguel will

enable steps to be taken if necessary to protect this

population from trampling by pinnipeds
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Coelus globosus--The beetles are known to occur on San

Miguel Island and are thought to occur on Anacapa further

specific knowledge is lacking Potentially any actions that

occur on beaches or dunes on these islands could affect the

status of these beetles Actions designed to monitor potential

OCS oil drilling activities could indirectly benefit this species
as could oil spill contingency plans The proposed research

concerning this species should allow plans to be made

concerning its management

Binneya notabilis Micrarionta facta and Micrarionta

tryoni--Ranges for these Santa Barbara Island snails are more
restricted than in former times Updated basic information on

their status is found in baseline information gathered by the

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History 1979 Projects for

further monitoring of these snails will aid in their management
Currently few other projects will be allowed within these

snails habitats The proposed exotic plant and rabbit

eradication projects could result in more native vegetation
which should allow the snails more preferred habitat in which
to enlarge their ranges

These species are candidates for listing as threatened or

endangered

Eriogonum giganteum var compactum Erysimum insulare
Eschscholzia ramosa Orobanche parishii subsp brachyloba
Phacelia divericata var insularis and Quercus
tomentella--Initial surveys by the Santa Barbara Museum of

Natural History 1979 indicate that these plants one species
found within the former monument only on Anicapa two only
on San Miguel two only on Santa Barbara and one found on

both Anacapa and San Miguel vary in abundance from
occasional to rare and have ranges varying from widely
scattered to few in concentrated areas As with all the

plants further survey work is necessary Detailed

information on all special status species will be supplied to all

researchers and others who must venture through areas or

into habitats identified as likely for these species Actions

designed to eradicate Santa Barbara Island rabbits and to

control exotic plants on all the islands will be generally helpful
to these species

Arctocephalus towsendi--Thought to have once used the

Channel Islands in much larger numbers Guadalupe fur seals

now utilize San Miguel only sparingly in the company of

northern fur seals and California sea lions around the Point

Bennett area All these species are protected from harassment

by the Marine Mammal Protection Act and since boat access

and land access are prohibited by the California Department
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of Fish and Game and the National Park Service at Point

Bennett the species is currently well protected In addition
National Marine Fisheries Service personnel present at Point

Bennett throughout much of the year are in position to

monitor its small numbers daily All actions designed to obtain

more information on pinnipeds and their requirements or to

give greater assurance that their habitat remains protected
should enhance the status of this species

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Overall the plan dictates thorough surveys of all sites of cultural

importance and the formulation of plans to preserve and stabilize

these resources or to effect recovery and salvage of data from sites

not able to be stabilized Particular responsibility is felt toward
human remains and help and advice are actively sought from local

Native American groups

The actions proposed in other sections of the plan are not likely to

impact cultural resources except for inadvertent foot traffic over
sites All researchers and crews will be directed to avoid areas of

cultural resources If it is necessary to perform project around
such sites an NPS cultural resources specialist will be called upon
to direct access to the area the degree of work allowed and
ensure compliance with legal requirements and NPS policies
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Management efforts in the park will be coordinated with other

agencies some of which have jurisdiction over certain park
resources Currently management of the three islands involves

cooperation with the California Coastal Commission California

Department of Fish and Game California State Water Resources
Control Board Bureau of Land Management U.S Coast Guard
Fish and Wildlife Service National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration National Marine Fisheries Service and particularly
the U.S Navy In some cases such cooperation is solely in the

realm of information exchange or review of other agency documents
In others the cooperation assumes greater proportions All of

these agencies were asked to review this plan and their comments
were carefully considered The primary agencies and their current

roles with respect to park resource management are listed below

BIOSPHERE RESERVE PROGRAM

Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands as the original Channel Islands

National Monument are one of more than 25 areas within the United

States designated an international biosphere reserve and are

therefore an integral part of the United Nations Man and the

Biosphere Program MAB This program was established to

promote intergovernmental cooperation in research and resource

management projects throughout the world and to allow the greater

possibility that information be shared irrespective of political

boundaries Biosphere reserves were identified as examples of

various ecotypes around the world in which the primary objectives
are the conservation of genetic diversity and the preservation of an

area in which to carry on baseline environmental research and

monitoring Information gained through studies and monitoring

proposed in this plan have international applicability as part of this

biosphere program

The Channel Islands often compared to the Galapagos Islands

because of the high degree of endemism and location at the meeting
of two major ocean currents offer an exceptional laboratory for

studies under the MAB program Of particular interest is the

natural evolutionary changes as opposed to man induced changes
Efforts to restore and maintain prehistoric natural conditions may
prove at odds with normal evolutionary changes

The MAB program places an emphasis on long-term monitoring and

evaluation funding is not limited to single agency Many of the

monitoring projects proposed in this plan emphasize interagency

cooperation and lend themselves to funding through the MAB
program

San Miguel Island meets all qualifications for UNESCO designation as

an international biosphere reserve Further study is required to

determine if Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands would qualify
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

This agency is responsible for management of those resources of the

territorial waters of the United States that are not managed by the
various states the BLM is lead agency in development of potential

natural gas and petroleum lease sales As part of lease sale 48
which encompasses the Channel Islands region the BLM compiled
baseline biological and cultural information for the entire Southern
California Bight In this effort the park staff often cooperated
with various LM contract researchers in obtaining information from
the islands In addition the National Park Service was of direct

help in gathering and assessing archeological information The
park staff has reviewed the various public documents relative to

lease sale 48 and will continue to review documents related to

subsequent lease sales in an attempt to ensure protection of park
resources

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION

This state agency was established by the California Coastal Act of

1976 to promulgate and tmnsure compliance with regulations designed
to protect the California Pacific coastal strip from detrimental or

unrestricted development The CCC along with the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration al investigates
alternatives of establishing marine sanctuaries wittin state waters

currently proposed marine sanctuary encompasses the water area

for miles around all of the northern Channel Islands as well as

Santa Barbara Island Since some of this water area is included

within the park future consultation with the CCC is certainty

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

Coordination with this department takes several directions Since

1978 monument law enforcement rangers have been deputized as
state game wardens for the purpose of enforcing game regulations
within the ecological reserves surrounding each island This

department is also consulted with respect to their jurisdiction of the
marine resources surrounding the islands and of resident terrestrial

wildlife species In addition the Department of Fish and Game may
assume management responsibility for marine mammals from the
National Marine Fisheries Service and concurrent management of

the pinnipeds on the islands may take place with the state The
legislation establishing the new Channel Islands National Park

stipulates that the National Park Service undertake an inventory of

the marine resource and offer advice to the Department of Fish and
Game concerning management of this resoure The same bill

extends the parks administrative boundary out nautical mile

around each of the park islands which will facilitate cooperation
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not only in law enforcement but also in research Finally
consultation takes place between the park and the department
regarding wildlife management and in particular the states

endangered species program several island species of animals and

plants are currently either protected under the states endangered
species act or are being considered for such protection

CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVAtION

This office reviews all plans and proposals for development that

might affect cultural resources Additionally liaison for the

California Native American Heritage Commission is part of the office

staff and reviews the plan for consultation and coordination with

concerned Native Americans The state historic preservation officer

comments on plans as part of required compliance with the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 To facilitate such review the

Park Service apprises the historic preservation officer of pertinent

NPS-sponsored cultural studies and surveys

CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION

Specific to this plan the state lands cdmmission has the statutory

responsibility to administer and manage the use of the states

tidelands and submerged lands around Santa Barbara San Miguel
and Anacapa islands that is lands between the mean high tide line

and seaward miles Such lands within nautical mile of the

islands have been leased to the Department of Fish and Game for

ecological reserves However the state lands commission has

retained authority over these areas for oil gas geothermal and
other mineral exploration and development under certain conditions
as explained in Oil and Gas Sanctuary under the Other Agency
Activities section

The California Lands Commission also has permit authority over

dredging disposal of dredging spoils mining and salvage

operations on this land

CALIFORNIA WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

This agency has designated the waters offshore of the Channel
Islands to distance of mile or depth of 300 feet as areas of

special biological significance Within such areas the unique
resources are recognized and certain regulations such as those

regarding wastewater discharges are in effect to prevent
degradation of the unique environment The National Park Service

has cooperated in the past and will continue to cooperate with

efforts of personnel at the various regional water quality control

boards to monitor the quality of the waters around park islands
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U.S FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

This agency will be involved in consultations with the National Park
Service concerning the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as
amended According to this law all federal agencies muSt ensure
that their actions do not jeopardize certain species of plants or

animals that have been recognized as endangered or threatened If

there is the chance that federal action may affect one of these

species consultation with the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service must
occur NPS guidelines indicate that even If species is candidate

for inclusion under this act informal consultation will take place
Since several species have been considered proposed or already
included under the Endangered Species Act particularly on Santa

Barbara Island both the resource management plan and the broader
General Management Plan require consultation with Fish and Wildlife

In addition Fish and Wildlife conducts research especially related

to endangered species The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service also

enforces the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 which provides not

only for the protection of birds normally thought of as migratory
such as waterfowl but also most other species of birds For this

reason most research including banding having to do with any
birds within the park must also be covered by federal permits from

Fish and Wildlife Finally the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service is

one of several agencies that is consulted by the Bureau of Land

Management in its decision to lease tracts around the islands

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

This is branch of the National Oceanc and Atmospheric
Administration charged with enforcement of si ch pertinent laws as

the Fur Seal Treaty Act of 1911 and the Marine Mammal Protection

Act of 1972 both of which give lead agency status to this agency
for management of all seals sea lions sea otters dolphins
porpoises and whales On the islands therefore these animals

are mutually managed by both the National Marine Fisheries Service

and the National Park Service Under memorandum of agreement
currently in draft form between the two services management by
the National Marine Fisheries Service must comply with park laws
therefore potential practices such as capture of pinnipeds on the

three islands for commercial use is prohibited In addition the

park and National Marine Fisheries Service may at some future date

cooperate in research of marine mammals

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

This agency is charged with the establishmnt of national marine
sanctuaries within United States waters currently proposed
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marine sanctuary encompasses the water area for miles around all

of the northern Channel Islands and Santa Barbara Island The
park has recognized the need for more regional approach to

protection of the entire Channel Islands area and has indicated its

support of the concept of marine sanctuary The establishment of

Channel Islands National Park with 1-nautical-mile jurisdictional

boundary into the ocean from all the northern islands and Santa
Barbara Island will require greater amount of coordination

between the National Park Service and National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration if the sanctuary is approved See
appendix for map As of this writing approval by the

president of the United States and concurrence of the governor of

the state of California are still required

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

While this agency has no direct management responsibility for the

islands military operations occur in the air space over the islands
Consultation with the U.S Air Force will continue particularly as
the space shuttle program moves into active phases Close

cooperation will be required to monitor and if required mitigate
the impacts of the space shuttle program on island resources

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

This agency owns several portions of the three islands currently or

potentially usable for emplacement of aids to navigation These
portions are managed by the National Park Service as part of the

park Under the expanded park legislation these lands could be
transferred to the Department of the Interior with provision for the
continuation of existing and/or new essential navigational aids The
two agencies also cooperate in search and rescue missions
particularly in the waters within the park boundary

UNITED STATES NAVY

This agency owns San Miguel Island and associated Prince Island

but through 1976 amendment of 1963 memorandum of agreement
the National Park Service jointly manages the island This agency
also operates an extensive installation on Santa Cruz Island
recently added to the park Within the constraints of their

mission the U.S Navy often is able to assist in the transportation
of supplies personnel and equipment to the islands and provide
other services that contribute to the management of the park
Although day to day management and protection of the islands rests

with the National Park Service military activities continue to take

precedence over other uses Close cooperation with the U.S Navy
with regard to San Miguel continues to be essential Under the
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park legislation these lands could be transferred to the Department
of the Interior with provision for the continuation of essential

national security missions It is understood that the memorandum
of agreement between the two departments will remain in effect

except as it may be modified by subsequent agreement
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APPENDIX

FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE SENT
TO POTENTIAL RESEARCHERS

United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
1699 ANCHORS WAY DRIVE

VENTURA CALIFORNIA 93003

Thank you for your interest in collecting and/or engaging in

research within Channel Islands National Monument The monument
is unit of the National Park System and was .established to

preserve outstanding cultural natural and paleontological

resources while at.the same time allowing public enjoyment of

these same features We realize the value of research and

recognize it as legitimate use of the monument At the same

time because of our mandate for resource protection only
certain nonmanipulative research projects have sufficient justifi
cation to be allowed on these three smallest of the Channel Islands
illconceived projects or even too many legitimate ones could

seriously impact their fragile and sensitive resources

In general research is allotied if It is necessary for manage-
ment or it is virtually non-impacting and requires no collecting
If it does require collecting or if it may result in even minor

disturbance to the resource on the islands ecosystems it may still

be allowed if it can be accomplished only within the monument

and if potential for jeopardizing the status of any impacted

resources or harming the ecosystem as whole is negligible

If you feel that your.project meets these criteria please provide
the information requested below As well if there is necessity
to collect please fill out and return at the same time the enclosed

application for collecting permit WRO Form 107

Host applications will be processed within one month of receipt

However to avoid last minute anxieties we strongly urge you to

apply as early as possible before you hope to start field work
You may provide the information required by sending copies of research

grant proposals graduate study proposals or similar documents

Information which we .need which is not included in your proposals

may be furnished as an addendum or cover letter Please provide

complete information the first time--otherwise further delays will

in aapCy REFER To



result In order to assess all proposals objectively and fairly
we need all the following information

Name of principal investigator

Institution or organization department address and telephone
number
Principal investigatorts rank or discipline
Title of proposed research

Abstract of proposed research

Detailed description of the proposed research including

What is to be .accomplished
When the research is anticipated to begin
Duration of the research

Research design and methodology
Type and amount of specimens to be collected if any
The value of the research to the investigators discipline
and to Channel Islands National Monument
Why it is necessary to conduct-the research/collect the

specimens in Channel Islands National Monument rather
than in some area outside the monument
Pertinent published and unpublished references

Names affiliations and qualifications of other personnel
involved including field assistants

Source and amount of funding
Timetable of work
Miscellaneous logistical considerations type of transportation
to be used dumber of trips number of persons on each trip
whether camping is anticipated etc

All proposals will be evaluated objectively irrespective of the

investigators lack of funding or small curriculum vitae at the

present time In these cases however we may request an interview
in order to better evaluate your experience and interest

If you receive certification of your project you must agree to

furnish annual progress reports final report and copies of theses
dissertations publications and reports to qther .agencies resulting
from research in the monument If project is cancelled postponed
or terminated please inform us so that the rile on your project can
be closed

Since the potential for adverse impacts on monument resources is great
with much research special conditions appropriate to your work might
be included as part of your certification and-your collecting permit
Noncompliance with these conditions could result in your project
being terminated

You must have all appropriate Federal and State of California permits
before certification can be issued If your natural science project
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Port flO.107
reh 1973

tad States Dsparnt of the Interior

National Park Service ilastern Region

APPLICAflON FOR PCSSION TO CLWTzcr op Rrs as AID AXThla

Name of Area

Name of Applicant

Representing Name of Institution

Specimens to be Collected Type Quantity

Other Applicable Collection Permits Federal State

Agency No Expir Date Agency
Reason for Collecting within this Area

Place where Specimens are to be Deposited

Permit Expiration Date

Home Address

Date

reriod or conecting
Irrom To

No Exuir Date

the applicant having read the conditions on the reverse of the permit relating to

collections within areas e4M4 stered by the Western Region of the National Park Service

agree that if the permit is granted will comply with all the condItions stated therein

Signed _____________________________________

BE Ffl1W IN fl ISSUING OFFICE ONLY DO ROT WHITE BflI IflS LIRE

Approved for Collecting following Specimens 1ype Quantity

Locality of Collecting Limited to Permit Expiration Date

Special CoMitions or Restrictions Copies of this permit sent to

ayppriate State and other

Federal agencies if applicable

Recnded by Signature and Title Approved by Signature of Supt Date Approved

United States Department of the Interior

National Park Service Western Region COILflO PCT
In Accordance with the Conditions and Restrictions Appeáing on the Beck Permission is snted

Name of Collector To Collect within Area Date Issued

To Collect the following Specimens Type Quantity

Locality of Collecting Limited to

Special Conditions or Restrictions

AppsvedSignattiJ
-- ______________________________

Superintendent1

The collecting of rare or endangered natural objects if permitted at all will
be allowed only when approval has been obtained from the Regional Director of
the Western Region National Park Service San Francisco California

THIS PECT MUST BE CARMW AT ALt flies WHIIZ COLIZCTT Sn flfl5 vo
CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
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INVESTIGATORS ANNUAL REPORT
Natnai Sciences Research

This forr is to be completed by the researcher aM returned to the Superintendent of the Park by JANUARY See

reverse for additional instructions

TO PARK REGION

SUPERINTENDENT

Project Title

Names of Researchers and Institutions

Sources and Amounts of Funds Other Than NPS If Any

StartIng Date of Project Percent Completion of Project to

Date
Est Additional Time Required for Completion

Beyond January 1st

Years

Use Additions SMets if Necest sty

SIgnature of Investigator Date

9.RsPNumber

Form 10.226

April 1966

NITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Suary of progress of significant findings If any to date recomthendations regarding future course Le on

basis of work so far shon it proceed as planned he reoriented expanded reduced time schedule and support level adjusted

etc



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE IN1ERIO
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

NATURAL SCIENCES RESOURCE STU DI ES PROBLEM

Original and one copy of the completed form should be submitted to the regional director for his review The regional director

retains one copy and forwards the original to the Office of Natural Sciences Studies in WASO Refer to the Natural Sciences

Studies Handbook for additional information

PARK REUON

Title of Problem tsrief Name%

$tatement of Problem Use ion finuation sheet If needed for further explanation CHECK ONE

Request for Service-

supported studies

or advice

Reporting independ
ent studies Initiat

ed or to be Initiated

Submitted By Name Title Date

Superintendents Review

Approved Disapproved

Signature Date

Regional Directors Review

Approved Disapproved

Signature Date

WASO Review By Name Title Date

Needs no additional study problem can be solved by usg existing knowledge and/or techniques

Needs study to obtain solution

Recommendations

Methods of Ftmding

Other MP Dc/Pcfl te Other

Est Cost Per year for estimated years Total Estimate Cost

10 Approved by Chief Scientist

Signature fiuie

ll.RSPflumber

INI

Form 10-224 W69
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APPENDIX

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
OCCURRING WITHIN CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK

Exclusive of Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz islands

The following species are listed as threatened or endangered
species

Status

Dudleya traskiae Santa Barbara Island live-for-ever
Falco peregrinus anatum American peregrine falcon
Haliaeetus leucocephalus bald eagle
Pelecanus occidentalis brown pelican
Xantusia Klauberina riversiana island night lizard
Enhydra lutris sea otter

Extirpated on the three islands

The following species are proposed for listing as threatened or endangered
species

Status

Binnea notabilis slug snail
Coelus globosus globose dune beetle
Dichondra occidentalis

Lavatera assurgentiflora island mallow
Micrarionta facta Concentrated snail
Micrarionta tryoni Tryons snail

The following species are candidates for listing as threatened or endangered
status

Status

Arctocephalus towsendi Guadalupe fur seal
Eriogonum giganteum var compactum
Erysimum lnsulare island wallflower
Eschscholzia ramosa island poppy
Orobanche parishii subsp brachyloba

Phacelia divaricata var insularis

Quercus tomentella island oak
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APPENDIX

STATE ECOLOGICAL RESERVE REGULATIONS

\VSTh T2L SEOLETAItY OF STIflt

cnnt.GrsnnnttCtâkcdsn HIlLS
______________________

copy beiow is hereby certiGed to be true

and correct cupy of regtktior.s acoprcC or

amended1 or an eider of repcl by

FISILAND GiaLcQmJ.QN

Date of adoption amendment or repeal

s.D.ecemtte.tLJ218

Leslie dgerton
_ExenzUy.e...S2czetacy

Tab
or WRflt 114 THIS SPACE 00 110 wmts u4nis

AFTER PROCEFOWSS HAD JR ACCORDAUCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCEDURE ACT Coy Code Title Div Part Chapter 4.5 AND PURSUANT

TO THE AUTHORITY VESTED BY SECTICUS 1580-1584 OF TU FISH tND GAME CO.E AND

TO DWLG4EIff INTERPRET OR SPECIFIC SECTIONS 1ECO-l534 OF THE FISH AND

GAME CODE THE FISH AND GA4E COMMISSION HEREBY kEDS ITS RECULATIOUS IN

TiTLE 14 CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE AS FOLLOWS

Subsection b31 of SectIon 630 is amended to read

31 Anacapa island Ecological Reserve Ventura County

Except as specifically prohibited under this section boating
sport and ccriercial fishing spearfishinç r.wiuing and diving with under
water breathing apparatus are pestitted within the ecological reserve which

extends one mile from the nearest point of land of east middle and west

islands ccximonly referred to as Anacapa Island

natural area is hereby established from the mean high tide mark

seaward to water depth of 10 fathems 60 feet on the north side of East

Anacapa Island betweena line extending 3450 magnetic off the westerrnost

point and line extending 750 magnetIc off tle easterwest point It is

unlawful to take or possess any natIve plant fish tildlife aquatic
organism or disturb any natural geological feature within the describec
natural area

No invertebrates may be taken from within the follodin areas

The mean high tide marl to water depth of 20 fat on the
south side of West Ar.acapa Island bettcen line eztendin 145 ma
netic off the National Park Service flocnant at the southernmcst ooint
adjacent to and excluding Cat Rock and liie eztending 2200 majnetic
off the National Park Service Monwnent at the easterrnost point near

Frenchyss Cove
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CONTINUATION SHItT

OR FlUNG ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
TH THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Purwomt to Govunmoitt Cod Sotfion 11380.1

2-

The mean high tide mark to water depth of 20 feet on the
north side of Middle Anacapa Island between line extending 345
magnetic off the National Park Service Monument at Bat Ray Point to

line extending 345 off the westernmost point of East Anacapa
Island at the western boundary of the natural area off Anacapa Island

No net or trap may be used in waters ess than 20 feet deep off

the Anacapa Islands commonly referred to as Anacapa Island

CE brown pelican fledging area is designated fran the mean high
tide mark seaward to water depth of 20 fathoms 120 feet qn the north

side of West Anacapa Island between line extending 345 magnetic off the

westernmost point and line extending 3450 off Portuguese Point äis
tance of approximately 7000 feet No person except as provided in

subsection al0 and employees of the National Park Service in the

performance of their official duties -shall enter this area durin9 the

period March to May 31

No person-shall fire or discharge any firearm or explosive de
vices airor gas gun within the ecological reserve

Harvesting of kelp from within this reserve shall be prohibited

Except under permit issued by the department

Subsection b32 of Section 630 is amended to read

32 Santa Barbara Island Ecological Reserve Santa Barbara County

Boating sport and commercial fishing spearfishing swimming aM
diving with underwater breathing apparatus are permitted within the ecolc

gical reserve which extends one mile from the nearest point of the principal
island of Santa Barbara

No invertebrates ay be taken from the mean high tide mark sea
ward -to water depth of 20 feet on the eastern side of the island between

line extending 345 magnetic off the northernmost point of Arch Rock and

line extending 1650 magnetic off the southernmost point

Ho net or trap may be used in waters less than 20 feeLin depth

off the eastern side of the island between line extending 3450 magnetic
-off the northernmost point of Arch Rock and line extending 165 magnetic

off the southernmost point of Santa Barbara Island

No person shall fire or discharge any firearm or explosive devices
air or gas gun within this reserve
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CONTINUATION SHUT
FOR FILING ADMINISTRATIVE REGULAUONS

ITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Puisucol to Goyeninrnnt Cod Section 11380.1

-3-

This order shall take effect on the thirtieth day after filing with the
Secretary of State as provided in Section 11422 of the Government Code

The Fish and Game Commission has determined that there are no new costs to

local government pursuant to Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code

LI
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APPENDIX

AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

The Clean Air Act created three classifciations of varying degrees
of restriction of allowable air quality deterioration Under this

classification Channel Islands National Monument was designated
Class II The monument has been recommended for Class status
as air quality related values are deemed important to the area
This recommendation would also apply to thee expanded park The
maximum allowable increase of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide

for Class and Class II areas has been established as follows

POLLUTANT MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE
micrograms per cubic meter

Class Class II

Particulate matter

Annual geometrit mean 19

Twenty-four-hour maximum 10 37

Sulfur dioxide

Annual arithmetic mean 20

Twenty-four-hour maximum 91

Three-hour maximum 25 512
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY LIST OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL
RESOURCE PROJECTS

In the separate Management Program document projects will be

assigned numbers by priority and funding sources The following
list is not in order of priority

Natural Science Projects Initiate exotic plant eradication study
Update correct and refine species

lists and vegetation community
maps

Monitor special status plant species
Monitor distribution and abundance of

proposed special status snail

species
ldentlfS past distribution of special

statui snail species
Determine extent of competitive

Interaction between introduced ants

and special status snails

Study food preference of carnivorous

snails

Determine distribution and abundance
of globose dune beetles

Assess damage by scale insects to

prickly pear cactus on Anacapa
Island

Deterthine distribution abundance and
habitat requirements of island

night lizards on Santa Barbara
Island

Determine status of amphibians and

reptiles on Anacapa and San Miguel
islands

Study feasibility of bald eagle
reintroduction on park islands

Determine status of European starlings
on park islands

Monitor status of San Miguel island

foxes
Determine status of the deer mouse on

East Anacapa island
Determine impacts of rat eradication

control techniques on nontarget

species found on Anacapa and San
Miguel islands
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Design rat eradication/control program
for San Miguel Island

Determine impacts of rabbit

eradication/control techniques on

nontarget species found on Santa

Barbara Island
ContinUe study of basic biology of

feral rabbits on Santa Barbara
Island

Determine species abundance seasonal

status distribution and preferred
habitat of bats on park islands

Determine abundance seasonal status
distribution mortality pup
production and behavioral

observations of pinnipeds on park
islands

Study biology of harbor seals on park
islands

Study human activity/pinniped
interaction

Cooperate in studies to determine

impacts to pinniped auditory

systems resulting from high

pressure sonic booms monitor

space shuttle sonic boom Impacts
on San Miguel sland pinnipeds
and survey San Miguel Island

elephant seal population expansion
Encourage behavioral studies of eared

seals food habit studies of local

pinnipeds studes of specific

interaction and use of space and

monitoring of diseases
Initiate baseline survey of nearshore

marine resources of sea otter prey
species

Study human activity/seabird
interaction

Monitor level of pollutants in the

populations of seabird species
Study impacts of kelp cutting on

seabird foraging around park
islands

Cooperate in studies of food habits and

foraging areas of seabirds nesting
on park islands use of nearshore
waters by migratory species
reproductive behavior of Santa

Barbara Island western gulls
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biology of snowy plovers on San

Miguel Island biology of black

oystercatchers on park islands
and sonic boom effects on various

seabird species
Cooperate In studies of visitor use

impact to intertidal resources
intertidal resource sampling studies

on park islands and in long-term
studies of commercial and sport
fisheries around park islands

Resource Management Control or eradicate some exotic plant

species
Projects Monitor plant transects on the islands

Eradicate black rats on East Anacapa
Island

Initiate feral rabbits eradication

program for Santa Barbara Island
Monitor pinniped populations on park

Islands
Monitor seabird populations on park

islands during nesting season
Monitor brown pelican status and

nesting succes5 on Anacapa Island
Monitor gully and wind erosion on the

three islands

Monitor springwater quality on San

Miguel Island
Monitor caliche forests on San Miguel

Island

Administrative Actions Suppress all fires on the three

Islands
Prohibit rock turning on Santa Barbara

Island

Encourage qualified group such as

the Audubon Society to undertake
an annual bird census on park
islands

Reduce man-made harborage for black

rats on Anacapa and San Miguel
islands

Expand interpretive programs to

increase reasonable public access

to and enjoyment and

understanding of pinniped and
seabi rd populations

Cooperate with other agencies to

designate areas offshore of the
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islands as boat closure zones

because of pinniped or seabird

populations
Establish air corridors over park

islands
Establish program for NPS

participation in oil spill

contingency plans
Designate the Point Bennett area and

Prince Island off San Miguel

Island and Shag Rock and Sutil

Island off Santa Barbara Island as

research natural areas
Relocate trail section if feasible on

Santa Barbara Island
Close various areas on the islands

seasonally as needed to protect
seabird populations

Relocate the outhouse near the ranger
station on San Miguel Island or

convert to self-contained system
Monitor OCS oil and gas development

around park islands
Monitor air quality on the islands
Establish consistent weather stations

on park islands

Cultural Resource Projects Prepare historic structure maintenance

guide for buildings in East

Anacapa Historical District

Conduct surveys to locate cultural

resources especially historical

archeological sites on park
islands

Monitor impacts of the East Anacapa
Nature Trail on the archeological
site

Conduct limited testing and data

recovery from Ahacapa Island

sites

Formulate and implement alternative

methods of preserving eroding
human remains on San Miguel
Island

Formulate multidisciplinary designs for

recovery and analysis of eroding
bones and artifacts from San

Miguel Island sites

Conduct archeological survey of area

on San Miguel not examined by
Greenwood 1978
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Record number and map locations of

mammoth bones and areas of

oxidized soil to correlate with

recording systems of Greenwood

1978 and Rozaire 1976
Undertake limited testing of Nidever

Adobe site leading to either

salvage or partial excavation and
stabilization if warranted

Further evaluate Lester Ranch

complex
Stabilize and maintain Herbert Lester

grave and Cabrillo Monument
Formulate research design to allow

minimal data recovery and analysis
of sites affected by erosion and

accessibility

Study feasibility of rerouting trail in

Webster Point area
Monitor public access to archeological

and historic sites to determine site

deterioration

Use Chumash place names for the

Channel Islands in information

literature

Encourage Chumash descendants to

participate in preparation of

programs replicas etc
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AW WILDLIFE SERVICE
LLOYD 500 BUILDING SUITE 1692

500 N.E MULThOMAH STREET

PORTLAND OREGON 97232

July 31 1980

baxñ
Regional Director Western Region National Park Service
Box 36063 San flaicisco California 94102

Frau 4egional Director Portlath Qregon FA-SE

Subject Fol Section Consultation Request re Draft Natural aid
Qiltiral Resource Itnagalent Plan tC4P Livirorneirtal

Assessient for Chaxe1 Islards with Project Statnnits
tl-l-80F44

This naraidin respoids to yr request of Itch 1980 for fonn1
consultation pmsuant to Section 7a of the Erdaiered Speciec Act as
aixerded on the subject draft csits for the thanrel Islards dated

February 1980 By letter dated Jwe 27 1980 an ectension to the
90-day consultation period as iruthafly agreed to by our respective

Several Federally listed spec4es ocour on or in the vicinity of the
thanrel Isanis aid will be considered in this consultation tese
irr1ntie the islaid night irnd flauberina riversiana the Call
forria broçq pe1cn Pelecanis eiantal cali forticus the bnlri

eagle Haliaeetis lsaoooeflnlus the tican peregriS falcon Falco
perrims anatsn the southern sea otter Enhydra luis xeisJ
aid the Santa Brbra Islaid liveforeer Ddleya trákiae Several
caxdidate species will also be discsseL

Project Desaiption I-

These draft docz.rients provide neans for pthlic involvexeit in future

plans for the thanne Islaxds National tnznatt They outline research
aid resrce ruanagenent plans with analyses of impacts to the Islanis
The Project Statarerits stnrarize tnse projects discussed in the draft
NCRIP which are of highest priority Several priority itets are pro-

to protect or erthasre eaxgered species These tU be discussed
in our foflaing azits mver let us point cat that the proposals
to protect enhaxce or study listed species were of general desoription
aid do itt allcw detailed analysis by us at this tine
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Pe Four

tie Charnel Islart popilation c1 4e resulted Lian the
merciat haziest by fur traders during tie 1800 aid this popilation
was brought to near eztiirtion by tie tzn of the century

In 1938 tie scnt.iern sea otter was identified off Point Stir Cal 4-

fornia aid tint popilation was cpaxx3ed to an estimated high of
1443 inivitiwls 1979 census with range betieen Seal Beath San
Tnic Cbispo aunty aid Ai bevo Point Santa uz Cainty fact

waMering i-td-iv4Anal have been sighted to tie wrth aid south of
tiese range limits Provided tie Erspalation .tinaes to ixrrease
it is presuned that tie popilation will cteid its range to tie
thannal Islans aid ocaste south of Point Coxxeption

The saitiern sea otter is an opportunistic predator foraging in lrth

rocky aid soft sM4ment cvrninitiac sleirvn ranging beyord tie 20-30

faflnn depth They feed on variety of benthic invertebrates ixrltd
irq abalore Haliotis sp sea irthins Stroxy1acentrotus sp
kelp crab PugeWa sp aid others

Invertebrates

Three castidate invertebrate spectiec all lard snails om on
Santa Barbara Islani The coxcarated snail Micrarionta facta is

restricted solely to Santa Barbara Islard It is fain in iheltasi
rock fflr.nAtiflflS uwiafly helrcq 250 feet elevation. facta was pro
posed for ersiangered status on January 12 1977 42 fl 25O7F itt was
wittr3rawn pmsuant to tie 1978 ameMnierts to tie Erdangered Species
Act We have very little otler infomtSon on the ea3logicel rsuire
mats for this species Cm ra7 .ssndations below will center on tie
need for ttional stvey vnrk aid stdy related to this aid at
lain

tyons sail Nicrarionta tryoni is cntin only Lat Santa Barbara

aid San Nialas Islards flabitat destruction by feral axIilTnl rathits
aid loss of tie plant Coreopsis are believed to be limiting factos for
this spec4es Projects designs to relieve these pressures will bene
fit this spec4 ec troni was proposed for threatened status on

April 28 1976 aid witlrawn pirsuant to tie 1978 axerñients to tie

Endangered Species Act

The sing sTall Binneya rxtabilis is restricted to an extrenely
specific range on Santa Barbara Islaid It is faurd uider soil aid

associated lith thick suoculent roots Unkmwning destruction by
hikers acr2jj5aftaj brush fires aid tie urcontrolle spread of
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Pe Five

eotic ice plant ineseubryanffenn calxtoths sp -1
threats to the species that can be contoflad by proper planning

wf-nhilic waS prosad for exiarqerei states on April 28 1976

Tn FR 17742 aid 3saenUy e.dra.n p5UaIit to the 1978 anterd
merits to the Erx3angeral Species Pet

flora

llzdleya traskias Crassulaceae or the Santa Barbara Islard liveforever

SRTh was detii to be an erdangereft species on April 26 1978
practices such as fnnning grazing aid intentional birnirq

were cited as causes for the drljxs in tis native insular vagetation
aid the Sfl 43 JR 1791017916 drever it was prmzarily Lirean
raltits Oryctelaus introduced in the 1940s that griac aid graze
the Sfl to the graiid that irfred the bnl 4sf that the St was
extlmt Philbrick 1972 aid xiithsonian 1975 Sub ently rt1
58Th taM ware located in 1975 in three canyons aid substantial

colony of several betted plants was discovered Signal Peak hbran
1979 Thi-c reatcearaxce of trasldae has been atibxted in part
to the reduction by the lIPS of rnHii ppilation on Santa Barbara
Islad Hocever it is pinlicible that the steep zsarly vertical

cliffs of the Signal Peak colony my have made the Sn inacoessible
to rathits aid to bns in the past Itran 1979 Stilt wnh retains
to be done rarding rexoval of the rH4ts aid recovery of the St on
Santa Barbara Islaid 43 FR.l79l5 aid Mran 1979 This eftoct has
been sted by the StatdWf California Dartrient of Fish aid Ge
They are taking the lead within an irxteragercy wr1dn3 group in draft

ing recovery plan for the cn for the PiE

Didleya is favorite arg rodc gardeners aid cactus aid sirculent

gracs for its beautjr imique succulent habit aid atcearalte aid

hardiness This has getate underate to intense collection pres
ses on Didleya by many i.ztviduals imlrding ron-botani.sts aid
anter gracs

Several Federal carv94te plant species grat on the thanrel Islands
ioqoiun gisantetn ssp flrçacbn tavetera assurgentiflora Maintia

Berberis pamiata ssp insularis aid obamls parashn ssp
brathyloba are anong tthse species fouIff3E1ilan3s that are being
considered to irrliñe in Ibtice of viee to be piblishe in the
Federal Bagister later this year by this Service Thee species suffer

fran wnrt the sate threats as the RTh bat they also are thre.te
by ectic plant species described on page 61 of the Enviromiental

Assessnent Little is antan on the states of these species
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Page Six

Discission and Renuerxiations

Several project statements could have an effect on 1ist or candi
date species As dethilsi project plans are developsl IWS should
determine tther or mt project could affect listed species aid
then reuest consultation on specific projects Any project elenent
that rui.res Federal et3axere1 species perm4 i.e island night
1td research sluild be subject to fonial consultation with this

Regiomal fice prior to stnittal of your nit application Itat
follows in this Section is discission of several specific proposals

We strorqly sipot the Santa Barbara Island Ezopean Rethit Padica
tion aid tie Anacapa Island B1ck Pat Mication research planc
Such praius are highly desirable in the protection of evMc species
ever mn-target species i.e ezargered aid candidate species
could be ançacted by the chosen elinination methods Tb insure ro neg
ative inçacts to listed spec4es ce culd like to review the final
eradication plans within the context of fornal consultation prior to

iTpareation

The proposal stady on the statas of the island night 1inrd on Santa
Barbara Island could have an effect on this threater species Sper4 fic
plans on the nethods proposed to accanpli.sh this project should be eval
uated for their possible effects We culd apprerlnte copy of the

proposal stidy Again fnnMl consultation with our Service will be

required in order to suç.çot yarn application for Federal aanered
species pnnnit

The sea otter historically was an e4c species on tie islands
Natural expansion of their range nay indeed leal to recccipation of
the thasriel Islands Further in the draft Sea Otter Recovery Plan
the thaime Islands are proposed to be ecanim for possible trans
location sites In-dth strk3ies of the nearsirre onnnnity stuc
tame aid caa.osition of the islands will be necessary prior to any
decision This wa are in favor of the proposed Subtidal Marine
Resource InvenWry Invertelates We agree that im4 nr stndiac

will to be conducted at all islands aid close review of the
research presently_being conducted on San Nicolas will prove to be
of great help in czpleting our research proposal We lood forward
to revied.ng your ocmupleted proposal

We strongly eorse the otic Plant adication Facihility project
The project statement points out that the ulttnnte goal of eotic

plant rerval nay have same detrimental effects We urge you to ftrd
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Page Eight

This corc1ses fnnn1 amsu1tion on tim raft IW aid Project
Statenents for tte .thaime Islanis If you have spsñfic questions
regarding this natta please call Saaansit Ar Manager at
PIE 468-4664

cas
WiWwa Mqa
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